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ABSTRACT 

My dissertation examines issues of authority and authorship in academic 

discourse by considering questions such as these: 

How does the discipline of rhetoric and composition authorize texts generated 

by its classic figures, professionals in the field, and students in those profes

sionals' classrooms? How does that authorization, and the discursive practice 

involved in authoring and teaching it, inscribe or preserve the dominant 

hegemony? How might those of us dedicated to counter-hegemonic discursive 

and pedagogical projects re-view and revise the discipline's notions of what 

constitutes authoritative discourse? 

It argues that denying authors the opportunity to use their positionality and personal 

convictions to challenge the position and ideology of the detached, dispassionate style 

of academic discourse is to deny not only the experience and material conditions but 

also the body of the author. Such denial makes one's professional work insincere. 

As an antidote to such insincerity, I theorize a revised notion of academic discourse 

that combines the contextualizing effects of Marxist theory and feminist theories of 

women's autobiography with the destabilizing, subversive effects of deconstructive 

practice. 

Subsequent chapters enact the language and the method that might constitute 

those new practices. I examine the pedagogical implications of a deconstructive 

analysis of our discipline's discursive practice and map out a curriculum designed not 
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only to teach authoritative writing but also to empower students to critique rather than 

reproduce dominant hegemonic discursive practices. Applying my revised notion of 

discursive practice to classical rhetoric, I present not only a rhetorical analysis of the 

textual mechanics of one of the discipline's classical texts (Gorgias), but also demon

strate of other non-academic texts and autobiographical responses call into question 

the authority of that text and its traditions. Finally, I examine the dissonance between 

academic accounts of the composing process and my own female personal experience 

with writing as a woman in the academy. 
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Chapter 1 

Recognizing and Resisting Tota1(izing) Bullshit: 
Motive, Agency, and Representation in Academic Discourse 

I am going to develop in your presence as fully and as freely as I can the train 
of thought that led me to think this .... One can only give one's audience the 
chance of drawing their own conclusions as they observe the limitations, the 
prejudices, the idiosyncracies of the speaker. I propose ... to tell you the 
story ... that preceded my coming here--how, bowed down by the weight of 
the subject which you have laid upon my shoulders, I pondered it, and made it 
work in and out of my daily life. . . .Lies will flow from my lips, but there 
may perhaps be some truth mixed up with them; it is for you to seek out this 
truth and to decide whether any part of it is worth keeping. (Woolf 3-4) 

I. Contradiction as a Site for Analysis and Action 

My argument is that disciplinary practice within English departments charges 

us to re-define academic discourse and the teaching of composition. In particular, 

because I want to redefine our canon of authority, I intend to focus on what we 

authorize in academic discourse. lOur current definitions and methods of teaching 

I Another term to describe "canon of authority" could be "style." Because that 
term is one so overworked in rhetoric and composition studies, however, I want to 
delineate how I make it mean. For my purposes, "style" is a textual feature through 
which the authority of the text is accomplished. Within discursive practices, then, 
style is a discourse community's means of authorizing, its conventionally sanctioned 
and constrained norms and usages that determine what constitutes the authoritative, 
the reasonable, the proven for that group. Thus, by "style" I mean a culturally 
bound, epistemological prerogative. This sanctioned authority, "style," is accom-
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academic discourse derive from what we recognize as the mission of a university. 

Historically and coincidentally the university has served a dual function: to manifest 

productive citizens and to cultivate and support the intelligentsia. 

To fulfill the function of "socializing" students, the nation's educational system 

in general and the university system in particular teach an upcoming generation of 

citizens how to act, communicate, and think in order to get on in their society. Like 

other cultural institutions--marriage, organized religions, the media--the university 

thus maintains and passes on the dominant hegemony. In this mission, the university 

functions as what Gramsci calls "civil society" (12) by endorsing the ethics and 

manners which reproduce hegemonic ideology and by enforcing the power relations of 

the status quo. Evan Watkins explains that English departments in particular carry 

out this function because they "supply a means of distinguishing and sorting out 

degrees of 'achievement,' of 'individual capacity,' and so forth unavailable in other 

ways from the structure of society" (91). Watkins calls this the "compensatory func-

tion," one that 

holds more visibly for English insofar as (1) the direct contribution of English 
to the technologies of knowledge is proportionally more difficult to demon
strate, and what contribution it does make is hardly reflected in the internal 
priorities of work in English; (2) the relation between the assignment of a 
grade and the "masterytl of specific skills, especially in literature and theory 
classes, is rarely passed on as such "outside" the university ... (3) English is 
proportionally larger and more influential within the university than other 
departments whose work, like English, involves primarily tlvalues" in one way 
or another (involves, that is, ideological work). (90-1) 

plished by authors' textual gestures to conventions of the discourse community. 



In other words, English departments' unique characteristics enable their work in 

sorting those students who have internalized or at least proven they can reproduce the 

cultural values and ideology of the civil society from those who cannot, and--of 

course--authorizing the former. The vernacular of composition studies often labels 

this compensatory role "gatekeeping." 
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A second and simultaneous function of the university is to produce, cultivate, 

and support the intellectual, that is, the person who not only is an intellectual but also 

works as one. As an institution, the university authorizes workers whose labor is 

conceptualizing and articulating the social, economic, and political interests of their 

society. Optimally, the specialized knowledge of these experts authorizes them to 

exhort others (individual citizens, government agencies, corporate structures, the 

media) to apply the experts' theoretical knowledge such that those practices eventually 

become a part of every day life; ideally, then, the intellectuals' work affects praxis. 

Unlike the socialization mission of the university, however, the enterprise of 

nurturing the intellectual does not, or at least should not, support hegemony; ideally, 

that enterprise enables critique and revision of hegemonic ideology and practice. 

Stuart Hall claims that the aim of a theoretically informed political practice must 

surely be to distinguish between social or economic forces and political and ideologi

cal practices in order to intervene in history in a progressive way; this articulation 

must be constructed through practice precisely because it is not guaranteed or enabled 

by how those forces are constituted in the first place (95). 
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In other words, the purpose of an intellectual's "good" political practice--like, 

say, ours in teaching composition or doing scholarly writing--is changing the course 

of things for the better. The way to do that is to articulate (i.e., introduce, a new and 

persuasive ideology of one's own) between material conditions and existing ideologies 

and then to enact that articulation in daily life. Thus, workers who function as 

intellectuals should be "the principal agent[s] in countering the current hegemony" 

(Villanueva 24). It should be up to them to intervene in history, and the mission of 

the university should be to make their intervention possible. 

However, the socially unifying mission of the university contradicts the task of 

the individual worker who functions as an intellectual therein: the institution as a 

whole reproduces dominant hegemony while at least some of its workers try to 

subvert that status quo. Watkins specifies how this contradiction pertains to we who 

profess English when he analyzes the work that our particular departments do: 

Because work is always a specific complex of social relations as well as a 
certain kind of effort, it can also involve sharply antagonistic perceptions of 
how it is organized. Thus, another of the 'peculiarities of English depart
ments,' to borrow Ohmann's phrase, is an organization of work that seems on 
the one had to be designed somewhere else by and imposed on the professional 
identities of those who perform it, and yet on the other seems itself part of a 
process of designing a system of expectations, controls, and appropriations to 
be exacted from someone else. (88) 

Our roles lock us in a cage from which we cannot escape; the key to the lock is in 

our hands. 
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What are we to make of this contradiction? Though the authorizing our 

academic writing often requires that we see contradictions as problems demanding 

resolution, some of us who profess English believe that eliminating contradictions is 

not necessarily a reasonable or even a commendable project. After all, the dissonance 

of paradox often generates vigor and expresses ineffable reality in ways that consis

tency cannot. Nonetheless, the cross purposes that the university sets for its academic 

workers create conflict for the intellectual. To mediate the contradiction, the academ

ic can dismiss one objective in favor of the other or support both simultaneously and 

thus act schizophrenically; she could also choose to acknowledge only one of the 

functions and deny her awareness of the other, thus volunteering to be blind to much 

of what goes on around her and to be insincere in her labor. Is it any wonder that 

those of us who work as academics often feel frustrated, frazzled, fragmented? 

"Misrecognition" is Pierre Bourdieu's term for this sort of complex, voluntary, 

culturally endorsed rationalization. The process of "misrecognition" creates "a truth 

whose sole meaning and function are to deny a truth known and recognized by all, a 

lie which would deceive no one were not everyone determine to deceive [her or] 

himself" (133). Professional practice authorizes this institutionalized denial of 

epidemic proportions; a group agrees not only to read, interpret, and understand its 

practices in a particular way but also n.Qt to read, interpret, or understand those 

aspects of its practices that undermine or contradict or de-authorize the group's 

agreement. In other words, we in the group agree to deny our common sense. 
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William H. Epstein explains how this behavior is institutionalized: 

If practice is, as Pierre Bourdieu has suggested, a contingent temporal activity 
poised on the margin between discursive and non-discursive behavior that can 
only be 'misrecognized,' then gesturing is one of the characteristic forms of 
this behavior. (65) 

In other words, a writer's gestures to the conventions of a particular discursive 

practice in order to authorize her work in her discourse community. Institutionalized 

intellectuals tend not to accept common sense but to speak within a sharply delineated 

space of intellection where a counter common sense prevails, that is, within the 

confines of a highly theorized, totalizing, abstract counter hegemonic discourse that is 

divorced from practical experience and thus without practical power. Common sense 

or the commonplace is replaced by a discursive gesture. Thus, as Epstein explains, 

interpretive authority is resumed by attributing it to a disciplinary authority--a 
mode of scholarship, biographical subject, textual provenance, rhetorical struc
ture, generic convention, canonized author or work etc.--that is always and 
only a transient, inarticulate tactic of professional practice. (71) 

However, he continues, that authorization must appear to emanate from an authority 

external to the community: 

Thus, gesturing is a critical tactic (of which we are all more or less aware, but 
which we are also determined to misrecognize) that characteristically shifts 
interpretive authority out of the context of everyday human and social activity 
(what I am calling professional practice) and into a timeless, independent, 
already constituted and structured realm of subject, works, ideas, and linguistic 
patterns (what I have called a disciplinary matrix) ... tithe professional tl drives 
tithe disciplinarytl although it must not appear to do so--thus such tactical 
operations as tithe gesture. tI (65) 
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Epstein's claims, pushed to their logical conclusion, hold true not just for the 

interpretive authority of the literary critic but also for compositionists, for the 

professional as well as the novice writer of academic discourse. Academic writing is 

characteristically authorized by misrecognized gestures which shift authority from the 

context of everyday human and social activity (what I want to call the personal, the 

autobiographical) to the timeless, independent, already constituted and structured 

realm of the stylistic conventions of academic discourse. The ways we define, teach, 

and practice these conventions, like the dual missions of the university, contradict 

each other. 

Resolving these contradictions, however, is not my concern. Rather, recogniz-

ing them is, for misrecognizing them circumscribes the work that gets done in the 

academy.2 Edward Said illustrates that 

the prevailing mode of intellectual discourse is militantly anti methodological, if 
by methodological we mean a questioning of the structure of fields and 
discourses themselves. A principle of silent exclusion operates within and at 
the boundaries of discourse; this has now taken on the status of immutable 
durability. (16) 

If we concentrate our professional practice only on defining and defending our discur-

sive territories and conventions, we disavow our capacity to critique our own as well 

as hegemonic practice and discourse. 

2 One simple but telling example: many college writing textbooks, most notably 
The Elements of Style, counsel students to "write in a way that comes naturally" (56) 
when -- quite obviously -- the writing that English professors author and authorize is 
anything but natural. 
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Thus, in this chapter, I want to examine the way that misrecognizing the 

contradiction in the university's goals affects individuals' lives and projects, deter-

mines our disciplinary practice as compositionists, and drives our notions of what 

constitutes authority in our writing and our pedagogy. In later chapters, I want to 

examine discursive practices and pedagogies that do recognize and challenge this 

fundamental incongruity in the stated purpose of the academy. Such examination not 

only reveals the necessity of revising our conception of academic discourse in general 

and style in specific but also proposes the alternative authorities and methods available 

to us. 

II. Don't I [Mis]Recognize You From Somewhere?: 
Co-optation and Ideology in Disciplinary Practice 

Marxist, neo-Marxist, and post-modem discourse theories focus on the 

dynamic relationship among material conditions (the base of economic forces and the 

superstructure of "civil society"), existing ideologies (language), and practice (daily 

life). To understand how this dynamic plays out in the contradictory dual missions of 

the university which drive our disciplinary practice, I want to tum to Gramsci's 

taxonomy of the types of intellectuals who function as such in an institutional setting. 

Among those who do intellectual work, there are traditional intellectuals [those 
who maintain the status quo] and organic intellectuals ... those whose work 
remains intimately tied to the classes from which they originated ... [and 
foregrounds] reliance on personal experiences and the experiences of the 
groups from which they came .... [H]istorically, traditional intellectuals are 



those who might have been organic at one time but lost their links to the 
organizations they once represented. (Villanueva 24-5) 

Reducing either of these types to an archetypal good or bad academic is not only 
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counterproductive but also infeasible since no one person functions exclusively in one 

role. Nonetheless, the cleft between the two basic types of academics corresponds to 

the two missions of the university; likewise, the pressure exerted by the process 

through which organic intellectuals lose their links to the groups they initially repre-

sented and come to function as gatekeepers of the status quo corresponds to hegemon-

ic force. 

How does this force operate? Stuart Hall explains how the pressure can 

transform even one whose work is to critique hegemony, 

... howa society aJ10ws the relative freedom of civil institutions to operate in 
the ideological field ... and why the consequence of that "free play" of civil 
society ... nevertheless consistently reconstitutes ideology as "structure in 
dominance." (100) 

Hall's specific explanation of the process pertains to the media: 

[W]e cannot adequately explain [he says] the structured biases of the media in 
terms of their being instructed by the State precisely what to print or allow on 
television .... How is it that they are driven, again and again, to such a 
limited repertoire within the ideological field? Even journalists who write in 
the muckraking tradition often seem to be inscribed by an ideology to which 
they do not consciously commit themselves, and which, instead, "writes 
them." 

This is the aspect of ideology under liberal capitalism which most needs 
explaining. (100-101) 

How does Hall's notion that an ideology to which journalists are not con-

sciously committed but which nonetheless commits them apply to academics? How 



do the practices of an academic's discipline--in particular the discipline of English 

studies--shift authority from the context of everyday human and social activity to an 

already constituted and structured realm which subsequently disciplines her'? 
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One method is enforced relocation. This institutionalized process begins with 

the newly or soon-to-be degreed professional (as well as her/his family if they are 

willing) studying the MLA or Chronicle of Higher Education Job Lists for positions 

(not locations) that require her talents, and ends successfully with her accepting a 

position in a new locale. The candidate rarely if ever has even vague control over the 

characteristics of that locale; her powerlessness over a decision as crucial as where 

she will live is misrecognized as valuable, even essential, to her status as an autono

mous intellectual beginning a successful career in a tenure-track position. The 

ideology of atomistic individualism, disinterested rationality, and cultural refinement 

exerts this pressure as the process of cosmopolitanism works to isolate initiates from 

their communities. 

Because I've had to explain it to numerous friends and non-academic relatives, 

I Imow that those outside the discipline cannot comprehend the logic of this process. 

If you yourself are too written by that ideology to recognize it as such, then consider 

this scene from a workshop presented to graduate students preparing for the job 

market. 

I and my colleagues were being trained to interpret and respond to Chronicle 

advertisements for jobs. The presenter was a very personable and highly motivated 
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young woman whose own job search had been the epitome of achievement: wooed by 

several institutions, she'd had great bargaining power and was ultimately won at high 

cost to the respected research institution wherein she was passing on to us her formula 

for success. During this particular workshop, she was advising us not to get bogged 

down by details like geography when we looked for jobs, to respond to any ad that 

sounded promising to us regardless of its location. 

"But what if you don't want to respond to all these ads?" I asked. "What if 

you want to go to one particular place because you like the landscape? What if 

you're even willing to wait a couple of years for an opening in that community just so 

you can live there? How do you go about making that kind of application?" 

Obviously put off by my glaring naivete, the presenter patiently, if a bit 

patronizingly, explained. "You should base your career choice on an institution's 

reputation or on the personalities, or lack thereof [we students all tittered obligingly], 

within the department. Even if the institution is some place that you think you'll 

really hate," she assured me, "if the department is friendly and the money is right, 

you'll learn to love it there." 

"But what if I really am drawn to just one certain place and I want to know 

when if ever that place might be hiring?" 

"That approach is not suggested." She was annoyed this time. "That kind of 

attitude will really limit your options, so you're going to have to learn to be more 

flexible. " 
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"Flexible?" I thought. "You mean like you?" 

That woman's answer and the cultural baggage that it represents have been 

stuck in my craw for months now. I don't want to be abstracted from the world I 

inhabit. I'm attached to landscape and that attachment informs my work. I felt de

pressed, claustrophobic, and silent when I lived in the place where I went to under

graduate school. Here in the desert and under the expansive Western sky, I can think 

and write; that sky even called me to paint several years ago, something I never 

thought myself capable of doing. The desert taught me that I have something to say 

and showed me how to say it. For me, landscape and language are inextricably 

connected, story and place are indistinguishable, morality and setting are interde

pendent. I'd rather be written by an ideology wherein the land teaches me how to 

live than by one wherein the interests of rationality are served and the land silences 

me. Does that preference mean my career as writer and a teacher of writing cannot 

be successful? Must I be disciplined to divorce myself from my practical reality? 

. . .Another graduate student gathering. This time I am listening to a lecture 

about how to succeed in the profession, how to move from graduate student to profes

sional status without losing one's sanity. Much of what the speaker is suggesting, I 

already understand and practice: ignore most people's advice; do only about a third of 

the assigned work; spend about half the time that everyone else says they spend on 

work. Nonetheless, in the environment of the academy where the ideology of 

overwork equates seriousness and dedication with workaholism, I am surprised to 
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hear someone publicly voice these views, even if the someone is a renegade academic 

of color to whom few people listen anyway. One point in his talk stops me cold: 

"Remember: it's next to impossible to be in this profession and keep a family. So 

don't expect it. Expect that you'll lose them all. If you don't believe me, just look 

around you," he says. 

I do, and for a moment I recognize us as we might appear to the undisci

plined: most in the audience are middle-aged and single, few are what I would call 

socially adroit, fewer still happily married. I see myself differently too: recently 

divorced, for the second time. The first was twelve years ago when I got my 

Master's degree in literature. This time around I moved out just after I passed 

prelims only a few months after my fourth anniversary. I see now what my mother

in-law meant when she asked me, "Do you think your work has anything to do with 

Dan's wanting to be divorced?" All that hard work we did to cope with the stress of 

my first conference and my first publication, all those outings we missed because I 

had to stay home to write or grade papers, and he doesn't even get to see me finally 

succeed in a world that denied his existence. It's for the best though: Dan really 

hates cold weather, and as it turns out, my new tenure track job is in Montana. 

So I'll be relocating alone. I can't imagine how I'll leave my community of 

friends without whose support I couldn't have made it through divorce. Most of them 

are women, but not all. In fact, it's the fellowship and unity of this community that 

has taught me how to be friends with men too. A child of roving, academic parents 
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(I went to a new school every year from first grade through eighth), I never stayed 

put long enough to feel a part of a community-- until I knew these people. We share 

not just history (I've lived in this city for over eighteen years now) but also the vital, 

redemptive events of a culture: funerals, births, weddings, church services, Thanks

giving dinners, Christmas gift opening, showers, graduations, slumber parties, dances 

where we've chatted, over-eaten, posed for photos--these provide crucial connections 

in our lives. 

For instance, at 4:00 AM on a Sunday morning a year back from this day now 

that I am revising this chapter, I was called to the birthing center to help my woman 

friend, her husband, and her eleven-year-old daughter deliver their baby. Trite as the 

reaction seems to at least some of my jaded academic friends, I was nothing short of 

amazed by the birth: The images that remain are the slow ooze of shit curling out as 

my friend bore down, a sensual and slow undulation that preceded the incredible force 

she exerted down into her vagina, her deep interior and mysterious muscles inside 

pushing that baby down, down, down into the world--all the skin around her labia 

stretching, but not nearly so wide as it might have to let out that little head covered 

with hair. Between screams of "I can't, I can't do this," my friend (she'd had two 

miscarriages in the previous two years--one of them nearly killed her) heard the 

midwife's directions: "Reach down, Margaret. Touch your baby's head." To feel 

that head, to know the baby was actually there and actually a1ive--that touch empow

ered her. In that rush of excitement and primordial energy, a new female, Melanie, 



slid right on out and into the world, her arms and legs already swimming a breast 

stroke as she slithered up her mom's belly and onto her breasts while Margaret's 

husband, her sister, she, and I all cried with joy and excitement in the face of the 

incredible vigor of that swimming. 
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Vital too was the language, those words that Margaret's husband said to her to 

help her through: "That was great, Baby. You're doing great. Relax, come on you 

can do it, you're doing great. I love you so much; you're so beautiful; you're doing 

great. I'm here, I'm here, tell me what you want, you're doing great." Repetitive, 

simple, just right, words so gorgeous that I could taste my envy. Everything about 

the scene was so powerful, replete with blood, guts, passion. 

And then I went home, exhilarated but very tired, needing to catch up on my 

homework. I got on-line with a group of my fellow rhetoricians. My anger quickly 

becoming palpable, I scrolled through screen after screen of verbiage. Incensed at 

how those talkers on line were wasting my time and theirs with jargon and abstrac

tion, I entered this on the conference: "Jesus, why do we waste our time with this 

garbage that we're talking about? Have we forgotten what a concrete noun looks like? 

What is the matter with us: in seven--Count them! Seven!--screens I've seen one 

proper noun, 'Diane' when Michael named his wife, and one concrete noun, 'blue

berry pancakes' when Victor told us what he'd made for breakfast. Are we crazy? 

This is total bullshit!!!!" 
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Lots of people responded to my entry, filled more screens with even more 

detached pedantry about academics' deplorable reliance on jargon and convoluted 

sentence structures. Again, everybody had something to say, but nobody (else) spoke 

about themselves. Apparently, they'd missed my point: person after person said that 

she agreed with me but then continued to pontificate more bullshit about what bullshit 

academic discourse is. 

I really wanted them to hear me on this, so I thought a lot about what I could 

be doing that would make them miss the point. Maybe it wasn't what I said, but how 

I said it. My dad and I have a running argument about using "bad words." A 

retired English professor and a Methodist minister, my dad is someone who uses lots 

and lots of words but who has never, ever--in my hearing anyway--said "bullshit" or 

any other "bad words." He says that using those words is childish, that resorting to 

swear words just indicates how little a person can control himself (I doubt he'd ever 

say "herself"). "When there are so many other words in the English language that 

could get your point across more clearly and more accurately without offending 

anyone, why should you rely on words like that?" he always says. "Don't you have a 

large enough vocabulary to chose something more appropriate? Do you want people 

to think you're uneducated?" 

"But, Dad, sometimes those words are appropriate. Sometimes they're not 

inaccurate; sometimes they say exactly what I mean in a way that no other words can. 

Surely you must know that a word can't be "bad" of itself, Dad; it depends on 
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context. Sometimes people distrust you if you're always in control or if they think. 

you're smug about your superior education. Now there could be a case when you'd 

want to use words that make you look "out of control" so you can make friends and 

not offend people. Some people in the world even swear at each other to show that 

they're friends. But even despite that, what's so bad about offending people once in a 

while? You love offending people that you think are stupid or silly. You know you 

do." 

"Yes, well, at least I don't have to cuss to do it," he always answers. End of 

discussion. 

But he is right about some people being offended by "bullshit." But--most of 

the people participating in the on-line conference for our Rhetoric and Ideology class, 

the same people whose discourse I labelled as "total bullshit"--are not offended by 

those words. Thus, in this context what's more important of my Dad's points, I 

think, is his implication that people generally do not take seriously someone's claim 

that a discursive practice is "total bullshit." They might prefer criticisms like Barbara 

Johnson's of de Manian deconstruction, which she criticizes for its impersonalization 

and its reliance on the "false universality of patriarch ally institutionalized meanings" 

(43) and on "reductive appropriation--an appropriation that consists in the reduction of 

experience" (46). 

Indeed, Johnson's words help me see my inaccuracy in calling that abstract, 

detached, jargon-laden language "total bullshit." Further, Wlad Godzich's explana-
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tion of the postmodern critique of Hegelian and Enlightenment thinking gives a more 

educated, less coarse description of the same phenomenon I witnessed in my class-

mates' discourse: 

When theory turned to an examination of history, it challenged the Hegelian 
construct by showing that a dialectical conception of history and of society 
blinds itself to all the variegated forms of social force and power ...• Such a 
conception of history leads one to submit all the activities of a society to a 
totalizing perspective that forces one to look for correlations that may not have 
any common measure. (24, emphasis added) 

So, here's what I meant to say that day after I witnessed Margaret giving birth and 

then felt so angry at having to go home and read screen after screen of pedantic 

academic discourse: because its abstractions ignore the details and differences of 

everyday lives and people, I think such talk is totalizing bullshit. In the interests of 

order and non-contradiction, it reduces the blood and guts and passion of life into 

tidy, ordered categories. 

Again that day on-line--as the day of the "becoming professional" workshop 

when we were charged to "look around you" and imagine the daily lives of the 

graduate students in the room--the sharp contrast between "organic ll and "traditional" 

depressed me. But the situation which beckoned the comparison also provided a 

window of opportunity through which I could look and recognize our language for 

what it is: totalizing bullshit. Through that window what I do for a living seems so 

inconsequential and absurd that it stinks. I'd rather smell Margaret's shit any day; at 

least it's connected to life. This connection to everyday life is at stake for me in 
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being an academic, an intellectual. I don't want to have to sacrifice my love life and 

family, my landscape and the lessons it teaches me, my community, in order to do 

my job. What kind of culture would exact such a price? 

I know, because I've lived it, that one way abusers maintain control over their 

spouses or girlfriends or children or slaves is by forcing their victims to sever all 

community ties. Furthermore, and for several years now, my academic work has 

required me to read, write, reflect on the power of alternative sites of authority, 

morality, ethos. Thus, I have developed and/or refined my recognition of the 

pernicious and pervasive influence of dominant power structures and my respect for 

alternatives to them. Nonetheless, the academy expects me to ignore (or at least be 

quiet and accept, i.e., to misrecognize) the fact that it supports the dominant power 

structure in its "master narrative" of a life: a person's job is the most important 

feature of life so it takes precedence over land, locale, love, community, and family. 

Disciplinary practices force us into untenable choices and sabotage our personal lives, 

undermine our personal sources of authority. Not just my students but also I am 

being socialized to conduct business as usual. 

We grad students in English at this institution talk about the frustrations and 

contradictions of academia all the time; still on the borderlands of disciplinary 

practice, unauthorized and marginalized, not-quite-professionalized, we question the 

academic lifestyle constantly: how can we be graduate students and still have a life? 



we ask. How are we going to be assistant professors and still have a life when the 

job demands are touted to be even more strenuous than those of grad school? 
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Rhetoric and composition studies grad students in particular--attentive to the 

gaps between what we are taught and what we teach about effective communication 

and what we as professionals actually @--question the language practices of our 

discipline: Why are most presentations at our professional conferences so dry or 

downright dull, we ask. Why is it that at professional gatherings like, say, the 

Wyoming Conference on English, the only people who make all those English 

teachers really listen are the storytellers? Why do otherwise talented rhetoricians 

foolishly expect an audience to listen to hour after hour of dense theory read to them 

straight from the page? Why do so few papers at our professional conferences utilize 

concrete nouns or vivid images? We ask these questions over and over, but it's all 

just talk. Even though we're trained to read and write critique of dominant hegemo

ny, our words rarely transform reality; the gestures required of us incapacitate that 

transformation. We misread our rhetorical situations--misread because we chose 

ineffective strategies that we would never authorize our students to use--but take real 

or collective action to develop more effective strategies. We shelve our legitimate 

questions so we can get back to the grinding, deadening work of maintaining the 

status quo. 

Like the people in the media that Stuart Hall describes, we are "inscribed by 

an ideology to which they do not consciously commit themselves, and which, instead, 
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'writes them'" (101). Our practices undermine our subversive function; our power to 

critique is co-opted through the very same means by which we enact critique. We 

misrecognize the ways that the stylistic gestures required by our discursive practices 

sabotage our discourse's power to effect change. 

The accepted practices of our discipline force us to move away from the places 

where we studied and the people with whom we bonded and learned and ensure that 

grad students can never band together long enough or powerfully enough to critique 

or revise effectively the conventional bond-servant conditions in which they are 

initiated into the profession. On the margins of professional practice and therefore 

better equipped to see contradictions in the practice and to bring the "common sense" 

of the uninitiated, graduate students form professional relationships and powerful 

critiques, theories and insights, the impetus and potency of which defuses as they 

move away. This enforced diaspora--proven to be an excellent method for containing 

the momentum and power of counter-hegemonic forces--is misrecognized as a means 

of sustaining intellectual freedom. 

In addition, we customarily assign our students and expect ourselves to 

manage unreasonable work loads, especially those whose labor contributes to research 

institutions; these work conditions keep us on the run fifty, sixty, seventy hours a 

week. About this practice, Jane Tompkins claims 

I no longer believe that piling on the work is a good in itself or that it proves 
seriousness and dedication. The point is not to make people suffer. The trial-
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by-fire model that graduate school sets is a bad one for the classroom. Educa
tion is not a preparation for war; the university is not a boot camp. (657) 

This germinal article, "Pedagogy of the Distressed," urges us to recognize the 

contradictions in our disciplinary practice, particularly the discrepancy between our 

theories about what should happen in the classroom and what actually ~ happen 

therein. 

What we do in the classroom is our politics [she declares] ... there is no 
substitute for practice .... A kinder, more sensitive attitude toward one's own 
needs as a human being, in place of a desperate striving to meet professional 
and institutional standards of arguable merit, can bring greater sensitivity to 
the needs of students and a more sympathetic understanding of their positions, 
both as workers in the academy and as people in the wider world. (660) 

Despite the wide recognition, empathy, and approval Tompkins' article continues to 

receive, most of us remain too "written" to heed Tompkins' advice and revise our 

own and our students' work loads. 

Likewise our profession writes us into the master narrative when it forces us 

to give up family, friends, communities for our work. bell hooks' essay "Keeping 

Close to Home" discusses how hegemonic control undermined her ties to other blacks 

in the academy as well as to her kin and community. Describing the situation for 

black academics who are cut off from other black folks because of the nature of the 

actual labor and the setting offered to them as intellectuals, she says 

we can easily begin to feel that encouragement from white people is the 
primary or only source of support and recognition. Given the internalization 
of racism, it is easy to view this support as more validating and legitimizing 
than similar support from black people. Still nothing takes the place of being 
valued and appreciated by one's own family and community. (82) 
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Hungry for a real salary and seduced by the promise of an opportunity to make a 

difference, few academics desire or dare to heed hooks' advice: 

Always our first response when we are motivated to conform or compromise 
within structures that reinforce domination must be to engage in critical reflec
tion. Only by challenging ourselves to push against oppressive boundaries do 
we make the radical alternative possible, expanding the realm and scope of 
critical inquiry. (81) 

Obviously, hooks is an academic who insists on maintaining her organic 

mission to challenge rather than maintain the status quo. And she clearly explains her 

positionality and solution for what she sees as oppressive hegemonic practice in the 

university . 

It was my responsibility to formulate a way of being that would allow me to 
participate fully in my new environment while integrating and maintaining 
aspects of the old. . . .Even in the face of powerful structures of domination, 
it remains possible for each of us, especially those of us who are members of 
oppressed and/or exploited groups as well as those radical visionaries who may 
have race, class, and sex privilege, to define and determine alternative stan
dards, to decide on the nature and extent of compromise. (80) 

hooks' plan for keeping close to home, as well as to campus, addresses 

another significant inscription of us academics, namely the conventions of a discipline 

that requires a discursive style we know to be less effective than some obvious 

alternatives. Not only do we intellectuals alienate our listeners and readers when we 

wax "eloquent" (and verbose) in academic discourse, but also when we consent to 

being written by the gestures to authority our disciplinary discursive practices require. 

Consequently, we make what in any other context we would recognize as ineffective 
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rhetorical choices: on-line, at conferences, in the pages of our journals we use 

baffling vernacular and tangled sentence structures that obscure rather than illuminate 

our meaning. hooks' corrective is this: 

combining personal with critical analysis and theoretical perspectives can 
engage listeners who might other wise feel estranged, alienated. To speak 
simply with language that is accessible to as many folks as possible is also 
important. . . . When some of my more radical, college-educated friends 
freaked out about the absence of footnotes [in my first book], I seriously 
questioned how we could ever imagine revolutionary transformation of society 
if such a small shift in direction could be viewed as threatening. (77,81) 

Such serious questioning is essential, for our disciplinary and discursive practices 

limit our ideological field. 

Granted, we are not the only ones required to make such gestures: every job, 

any labor inscribes the laborer. Surely, anyone and everyone must make sacrifices 

and life-revisions, renounce certain freedoms as a result of her choice of work. What 

is unique and interesting in the case of academics is that the process by which our 

disciplinary practice writes us is also the process that simultaneously undermines our 

essential work of subverting dominant hegemony. These practices transform us into 

traditional intellectuals, erase our subversive energy and force, lure us into serving 

hegemonic concerns. 

We have seen some examples of how we academics are written, but we 

haven't yet examined the transformation from organic to traditional intellectual. How 

exactly does that co-optation of the academic's subversive, counter-hegemonic 

function take place? 
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According to Gramsci, the university subjects intellectuals to "directive 

hegemony" by its insistence on specialization rather than on the "ensemble of 

relations' (104). In addition, academics are seduced by hegemonic influence because 

it permits "a general conception of life, a philosophy .•. which offers to its adherents 

an intellectual 'dignity' providing a principle of differentiation from the old ideologies 

which dominated by coercion, and an element of struggle against them" (103-4). 

Because they are allowed to dissent, intellectuals falsely believe themselves to be 

working outside of hegemonic domination. Thus, these intellectuals lose not only 

their organic roots as they gain the totalizing perspective required of a specialist but 

also their recognition of their status of servants of current hegemony. They mis-

recognize themselves as revolutionaries when they think the thoughts, write the books 

and articles, present the papers and teach the courses that ultimately earn them 

success. 

They managed to survive through an idealist ideology which masked their 
separation from the means of production. Having survived their original alle
giances, traditional intellectuals come to believe that they transcend social class 
standings. . . . [B]elieving themselves autonomous, unwittingly. . . traditional 
intellectuals pass on the "truths" of the State and the dominant hegemony in 
their work within subaltern institutions, the institutions of civil society. 
(Villanueva 25) 

What are these means of production from which an academic becomes separated? 

What are the idealist ideologies that mask this separation from the means of produc-

tion? What ideology of English departments sustains our participation in structures of 

hegemonic domination and how does that ideology work? 
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Let us examine one particularly idealistic ideology, one especially popular 

among otherwise disenfranchised graduate students, namely the notion that we 

composition instructors (or literature, rhetoric, or even critical theory professors) are 

"radical" or revolutionary teachers. We describe ourselves as disrupters of the status 

quo of American democracy because we can and do demonstrate over and over again 

in our classrooms that our political system is not a truly democratic one. But how 

revolutionary are we? What counter-hegemonic power do we--especially as graduate 

teaching assistants--really have when not universities but "corporate structures [are] 

the seats of real hegemonic power" (Villanueva 27)? Furthermore, if--as Jane 

Tompkins believes--an English professor's primary service is to perform for her 

students her own competence in cultural skills (writing, reading and interpreting the 

literature of the culture), how subversive can that performance be? "The kind of 

classroom situation one creates is the acid test of what it is one really stands for. 

And I wonder, in the case of college professors, if performing their competence in 

front of other people is all that that amounts to in the end." (Tompkins 656). 

Let's say that teaching is not only about performing. Let's say that we're the 

kind of teachers who believe in student-centered classrooms and thus relinquish the 

performer's role. We still are not "radical" in truly subversive ways, at least not 

according to Evan Watkins. He claims that, through their "compensatory function," 

English professors' primary labor is not simply performing their own competence but 
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also evaluating the competence of their students. Especially in this latter capacity, 

professors serve the market economy and thus the status quo: 

the social relations that exist in the classroom represent an organization of 
work whose result is "value" in some sense. Indeed, what circulates from the 
classroom most directly and systematically are not at all the value relations 
specified through concrete labor tasks [actual efforts of work] but the form of 
value derived from "abstract labor," from the social organization of the class
room. (17) 

In other words, our classrooms and labor affects the culture at large not because of 

the values and ideas that we teach therein but because of the grades that circulate 

therefrom. 

For you don't report to the registrar that Paradise Lost is a revolutionary 
fusion of contradictory ethical claims, or even that John has a remarkable 
grasp of English history for a sophomore. You report that 60239 got a 3.8 in 
Engl 322, which in turn, in a couple of years, is then circulated to the person
nel office at Boeing as 60239's prospective employer. (18) 

Our teaching enforces the social stratification that our grades assign, and those grades 

circulate as cultural capital. 

The circulation of grades from Engl 322 doesn't enforce the ideological 
centrality of Paradise Lost to dominant sociocultural values; the range of 
concrete labor tasks marking the study of Paradise Lost (and it can be a 
considerable range) exists at all insofar as it also functions to circulate grades. 
(19) 

Professors of English provide a service to the capitalist enterprise because they assign 

a certain capital to a student, capital which earns (or fails to earn) that student 

"laborer" a particular place in the economy. 
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Using "ideologies of the new" as his term for the privileged form of value in 

English departments, Watkins explains how disciplinary ideology appeals to our desire 

to enrich students' cultural lives and subvert capitalism: "the most dangerous 

assumption of ideologies of the new is that our political responsibility lies in passing 

on our work skills and knowledge to others to practice as we do" (28). I argue that 

the same danger applies to idealist ideologies of the "radical" or the "revolutionary" 

or "liberatory" education, for such ideology can also mask our separation from the 

means of production in the base of our capitalist society: 

just by virtue of being taught in English any text--"radical," "conservative," or 
whatever--is already caught up in the social constructions of class, of race, and 
of gender. And they are caught up in ways that mayor may not at all be 
congruent with the direction of values "in" the text or "in" the concrete labor 
of teaching the text or "in" the effort of ideological analysis to expose their 
secrets. For as part of the social organization of work in English, these texts 
occur in the midst of the social circulation of people. (Watkins 26) 

Even if and when we teach the most "radical" content, we serve hegemony, for the 

grades that we assign to students' representations of that content ensure their and our 

participation in the capitalist enterprise. 

Another idealistic ideology masking our separation from the means of produc-

tion in our workplace and our culture's economy is our notion of "academic free-

dom." We believe that our autonomy and influence depends on our professional 

position as specialists in our fields. Edward Said describes this ideology as the 

doctrine of noninterference. The doctrine has it that the general public is best 
left ignorant, and the most crucial policy questions affecting human existence 
are best left to "experts,'" specialists who talk about their specialty only, and .. 



. "insiders," people (usually men) who are endowed with the special privilege 
of knowing how things really work and, more important, of being close to 
power. (2) 
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.... [T]he particular mission of the humanities is, in the aggregate, to repre
sent noninterference in the affairs of the everyday world, a representation that 
is traded for the autonomy and security academics are provided as a result of 
their professional status (22). 

Said thus demonstrates how the ideology of expertise rationalizes intellectuals' 

jockeying for their own territory: specialists acquire knowledge that others cannot 

begin to understand--and therefore cannot begin to interfere in. As greater numbers 

of specialists enter this territory, their professional organizations and activities create 

the illusion that they are collectively gaining more and more knowledge about their 

subject. In reality, however, they are so focused on the minutiae of their disciplines 

that they cannot and do not attend to their counter-hegemonic functions. More than 

likely, they could not communicate their subversive intentions even if they had them 

because their specialized jargon and methodologies become virtually incomprehensible 

to society at large. In this way, disciplinary practice--even when "subversive" or 

counter-hegemonic--maintains the economic and social status quo; an academic's 

"freedom" to subvert the status quo is coopted, though she may be solidly convinced 

that she has the freedom to think or speak as she pleases. 

When Said outlines how this ideological process relates to literary studies, he 

also explains how the process of co-optation is sustained by that totalizing bullshit that 

so irritates me: 
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fl1he institutional humanities allow and in a sense encourage the unrestrained 
operation of market forces that were traditionally thought of as subject to 
ethical and philosophical review. 

Very broadly stated, then, noninterference for the humanist means 
laissez-faire: "they" can run the country, we will explicate Wordsworth and 
Schlegel. .. .literary criticism minds its own business and is "free" to do what 
it wishes with no community responsibility whatever. (22-3) 

Let's look specifically at the ways that English studies' highly specialized 

disciplinary concerns of, say, the past decade or two have diverted us from communi-

ty responsibility, from any organic concerns. If you will indulge temporarily in using 

not just a free-floating abstraction but a tired term, "postmodern," I will declare that 

the postmodern demonstrations of the situatedness of all knowledge are currently the 

most flagrant of our diversions. The notion that all knowledge is situated is not what 

diverts us from our counter-hegemonic functions or quotidian concerns, for that 

notion ("knowledge is situated") can easily be construed to mean "knowledge is based 

on some ideology" and thus recognized as support for practice and theory dedicated to 

subverting dominant ideologies. 

Rather, what most currently diverts us from our counter-hegemonic mission is 

the misrecognized insinuation informing our disciplinary project of revealing the situ-

atedness of knowledge: we imply--sometimes presented quite superciliously and 

patronizingly--that because a knowledge or practice is situated, it is not just suspect, 

or "always, already inscribed" in language but also stupid and pointless; we are 

impotent in our insinuation. We--some of us--take great pride in our awareness and 

demonstrations of the vacuum that that system leaves. Meanwhile, we fail to 
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recognize how our impotence in the face of an "always, already" force paints us into 

a cynical corner from which we cannot gracefully escape. If we believe that the 

amorphous power operating through language controls us, our thinking, and our 

cultural artifacts so omnipotently and omnipresently and insidiously that it co-opts our 

subversive thoughts before they can even become actions, why would we bother 

trying to take action? What's the point? If our project can only demonstrate that 

"everything is political," why waste our time discussing or identifying the politics 

driving any particular practice or ideology since the outcome will have no effect? 

Wouldn't we be wiser to spend our time figuring out how to get tenure or otherwise 

acquire some capital so we can at least be comfortable within this system to which 

we're inexorably bound. 

In less melodramatic terms than mine, Edward Said also objects to postmodern 

dogmatism: "the supreme irony of what Derrida has called logocentrism is that its 

critique, deconstruction, is as insistent, as monotonous, and as inadvertently system

atizing as logocentrism itself' (9). In more humorous terms, David Lodge's academic 

satire Small World also examines our discipline's practitioners through ironic charac

ters like Fluvia Morgana, the anti-bourgeois, Italian professor of Marxist theory who 

drives a Maserati. Lodge reveals the misrecognition typical of academics when his 

character Morris Zapp asks the obvious question, "How [can] you manage to recon

cile living like a millionaire with being a Marxist?" and Morgana answers, 
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Of course I recognize the contradictions of our way of life, but those are the 
very contradictions characteristic of the last phase of bourgeois capitalism, 
which will eventually cause it to collapse. . . . Since in terms of dialectical 
materialism it makes no difference to the 'istorical process whether Emesto 
[her husband] and I, as individuals, are rich or poor, we might as well be rich, 
because it is a role that we know 'ow to perform with a certain dignity. (145-
6) 

Clearly, ideology is masking this character's rationalization as well as her service to 

hegemonic notions of power and authority. Clearly, too, the university's sorting 

function has created an aristocracy within which Morgana's superiority is assured. 

Literature and language professors don't own the market of idealist ideologies 

of English Studies. Compositionists have plenty of their own. Take, for instance, 

their conviction that academic discourse not only promotes but actually necessitates 

critical thinking in ways that other discourses cannot. Patricia Bizzell best articulates 

this often uncontested and thus "common sense" notion of our discipline: 

we thought that students could be taught to argue, support assertions, and 
evaluate evidence in ways that would lead more directly to academic thinking 
than would writing in which they simply presented personal experience the 
authenticity of which few could question, which would require little "support." 
... Once again, the whole force of our argument seemed to depend upon the 
power of academic discourse to generate critical consciousness, or something 
more politically effective than the overly detached and rational critical con
sciousness. (23-24) 

No one has been able to articulate how or certify that academic discourse of itself 

accomplishes this consciousness or necessitates subversive or critical thinking. In 

fact, at times academic discourse may even obscure, prevent, defer critical thinking. 

Peter Elbow argues that 
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the use of academic discourse often masks a lack of genuine understanding. . . 
. Often the best test of whether a student understands something is if she can 
translate it out of the discourse of the textbook and the discipline into every
day, experiential, anecdotal terms. . . . Vygotsky and Bakhtin make this same 
point: Vygotsky, when he describes the need for what he calls "scientific" or 
"formal" concepts to become intertwined in the child's mind with "everyday" 
or experienced concepts [82ff]; Bakhtin, when he explores the process by 
which people transform "the externally authoritative word" into the "internally 
persuasive word" [Discourse and the Novel 336ff]. (137) 

In this critique Elbow recognizes the idealist ideology driving composition theory and 

pedagogy. He replaces that ideology with another, one similar to the one that hooks 

espouses: because they supply a necessary antidote to the overblown, de-personalized 

language and evidence authorized by our disciplinary practice at the university, 

"everyday" language and personal, experiential evidence counteract the hegemonic 

conventions constraining academic discourse. Accordingly, our traditional notions of 

what constitutes academic discourse need an organic transfusion. 

lIT. Resisting the Silence: Recognizing Our Positions and Making Them Mean 

We have been examining some of the ways that an intellectuals's "permission 

to dissent," her counter-hegemonic function, is rendered impotent. We've seen how 

disciplinary practice facilitates the process. For instance, the increasing specialization 

of the university directs intellectuals' attention to minutiae and to neglect their 

communities. In their work as evaluators, distributors of academic capital in the form 

of grades, intellectuals preserve hegemony. Further, this discourse undermines 

organic intellectuals' critique of dominant culture as well as their belief in the power 
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of rhetoric to effect social change because it requires gestures to hegemonic authority, 

to totalizing abstractions which ignore or contradict the authenticity of her posi-

tionaIity and personal experience. And because these practices remain, for the most 

part, invisible and thus "natural," they perpetuate the misrecognition that allows 

intellectuals--even the most radical and subversive among us--to function as deputies 

of the State. 

This latter is perhaps the most perfidious co-optive function of hegemonic 

practices enabled by the academic institution: our own discourse convinces us and 

some others that we are being subversive when in fact it perpetuates the status quo. 

This aspect of hegemonic co-optation demonstrates how academic discourse is itself 

an idealist ideology, one that sustains the contradictory missions of intellectuals 

laboring in the university and the misrecognition that pervades disciplinary practice. 

Yet, and as hooks and Elbow suggest, it is possible to counteract this mis-

recognition, to resist the pressure to function as a traditional intellectual. In order to 

do so, an organic intellectual might chose to function within a traditional setting and 

nonetheless rely on personal experiences and those of a group in order to attract other 

groups, including traditional intellectuals, to her cause. 

When the organic intellectual is involved in this enterprise she becomes 
Gramsci's "new intellectual." She becomes a "permanent persuader," involved 
"in active participation in practical life, as constructor, organiser" (Notebooks 
10). She acts as a liaison between the groups seeking revolutionary change 
and the rest of civil society. (Villanueva 24) 
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This third type of intellectual represents Gramsci's model for resisting the 

conversion from organic to traditional intellectual; the new intellectual fuses the 

traditional and organic intellectuals' functions and solves the problem of how to 

address the contradiction inherent in academic work. Her participation in practical 

life infuses the academy with new life, new practice. However, such revitalization 

cannot occur without an accompanying revision in the discursive practices that engage 

that intellectual. For "Gramsci's scheme is rhetorical: providing for a dialectic 

between lived experiences and official ideologies" (Villanueva 24). 

The rhetoric of this "new intellectual" must fuse the self-reflexive, conspicu

ously positioned, contextually and personally authorized common sense of the organic 

intellectual with the conventional, "objective," institutionally and historically autho

rized philosophical ideologies of the traditional intellectual. A revision of what 

constitutes authority in academic discourse will facilitate this "new rhetoric" as well 

as the corresponding revision of disciplinary practice. Such revision of our own 

discourse is what must occur if we want to sustain our counter-hegemonic function in 

the academy and resist co-optation. 

Why is it important that we do sustain that function? What is at stake for us 

rhetoricians and compositionists in particular in insisting on the counter- hegemonic 

project? Stuart Hall contends that the purpose of a "good" political practice--like, 

say, teaching composition or doing scholarly writing--is to try to change the course of 

things for the better. Further, he holds that the counter- hegemonic function of 
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intellectuals creates an interface between the material conditions (the base) and 

existing ideologies of a society (the superstructure) and then enacts that interface in 

daily life (practice). An intellectual's task, then, is to introduce a new and persuasive 

ideology of her own, to demonstrate how that ideology redefines social or economic 

forces and structures, and to articulate that ideology with her practice. According to 

Hall, society needs intellectuals to create the interface and then enact it because the 

forces of society and economy do not of themselves create such an articulation 

between language practices (politics and ideology) and material conditions; they do 

not of themselves enact change or intervene into history. So what's at stake in our 

insisting on our counter-hegemonic function is "the course of things," the evolution or 

direction of society and human's capacity to effect that movement. And--of course-

intellectuals would want that momentum, that "course," to be toward "the good," a 

term which they equate with "the new," the "democratic," the non-totalitarian, the 

"equal," the "socially just." 

Though these notions are crucial to understanding the counter-hegemonic 

project of rhetoric and composition studies, whose research and pedagogy encompass 

the "masses" more and more often, they still don't directly address the issue of why 

the counter-hegemonic enterprise itself, and especially its application to language, is 

important. The question remains: What's at stake in our insistence that it's "good" 

to subvert the ideologies of the status quo? Why do we need to resist the language 

practices of the dominant culture? 
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Many say that the pedagogical importance of that enterprise is twofold: one, to 

prevent citizens from being duped by ideology and two, to develop their conscious-

ness of how hegemony operates in our culture: . 

we tell ourselves that we need to teach our students to think critically so that 
they can detect the manipulations of advertising, analyze the fallacious rhetoric 
of politicians, expose the ideology of popular TV shows, resist the stereotypes 
of class, race, and gender; or, depending on where you're coming from, hold 
the line against secular humanism and stop canon-busting before it goes too 
far. (Tompkins 656) 

We who profess English believe that critical thinking will make better citizens and 

thus a better, more equitable, more democratic, more humane society. And because 

we know that language is how ideology is played out, much of our recent and 

collective counter-hegemonic work in literary criticism and rhetoric and composition 

studies has been focused on de-centering the "objectivity" and authority of that 

language. This project is rather vaguely and generally termed "deconstructionist" or 

"post-modem." In the last two decades of literary and rhetorical criticism the work 

of discourse theory has been to expose the ideology and hegemony that drive language 

use, break down the language and reveal its situational (as opposed to referential or 

foundational) essence. 

In light of this well-elaborated project, my call for a revisionist notion of style, 

for a "new rhetoric" for the academic, may seem superfluous. Existing discourse 

theory has sufficiently illuminated the relativity and fragmented subjectivity of 

meaning in discourse and clearly demonstrated the ways that "ideology [rather than 
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any reified notion of meaning accounts for] this work of fixing meaning through 

establishing, by selection and combination, a chain of equivalences" between the 

signifier and the signified (Hall 93). Why, then, do we need new theory, new 

understanding of how ideology fixes the meaning of academic or any other discourse? 

Discourse theory has already made commonplace in the academy the notion that we 

authors, as well as the terms and gestures we authorize, are always already inscribed 

by the structures and systems out of which we write andlor practice. Because it 

shows that authority is relative, that no author authorizes transcendent truth, that 

notion of itself counters hegemony, doesn't it? 

Not for me, it doesn't, In fact, post-structuralist projects demonstrating the 

ideology driving language use and persuasion leave me empty, and--as I have 

mentioned--irritated. "Deconstruction leaves a vacuum that is so depressing. I hate 

it." This is a common--or commoners'--response to discourse theory, one that [some 

of] we experts and specialists scoff at. StilI, that response is mine; I don't want to 

have nothing to say because anything I say will be "always already implied by and 

implicated in" the system(s) [ideology] out of which I am speaking. More important

ly, I don't want to accept a theory of language use that leaves me depressed; that 

hopelessness is reason enough for me to reject it. 

I recognize that what I speak--regardless of its content, subject, motives---is 

part of an ideological system. But I don't accept the sometimes explicit, and more 

often implicit, implication that I should therefore say nothing. I don't want to accept 
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a theory or practice whose logic assumes that, because I cannot use language "neutral

ly" or without being implicated by my situated ness in language, it is therefore 

pointless to try. I refuse to be so silenced. 

My problem with deconstructionist or post modem discourse theory is that it 

usurps my voice. Further, it renders rhetoric if not powerless (because it can never 

present any new idea or have any interventionary effect), then by definition so suspect 

as to be always doubted, never believed. It sabotages rhetoric, not just as a discipline 

but as a force that can effect material culture. What's at stake, then, for us as 

rhetoricians and compositionists in insisting on the counter-hegemonic project histori

cally ascribed to intellectuals is two-fold. One reason to insist is to maintain our job 

security: if language has the capacity to affect the "course of things," then the study 

of how to use symbols to induce cooperation is crucial to the culture. Second, if we 

subvert the ideological force of existing discourse theory and practice by empowering 

rhetoric, we ourselves create a force that can affect material culture (the base of 

society); our words make a difference; the meanings we make can displace the 

already inscribed meanings that are. 

Much is at stake for us as rhetoricians in arguing for the power of rhetoric to 

effect change, to influence events/factors/conditions outside of discourse. It only 

follows, then, that our discipline entertain that project. Kenneth Burke, for instance, 

offers a way to examine ideology and see how it drives us as citizens, implicates us in 

the hegemonic practices of our society, but also allows us insight without necessary 
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impotence. In other words, he supports the notion that language is always already 

ideologically motivated, but does not conclude that language cannot have material 

effects on society. Neither does he insist that because all language is ideological, all 

ideologies are therefore equal; some are better--more persuasive--than others, he 

argues, and we can systematically determine which ideologies are which. 

In Rhetoric of Motives, Burke explains why some ideologies are more 

persuasive than others if indeed all ideologies are equally suspect. Driving the most 

persuasive ideologies, Burke contends, is what he defines as the "mythic motive." It 

is the 

rounding out [of] the purely intellectual abstractions ... a reduction of the 
"pure idea" to terms of image and fable. . . very limited in range and above 
all, if judged literally ... "scientifically" questionable. (200) 

Burke grants that the mythic motive and its counterpart, the Utopian bias, are like any 

motive, always already inscribed by language. But he also argues that 

"Utopias" are but a special case of ideologies. Specifically, the Utopian bias 
is progressive, futuristic, whereas the ideological bias is conservative or 
reactionary, designed to maintain a status quo .... [Likewise], the myth might 
be said to represent a forward-looking partisanship in contrast with backward
looking partisanship of the "ideologies." (199, 200) 

In other words, though both ideologies are implicated in cultural hegemony (that is, 

biased), the mythic motive and the ideological motive are not synonymous; in fact, 

one is more persuasive, more "trustworthy" than another. Burke argues that 

A motivational problem arises, if you treat the mythic motive as on a par with 
the ideological motives. For you find that, if your method for eliminating all 
such bias were successful, it would deprive society of its primary motive 
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power. For though bias is false promise, it is promise. Hence, if you elimi
nate bias (illusion) from [women's and] men's social motives, where do you 
find an equally urgent social motive? . . [Ask yourself] where the zeal of 
human effort would come from, if it were not for the false promises of our 
Utopias. (201 [insertions mine]) 

If we discourse theorists reduce all language to one level always already inscribed and 

therefore always already suspect, then we strip rhetoric of its power to create change. 

We thereby also create authors without human agency, without motive and capacity, 

without myths. 

Burke grants that "insofar as they are taken literally, they [myths] do function 

as ideologies, hence require the kind of discounting provided by a 'sociology of 

knowledge'" (201). The term refers to Burke's notion of the process wherein one 

looks to opposing theories for discoveries that reveal the "partisan limitations lurking 

in speciously universal principles" (198). The process is a rhetorical one, for it 

involves analyzing the motive, context, and language of the "principles" involved. 

Nonetheless, "if the myth had been interpreted as figuring a motive beyond the reach 

of ideology, the motive of the myth would be felt to lie beyond the motivational order 

treated in competing ideologies" (202). Hence, what Burke calls the "false promise 

of our utopias," our reliance on "myth" is a way to open up the repertoire within an 

ideological field so that we can avoid what Hall sees as the fate for those in the 

journalists: "they are driven, again and again and again, to such a limited repertoire 

within the ideological field [that they are] . .inscribed by an ideology to which they do 

not consciously commit themselves, and which instead, 'writes them'" (Hall 101.) 
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And thus Burke's notion of the mythic motive provides a means for a dialecti-

cal transcendence of pure ideas accomplished by rhetorica11y analyzing and unmasking 

competing ideologies, building a set of generalizations that transcends (because it 

recognizes) the biases of those ideologies, and rounding out the resultant purely 

intellectual abstraction into an image or fable. In other words, it offers a rhetorical 

enterprise capable of subverting the operations of a structure whose workings are 

driven by ideology, a method for intervening in the limited ideological fields available 

within the status quo. 

Another method for opening up the repertoire within the ideological field 

accepted by English studies practitioners is found in Stuart Hall's objections to what 

he sees as the simple inversion of interpretation of meaning provided by Derrlda, 

Foucault, and poststructuralist discourse theory in general. His argument--that such 

inversion is too teleological and unequivocal--can be paraphrased as follows: 

discourse theories which argue that there is no necessary correspondence between the 

material conditions of a society and the ideologies that drive its political and legal 

practices contradict the classical Marxist notion that sooner or later ideological 

practices (the superstructure) will conform and be brought into necessary correspon

dence with material conditions (the base). This poststructuralist critique of classical 

Marxism is founded on the belief that, of themselves, society and economy do not 

intervene in history, an objection to Marxist theory which Hall supports. However, 

Hall contends, post-marxist theorists make a crucial error when they continue with 
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the usual unstoppable philosophical slide all the way over to the opposite side . 
. . [to] the declaration that there is "necessarily no correspondence." .. 
. "Necessarily no correspondence" expresses exactly the notion essential to 
discourse theory--that nothing really connects with anything else. (94) 

According to Hall, the belief upon which specifically Foucaultian discourse 

theory is based creates a false binary opposition: simply because there is no neces-

~ connection between sign and signified, between material conditions and ideologi-

cal practices, between language and physical reality, it does not necessarily follow 

that therefore there never is and never will be any possible correspondence between 

those things. 

That is, there is no guarantee that, under all circumstances, ideology and class 
can never be articulated together in any way or produce a social force capable 
for a time of self-conscious "unity in action," in a class struggle. A theoreti
cal position founded on the open endedness of practice and struggle must have 
as one of its possible results, an articulation in terms of effects which does not 
necessarily correspond to its origins. (Hall 94-95) 

Hall's crucial distinction between no necessary correspondence and not 

necessarily no necessary correspondence allows for human agency; the distinction 

acknowledges the possibility for the effective intervention of particular social forces in 

the hegemonic practices of society. Hall's notion of the possibility for articulation, 

for some arbitrary fixing of meaning, 

leaves the model much more indeterminate, open-ended and contingent than 
the classical position.. . . It refuses to say that it is impossible to bring classes 
or fractions of classes. . .into articulation with those forms of politics and 
ideology which allow them to become historically effective as collective social 
agents. (95) 
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Thus the possibility for social change and the emphasis on the efficacy of human 

agency enter into the ideological field. 

Furthermore, and as Burke explained in his notion of the mythic motive, that 

possibility is contingent on the practical situation. Thus Hall's belief--that if we as 

collective social agents can become historically effective when we articulate some 

arbitrary but agreed upon fixing of meaning--empowers rhetoric. (By "rhetoric" here 

I mean that activity that Burke describes as "the use of language as a symbolic means 

of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols" [43]). 

Hall's reading of Althusser makes the power of rhetoric clear: ideologies, he 

says, are "systems of representation--composed of concepts, ideas, myths, or images--

-in which men [and women] live their imaginary relations to the real conditions of 

existence. . . Ideological knowledge is the result of specific practices--the practices 

involved in the production of meaning," and rhetoric mediates between practical life 

and language (103, my emphasis). But practices are not merely discourses: "It does 

not follow that because all practices are in ideology, or inscribed by ideology, all 

practices are nothing but ideology" (103). Practices are also the result of material 

conditions. Social relations do exist. We are born into them. They exist 
independently of our will. They are real in their structure and 
tendency. We cannot develop a social practice without repre
senting those conditions to ourselves in one way or another; but 
the [ideological] representations do not exhaust their effect. 
(Hall 105) 
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In other words, achieving the articulation between discourse and material conditions, 

encoding practices, is the essential work of rhetoric. Because rhetoric represents to 

me what my material conditions mean--how I make my self mean--it develops 

essential aspects of my social practice(s), However, rhetoric does not necessarily 

represent to me all the effects of my material conditions; therefore, some effects of 

my material conditions are not always, already inscribed by ideology. Hence, I--as 

agent--can intervene in history, in ideology, in practice to renegotiate the articulation 

between material conditions, practice, and discourse. Through rhetoric--through that 

dialectical process of unmasking ideological biases that Burke, borrowing from 

Mannheim, calls "the sociology of knowledge"--I can rein scribe, renegotiate the 

meaning, the representations of my material conditions. Further, this reinscription can 

revise practice, revise my own and even my discipline's notions of what gestures are 

required of us as authors and our work as authorized. 

Thus, an important question for me as agent, as well as for me as academic 

intellectual is this: How am I going to make my own social relations and material 

conditions mean? What is at stake for me as an individual in claiming my position

ality, especially in the face of the disciplinary pressure to accept the status quo notion 

that not much significant choice is involved in the constructed ness of our positions? 

How can I consciously make the shape, size, or color of my skin, the economic 

conditions or geographical location of my ancestors, my sexual preference, or any 

other material condition I consider definitive of me .!!l§U something? How can I use 
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language to make meaning, to simultaneously challenge and make alternative gestures, 

rather than to simply and unconsciously drone the conventional gestures to hegemonic 

meanings always already inscribed to my material conditions? 

In commenting on Stuart Hall's description of the material conditions of his 

own positionality (that is, on Hall's being born the dark "coolie baby" of his West 

Indian family), one of my on-line colleagues asks, "What will he try to make his 

darkness mean? [It seems that] the first step. . .is to seize that darkness rather than 

deny it. The next step is to understand the history of the terms being used .... Our 

strength is precisely the history our position gives, no matter what the history is." 

His words evoked for me an important memory, one whose significance relies on my 

construction of myself as an alcoholic. 

At the December 1993 MLA convention, I went to hear Rosemary Gladstone give 

a paper about AA and what she termed "the alcoholic epistemology." Her argument 

was that the discourse of AA (represented, she said, by the Big Book, the stories told 

at meetings) imposes an epistemology and a self-construction on AA members that 

didn't exist before; in other words, she claims, AA members adopt what she sees as 

the AA version of a master narrative, accept that it defines them, and then live out 

that definition. 

A member of AA myself and piqued by her presentation, I asked her several 

questions. I was even more irritated when her answers made it obvious that she was 

not a member of AA. (She had not, for instance, heard of Chuck C's A New Pair of 
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Glasses, a very popular AA book that presents and applies the metaphor that she was 

surprised to "uncover" and of which, she implied, the in-group members were 

unaware.) I wondered what was at stake for her in writing about alcoholic episte

mology and had quite a time constructing possible explanations for her positionality in 

her presentation. Perhaps my fiction carried me away; perhaps my anger did. 

Whatever the case, Ms. Gladstone's argument didn't convince me. 

My personal experience told me that what she said was total bullshit. I knew 

that for me the story of myself that AA told me was reliable, is valid, had been true 

for years and years. In fact, I was happy as hell to finally hear what that truth had to 

tell me was so I could say "oh, so that's what's wrong with me and why I seemed 

totally bizarre compared to other people who seem to have control over themselves in 

ways that I don't. Thank god there's an explanation for this." It felt good to seize 

that "darkness" ("I'm JaneE and I'm an alcoholic") rather than deny it. To think that 

that construction of myself didn't exist before I went to AA and "agreed" to it was 

absurd. Just ask anybody who used to drink with me; ask the cops who arrested me 

for three DUIs. 

It seemed to me (and still does) that this ideological construction ("alcoholic") 

was created and could have been accurately applied to me long before I ever seized it, 

that it would have existed as a way I am constructed whether or not I ever recognized 

it, whether or not any ideology ever articulated it. Indeed, some people make very 

convincing arguments that the construction "alcoholic" is material in its biological 



origins and that even if I never had drunk a drop in my life, I'd still have the brain 

wave patterns and neuro-chemicals that make my thinking different from "normal" 

people's. So, it seems I too would agree that history/biology to a large extent 

determines this position and that it would be difficult for me to change it. 
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And yet. I know that I definitely am making a choice when I construct myself as 

an alcoholic because I chose not to for quite a while even though I knew the label fit. 

I also know that the conscious construction actually does make meaning where it 

didn't exist before: the kind of alcoholic I--or anyone else in recovery--am changes 

drastically when I construct myself as such. In fact, if any "cure" could make me 

act/think/operate like a "normalll person (that is, one who doesn't drink compulsively, 

one whose obsessions don't dictate her thoughts and actions, one who has got at least 

a bit of awareness of and willingness to consider the needs of people other than 

herself, one who doesn't keep performing the same actions over and over expecting 

different results), then that IIcurell would be choosing to construct myself as an 

alcoholic, getting into recovery, and working the steps of Alcoholics Anonymous. 

So at least in the case of being a recovering alcoholic, to construct myself in a 

particular position is the only way I could hope to escape the deterministic and bleak 

picture that that position dictates. The ideology of AA allowed me to escape the very 

limited ideological field offered to me by the status quo; I was able to subvert the 

dominant paradigm ("drinking is a social activity, a way to loosen up and relax with 

friends II) and intervene into what appeared to be an inevitable tragedy. 
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Nonetheless, I have heard people in meetings espouse Rosemary's own 

argument; a relatively common claim is that til wasn't an alcoholic ti1I I walked into 

these rooms, and then I became one really fast. tI " Everybody laughs gleefully at those 

kind of comments because we all recognize their truthful irony, the paradigm-busting 

paradox that they embody: I denied that I was an alcoholic until I heard other people 

describing their own alcoholism and realized that, because my life and thinking and 

catastrophes sound just like theirs and because I have no ability to control my actions 

when I use alcohol, I was indeed an alcoholic. Further, I know that I have come to 

see a new paradigm, a pattern, an overarching master narrative that shapes my life, 

makes meaning of it; I have experienced this shift because I go to meetings and tell 

my story, that is, because I participate in the practices wherein the ideology of AA is 

promulgated. So, perhaps Ms. Gladstone is accurate after all: AA members 

do accept a particular ideology and it creates in them an epistemology which didn't 

"exist before. I do know that it saved my life to choose to let AA's epistemology 

shape who I am, but I also know that, deny it or not, that positionality (Le., I'm a 

drunk) will be following me wherever I go, whether or not I drink again, whether or 

not I choose to construct it self-consciously or not. 

So, go figure. I know I can't seem to make it make sense as long as I try to 

pin it down to one way or another. What's important I think is that I feel better 

about what I try to make my material condition mean when I make the choice to 

construct myself in that position always already inscribed by the epistemology of AA. 
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Needless to say, my personal meaning-making enterprise is not confined just to 

AA meetings; it affects my professional practice and identity as well. In fact, it is an 

activity especially continued and/or redirected and/or taken up by those of us who 

profess English since the practice and study of making meaning is our business, 

particularly for those of us who profess rhetoric and composition studies. 

So, my own self interest--as woman, as teacher, as professional--is what's at stake 

here. And, of course, this is why rhetoric is so important: I want to convince people 

to accept arbitrary meanings (articulations) that promote my interests. This self-

interest, this need for effective rhetorical methods to articulate and persuade others of 

the importance of my positionality, explains why "a theory of ideology has to 

develop ... a theory of subjects and subjectivity. It must account for the recognition 

of the self within ideological discourse, what it is that allows subjects to recognize 

themselves in the discourse and to speak it spontaneously as its author" (Hall 107). 

To authorize themselves, make their social conditions and relations mean, is what is 

at stake for compositionists who function as intellectuals in the counter-hegemonic 

enterprise. 

Hall's crucial argument regarding non-necessary correspondence makes 

possible the counter-hegemonic work of intellectuals. Discourse theory based on a 

notion of necessary non-correspondence, on the belief that everything it is possible to 

say or do is always already inscribed in ideological practice, does not make counter

hegemonic work possible; instead, it renders such work futile and foolish. What's at 
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stake then in this distinction--in Hall's critique of post-structuralist discourse theory's 

view of the function of language--is the capacity to make a difference, to have an 

effect. What's at stake here is the possibility for rhetoric as well the possibility to 

merge the dual functions of the university, to integrate the divided interests and 

loyalties of its intellectuals. 
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Chapter 2 

Fugitive Truth: Authorizing the Autobiographical in Academic Discourse 

Patricia Bizzell's recent and compelling work, Academic Discourse and 

Critical Consciousness, provides a discipline specific interpretation of Stuart Hall's 

arguments; she considers the theoretical problem of "spend[ing] our time exposing 

truth claims as historically, ideologically, rhetorically constructed" without searching 

for the solutions that human agency could bring (261). Bizzell claims that 

We have not yet acknowledged that if no unimpeachable authority and tran
scendent truth exist, this does not mean that no respectable authority and no 
usable truth exist. Our nostalgia for the self-evident and absolute prevents us 
from accepting as legitimate the authority created by collective discursive 
exchange and its truths as provisionally binding. If we could take this next 
step, .•. we might imagine the public function of the intellectual as precisely 
rhetorical: our task is to aid everyone in our academic community, and in our 
national community, to share a discourse. (261-2) 

In order to take this step, Bizzell tells us, we need to reflect on the ideologies that we 

support in our communities and those we don't, Though our personal stakes in these 

groups drive our loyalty and commitment, the authority of the ideology is not 

necessarily based on individual autonomy alone; rather "this authority is derived from 

ideologies that already have some currency in the community the orators or teachers 

[i. e. the intellectuals] serve" (273). 
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Bizzell is certainly not the only compositionist to argue that we can intervene 

in hegemonic practices by choosing how to make our positions mean, that is by 

revealing and supporting our allegiance to ideologies. We have seen that such action 

invests ideological choices with what Kenneth Burke calls a "mythic motive" (201) 

and/or a "Utopian bias" (199); praxis connects meaning-making to the events and 

social relations of practical and contingent daily life. In other words, "what's at 

stake" in my discourse is understood to be rooted in my organic ties to my communi

ty, my context. This intervention strategy links deconstruction with Marxism; it 

unites a subversive project with a specific situation. However, the contextualization 

called for here is not the traditional demonstration that absolutes of knowledge are 

determined by the context of hegemonic forces; rather it is a protean exhibit of 

position(s) within material conditions and how we make meaning out of those 

positions. This contextualization process demands that, if I want to appropriate 

authority to make meaning, I must recognize the self-authorized and positioned 

aspects of that authority. 

In the next chapter I will consider what we intellectuals can do to recognize 

and take a position when we teach composition. But here I will concentrate on how 

this interventionary project requires us to recognize the ways that we author-ize, 

compose, our own professional discourse. More importantly, I will propose a 

revisionary discourse suited to the dual functions of an intellectual not only disciplined 
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by the conventions of academic professionalism but also committed to subverting 

hegemonic discursive inscriptions. 

I want to consider, then, how we might re-figure our discursive practice so 

that it subverts the academic master narrative's conventionally authorized gestures and 

reveals our positionality. Such a change is not obvious or simple since--as Peter 

Elbow claims--academic discourse by design negates positionality: 

the very appeal of academic discourse . . . tends to rest on the assumption that 
we can separate the ideas and reasons and arguments from the person who 
holds them; that there are such things as unheld opinions--assertions that exist 
uninfluenced by who says them and who hears them--positions not influenced 
by one's feelings, class, race, gender, sexual orientation, historical position. 
(140) 

Elbow adds that "this conception of academic discourse in general is a bias toward 

objectivity or foundationalism--a bias which many of us have come to resist on the 

basis of work by a host of thinkers from Polyani. to Fish" (140). Nonetheless, we 

academics continue composing it. We as critical writers evacuate our discourse and 

rely on conventional textual moves to locate ourselves in our texts; as critical readers, 

we agreed to recognize those moves as more or less dispassionate or objective. 

Compositionists, especially, claim to value the composing process, yet we continually 

obscure the processes through which we author-ize our compositions. 

Insisting that disciplinary authorization must always appear to emanate from a 

source external to the community, we require discursive gestures to our own method-

ologies, subjects, territories, genres, structures and stylistic conventions because those 
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gestures shift authority from us, from our organic context, to something "outside" of 

us, our discursive conventions and traditions. By definition then, such discourse 

cannot be subversive or counter-hegemonic or interventionary because it is doggedly 

determined to be a-rhetorical. As a result, when we preserve what Clifford Geertz 

calls "author-evacuated prose," when our knowledge-claims ignore the events of our 

daily lives and the social relations of our experiences, we conduct business as usual, 

we maintain the status quo no matter what the content of our discourse. In exchang

ing positionality for Foundations, local knowledge for Structures, contingent truth for 

Ideology, we deny the rhetoricity of our language. When we misrecognize our 

gestures, when we deny the collective but nonetheless self-constructed and self

authorized character of disciplinary authority, we sentence ourselves to the discipline 

of the master narrative. 

What if we were to admit that our disciplinary authority is rhetorical and not 

divine, that rhetoric composes (not merely conveys) our truth, that "there is no theory 

that is not a fragment, carefully preserved, of some autobiography"? (Valery cited in 

Miller 1). What if we were to authorize that admission not just in theory but in 

practice, not just in what our composition says but in how it says it? 

Magali Larson explains in The Rise of Professionalism that "the singular 

characteristic of professional power [is] that the profession has the exclusive privilege 

of defining QQ1h the content of its knowledge and the legitimate conditions of access 

to it, while the unequal distribution of knowledge protects and enhances this power" 
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(48). We can, however, sabotage this unequal power relation and its camouflage for 

hegemonic authority by exercising our privilege to define and reveal the self-definition 

of the content of our knowledge as well as the conditions of access to it. To stage the 

process by which we who profess English compose ourselves, we must expose 

ourselves in our discourse, speak not as the Great and Powerful Oz but as the 

(wo)man behind the curtain. We must use our discourse to embody, to contextualize, 

the content and conditions of our knowledge-claims. We must get personal, turn our 

composing process inside out. 

The discursive shift I am recommending--as you have probably deduced by 

now--is to autobiography. Yet, what is commonly considered personal or autobio

graphical writing does not necessarily include the kind of discourse I propose. I am 

suggesting here that we recognize and self-consciously inscribe specifically the 

autobiographical composition of our authority as professionals. Nancy Miller's notion 

of "personal criticism" best describes this specific kind of composition, this form of 

autobiography that not only reveals its internal signature in "passages [that] invoke 

that moment in writing when everything comes together in a fraction of poise; that 

fragile moment the writing in turns attempts to capture" (6) but also fosters the 

"reclaiming of theory: turning theory back on itselr' (5). Though Miller explores the 

possibility of a "typology, a poetics of the 'egodocuments' that constitute personal 

criticism," she doesn't propose an ultimate or even further classification of personal 

criticism (3). Instead, she wonders "is it really a good idea?" to create such a 
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taxonomy since "one of the resistances already mounted against personal criticism is 

the specter of recuperation: what if what seems new and provocative just turned out 

to be an academic fashion?" (3). 

Any revisionary discursive project with pretensions to effect change must face 

and deflect this specter--the threat of co-optation by hegemonic forces. Perhaps the 

most emphatic feature of hegemonic power in a post-industrial capitalist culture is its 

capacity to absorb quickly and convert into capital that which resists it. Witness, for 

instance, the dexterity and swiftness demonstrated in the media's transforming the 

initially insurgent and potentially violent threat of rap music into an advertising 

scheme emphasizing a soft-drink company's commitment to the values of the nation's 

youth. Likewise, the ubiquitous presence of hegemonic values in the structures of 

civil society--not just in the branches of government that comprise the State, but also 

in the institutions of education and religion, the social relations like marriage and 

child-rearing, and the media--maintain their power to exert "domination by consent" 

such that discipline appears "natural" and innocuous to citizens. Thus, an enterprise 

that aspires to subvert this hegemonic domination must address the problems of the 

infinite locations and capacities to absorb resistance that define hegemonic authority. 

Fortunately, Michel de Certeau has faith in the potency of "the ordinary man," 

the "ubiquitous character" who is "the murmuring voice of societies" that "comes 

before texts" and to whom de Certeau dedicates The Practice of Everyday Life 

(dedication). de Certeau outlines a theory of that character's practice that does indeed 
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confront these seemingly overpowering hegemonic forces. His study of what users do 

with the products of culture demonstrates the subversive authority in their everyday 

resistance: "Users make (Qricolent) innumerable and infinitesimal transformations of 

and within the dominant cultural economy," de Certeau argues, "in order to adapt it 

to their own interests and their own rules" (xiii - xiv). 

If it is true that the grid of 'discipline' is everywhere becoming cleared and 
more extensive, it is all the more urgent to discover how an entire society 
resists being reduced to it, what popular procedures (also 'minuscule' and 
quotidian) manipulate the mechanisms of discipline and conform to them only 
in order to evade them ... to bring to light the clandestine forms taken by the 
dispersed, tactical, and make-shift creativity of groups of individuals already 
caught in the nets of 'discipline.' Pushed to their ideal limits, these proce
dures and ruses of consumers compose the network of an antidiscipline. (xiv -
xv) 

de Certeau considers these dispersed, tactical, and make-shift characteristics of the 

ways the ordinary consumer manipulates cultural products to be essential to thwarting 

the culture's pervasive influence. As the title of his book suggests, the practices of 

everyday life are source of this creativity, particularly those practices as they occur in 

everyday speech. Like "Chomsky's study of the oral uses of language," de Certeau's 

work is meant "to restore to everyday practices their logical and cultural legitimacy," 

for "these practices themselves alternately exacerbate and disrupt our logics" (xvi). 

Within the power of everyday practices to resist definition, location, and logic lies 

their attractiveness, their utility in "the relation of procedures to the field of force 

[hegemonic control] in which they must therefore lead to a polemoJogicaJ analysis of 
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culture. . . . The tactics of consumption, the ingenious ways in which the weak make 

use of the strong, thus lend a political dimension to every day practices" (xvii). 

In describing this field of force and the polemological battle between the 

hegemonic exertions of control and consumers' resistance of it, de Certeau uses 

military vocabulary to distinguish the influence of the combatants. He identifies a 

"strategy" as "the calculus of force-relationships which becomes possible when a 

subject of will and power ... can be isolated from an 'environment.' ... Political , 

economic, and scientific rationality has been constructed on this strategic model" 

(xix). Strategies are the ploys of the dominant. A 

"tactic" on the other hand, [is] a calculus which cannot count on a "proper" (a 
spatial or institutional localization) .... The place of a tactic belongs to the 
other. A tactic insinuates itself into the other's place, fragmentarily, without 
taking it over in its entirety. . . .It has at its disposal no base where it can 
capitalize on its advantages. . . The "proper" is a victory of space over time. 
On the contrary, because it does not have a place, a tactic depends on time. . . 
. It must constantly manipulate events in order to tum them into "opportuni
ties." The weak must continually tum to their own ends[,] forces alien to 
them. (xix) 

To an intellectual who wants to effect change and have some control over the 

action of her discipline, this distinction between strategies and tactics is crucial: it 

describes the means by which she can avoid the "proper" strategies of institutionalized 

disciplinary discourse, strategies which are easily coopted if they attempt to occupy a 

space easily captured by the hegemony's superior spatial power. Instead, she should 

rely on the timely and fragmentary power of tactics. To discover these tactics, de 

Certeau assures us, we must mine our quotidian activities to unearth those "everyday 
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practices that produce without capitalizing, that is without taking control over time" 

(xxii). This "insinuation of the ordinary into established scientific fields. . .is a 

matter of restoring historicity to the movement which leads analytical procedures back 

to their frontiers, to the point where they are changed, indeed disturbed, by the ironic 

and mad banality that speaks in 'Everyman' [sic]" (5). We can see, then, the worth 

of autobiographical writing as a tactic for confronting hegemonic discourse: a genre 

which at least in part takes as its subject everyday life, autobiography can dodge co

optation because its authority is fractionary, momentary, fragile; personal criticism 

addresses that threat of recuperation precisely because it is evasive, fleeting, contextu

al. 

Accordingly, I want to suggest two sites of personal writing in order to 

elaborate the multiple tactics that autobiography can offer to the intellectual's war of 

position. One site is my professional practice; writing from that site involves staging 

my professional [com]position(s), myself as a professor of English composition. The 

other site is social practice; writing from that site stages my personal [com]posi

tion(s), myself as I am composed by and as I chose to compose myself in my 

biological, economic, and social conditions. 

First, the autobiographical project as it stages my professional position. What 

might this project entail and how might we begin? The rhetorically correct answer-

of course--is "It depends." Because "professing English" includes many different 

practices, the specific practices and stories presented in different professors' personal 
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criticism will vary. For instance, in "Professing Gibbon," William H. Epstein stages 

professional practice as it is reflected in eighteen-century studies, encapsulating the 

autobiographical nature of professing English studies and identifying the crucial 

discursive shift required to recognize that nature. 

In the professional practice of eighteenth-century studies, eighteenth-century 
cultural discourse usually is treated as a continuous. autonomous. structured 
narrative which must be professed, that is, taught, described, and interpreted 
as if it had an independent existence outside professional practice. But if eigh
teenth-century studies were treated instead as an academic practice which can 
only be self-professed ... this period specialty would become, like Gibbon's 
memoirs, an autobiographical profession, a self-proclaimed expertise in one's 
own practice which can be (and often is) concealed and revealed by text
ualization. (122, emphasis added) 

This description of the authorized treatment of eighteenth-century cultural discourse 

characterizes the discipline's sanctioned notions of academic discourse in general. 

Though even the English studies specialists in rhetoric and composition studies can't 

seem to agree on exactly what--if anything--defines academic discourse, most--if not 

all--of us who profess English studies treat academic discourse as something autono-

mous and structured, with an essence more or less consistent across disciplines. We 

believe that this discourse instrumentaIizes or even originates critical thinking, that it 

"must be professed, taught, described and interpreted as if it had an independent 

existence outside professional practice." Like eighteenth-century studies specialists, a 

rhetorician andlor compositionist professes "a self-proclaimed expertise in one's own 

practice, which can be (and often is) concealed and revealed by textualization." Since 

my goal is to recognize that which our discipline conceals, I want to consider what 
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specific methods of textualization would reveal the autobiographical constitution of 

rhetoric and composition studies. 

One "obvious" method is to stop writing texts that conceal the positioned 

nature of our expertise, texts that remove the "us"--the people--from our discourse 

because these texts mask the personal stakes, as well as the insincerity, in our 

reification of the subject we profess, academic discourse. Rhetorical analysis of our 

own and others' texts can also reveal the autobiographical nature of our expertise if it 

discloses the stakes and the reification that we otherwise try to hide. de Certeau's 

explanation of everyday practices articulates how such reading of another's text can 

subvert dominant authority: 

The thin film of writing becomes a movement of stratem, a play of spaces. A 
different world (the reader's) slips into the author's place. 

This mutation makes the text habitable, like a rented apartment. It 
transforms another person's property into a space borrowed for a moment by a 
transient. (xxi) 

Similarly, attention to a concept that sociolinguists call "communicative 

trouble," can facilitate our recognition of our own discursive mechanics. "Communi-

cative trouble" refers to moments when miscommunication brings to the surface those 

invisible rules of language that members of a discourse community usually recognize 

as "natural." Sociolinguists typically examine troublesome interactions in rituals 

common to many discourse communities in order to identify moments of communica-

tive trouble. When Emanuel Schegloff, for instance, considers occasions when 

someone answers a phone call simply by picking up the phone rather than vocalizing 
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some greeting like "yeah?" or "hello"; this unexpected tum confuses and disrupts the 

"natural" tum-taking sequence and leaves the caller without a script to follow. 

Examination of such disruption in a tum-taking event allows speakers to recognize, to 

get outside of, what otherwise is assumed and thus invisible from inside. 

Though he doesn't refer to the concept of "communicative trouble" as such, de 

Certeau urges us to calIon the power of this tactic. He points to the "Sophists [who] 

have a privileged place, from the point of view of tactics ... [for] they claimed to 

have the power of turning the table on the powerful by the way in which they made 

use of the opportunities offered by the particular situation .... this tradition of a logic 

articulated on situations and the will of others continues into contemporary socio

linguistics" (xx). The tradition is also taken up by compositionists. David Bar

tholomae, for instance, argues for this tactic when he invites us to read and write 

"against the grain," that is, intentional reading or writing not what is expected but 

rather the seams of the writing, say for instance, the parenthetical remarks or the 

"obviously" and the "of course" gestures available to writers and readers in a 

discursive community. de Certeau theorizes how these "seams" provide the tactics 

for subverting dominant discourse when he declares "turns" to be one of the "three 

places which, hidden only by their very evidence, the formal rules of these circum

stances' ways of making are already visible" (22). '''Turns' (or 'tropes')," he 

explains, "inscribe in ordinary language the ruses, displacements, ellipses, etc. that 

scientific reason has eliminated from operational discourses in order to constitute 



'proper' meanings" (24). Examining how authors inscribe these turns or tropes in 

disciplinary writing, then, helps us read against the grain and uncover the ways our 

discourse masks our self-authorization. 
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To make autobiographical use of these techniques, I must resist accepting 

them. For example, many feminist scholars are rejecting conventional gestures to 

binary opposition and refusing to accept the logic of non-contradiction as justification 

for their arguments. Analyzing my own discursive mechanics also contributes to the 

project of revealing disciplinary authorization of gestures so that they no longer 

conceal my position within that discourse. These reading and writing practices 

expose academic discourse as an autobiographical genre, one that constructs what 

Nancy Miller describes as a speaking and writing subject who can "be understood 

only against the institutional realities that structure her personal situation ... [and the] 

structuring effects of academic practice in the United States" (57). 

What is the purpose of such reading and writing? To re-place the authority of 

hegemonic discourse and restore the authority of experience, of everyday life. De 

Certeau tell us that "experts intervene 'in the name or--but outside of--their particular 

experience .. .through a curious operation which 'converts' competence into authori

ty" (7). This curious conversion enables the hegemonic transformation of the 

subversive into capital. de Certeau would apparently agree since he claims that, 

when presented by experts, 
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authority is indissociable from an "abuse of knowledge"--and in this fact we 
ought perhaps to recognize the effect of the social law that divests the individ
ual of his competence in order to establish (or re-establish) the capital of a 
collective competence. . . . [T]he Expert pronounces on the basis of the place 
that his specialty has won for him ... pronounce(s) with authority a discourse 
which is no longer a function of knowledge, but rather a function of the socio
economic order. (8) 

The "ordinary" person, on the other hand, she who speaks in ordinary language and 

does not profess authority grounded in her place, "draws 'from the inside' of this 

language .... It is exclusively from the inside that [s]he recognizes an outside which 

itself remains ineffable" (9-10). By grounding her authority in her practice, in her 

everyday experiences, this author "changes the place of analysis, henceforth defined 

by a universality identical to submission to ordinary use," rather than to abstracted, 

misrecognized, generalized knowledge-claims self-administered by Experts. In order 

to become "ordinary" in our work, we must revise our professional discourse such 

that it attends to our own textual mechanics and professes authority in our practice as 

professionals rather than in disciplinary, abstracted descriptions and interpretations of 

ourselves as writers and scholars, experts in the field. Elaborating our professional 

practice not only exposes the ways we conceal our self-proclaimed authority but also 

requires gestures to the contexts and intentions of our practice, that is to the autobio-

graphically driven aspects of our work. 

William H. Epstein describes, as it relates to eighteenth-century studies, the 

gesture that spotlights rather than obscures the person writing and her position as a 

professor of English; that gesture 
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. . .is a shift from a familiar approach which construes the Text of eighteenth
century studies as a continuous, structured, historical narrative. . . to a less 
familiar approach which recognizes eighteenth-century cultural discourse as an 
epiphenomenon of the discursive practice of eighteenth century studies, as an 
historical narrative inscribed in the autobiographical narrative of professional 
literary study ... as "my history," that self-induced, self-proclaimed, self
avowed, self-affirmed, self-acknowledged, self-administered profession. (122) 

As it relates to rhetoric and composition studies, the gesture I suggest would shift the 

focus from a familiar conception of academic discourse as an impersonal, detached, 

objective, structured presentation of clear positions, arguments, and evidence to a less 

familiar approach which recognizes academic discourse as an epiphenomenon of the 

discursive practice of academics, a discourse inscribed in the autobiographical practice 

of professional academics and specifically self-proclaimed and -administered by 

professors of rhetoric and composition study. Does this counter-gesture that shifts 

authority to the practices of a group support rather than undermine our mission to 

subvert the dominant paradigm and yet maintain our mission to profess English? 

Does it allow professionals who do the work of English departments--or at least that 

aspect of our work that we call "scholarly writing"--to be subversive? Yes, I argue 

it does, for it facilitates the production of, but not the passive consumption of, the 

products of the dominant culture. And that facilitation is crucial to using the work-

place as a site for converting hegemonic practices to a force that effects change. 

Evan Watkins' Work Time elucidates this crucial point as it relates to the work 

of English departments and explains how our professional practices can postpone the 



conversion of a counter-practice into a hegemonic value. He contends that decon-

structive counterpractices must 
disrupt the epistemological ground that permits substitution. For what is 
challenged directly are not specific sociocultural values or the use of those 
values in circulation, but rather the material of cognitive difference that 
distributes the direction of gain and loss in accordance with the requirements 
of cultural capital. (232) 

The substitution that Watkins refers to involves what I've been calling co-optation, 

that is, the hegemonic conversion of a subversive practice into a value of the domi-
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nant culture. Watkins' notions apply to the specific type of project I am suggesting in 

this way: the discursive revisionary project I am presenting maintains the work of 

traditional intellectuals in that it encourages production of the articles required of us 

and even of the gestures that such publications demand; however, it disturbs our 

discourse's capacity to write us because we don't cop to the "lie" that our discourse 

exists independent of our practice. In effect, while we may be forced to produce the 

"lie," we demonstrate that we don't believe it. Thus, in our practices, not only in our 

theory, we would read and write against the grain of our own misreco~~ized truths, 

recognizing them as contingent, temporary, self-administered local knowledge, rather 

than as immutable, reified foundational knowledge. 

Grounding our discursive authority in our practices, in the autobiographical 

character of our professional practices, not only challenges "the material of cognitive 

difference" but also substitutes its own material foundation for hegemonic value and 

control. Our epistemological ground becomes our own material practices and the 
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capital (self-authorized and therefore also materially based) that our writing circulates 

is our own practice, rather than a dominant value. Because grounding our authority 

in our practices shifts value to what is material and therefore contingent and tempo-

rary, it accomplishes what Watkins believes to be the result of counterpractices that 

do effect change: 

The result is then a misrealization of surplus value, which forces a kind of 
disaccumulation of cultural capital. . . . [P]raxis at this point of intervention 
cannot be an option, as it were, to be engaged now and then in individual and 
isolated circumstances even .... For rather than a way to take advantage of a 
freedom from concrete labor to reveal epistemological incongruities, it is 
instead a way to use all such incongruities to effect a dislocation in the very 
process of cultural capital as it enters into ideological production. (233) 

In other words, we professional intellectuals cannot occasionally or only use our 

freedom to define both the content and conditions of access to our knowledge; we 

must use any and all acts of professional writing to de-stabilize the consumption of 

knowledge. 

Further, and because co-optive threats to any counterpractices are inevitable 

and relentless, our counter-hegemonic efforts must be prolonged and constantly 

shifting. Watkins explains that 

The difficulty, again, is not the radical daring of emergence, but the patience 
necessary to keep up pressure, to build up as much as possible at as many 
different points as possible, to undertake as Gramsci argues a "siege" war of 
position, directed at the process of conversion. For whatever emerges can be 
converted, and must be fought for in necessarily variable and location-specific 
terms at every point in the movement of circulation. To imagine the target 
instead as a "master discourse" from which all others follow is to struggle with 
premodern strategies against a bafflingly "invisible" enemy. (234) 
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Thus, the autobiographical project foils the common objection to Marxist interpreta

tions of material conditions, agency, and intervention in history--that is, that instru

mentalizing agency causes co-optation--because it links the contextualizing effects of 

Marxist interpretations of material conditions with the de-stabilizing effect of decon

structionist views of language and power relations. Writing autobiography from the 

site of our professional practice subverts hegemonic domination and avoids co

optation because it reproduces reflexively in narrative and from a specific context the 

problematics of the discourse we use. We remain to the side of our practice by 

demonstrating how we are positioned in it, by pointing to our gestures as we perform 

them and making them the subject of our study. 

When discursive authority is grounded in and recognized as a highly contextual 

and situation ally dependent self-creation, it is less likely to be programmatized. 

Nonetheless, the conditions and creation of that authority--that is, the textual mechan

ics which construct it--can be analyzed as an example of how the complex interface of 

purpose, situation, reader, and author drives what's recognized as disciplinary 

authority. In this analysis we travel the margins of our professional practice. We 

capitalize on and resist the hegemonic power relations possible by recognizing "disci

plinary authority ... [as] always and only a transient, inarticulate tactic of professional 

practice" and illuminating the critical tactic of the gesture as the operation which 

constructs disciplinary authority (Epstein, "Counter-Intelligence" 71). 
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As we have seen, what's at stake in recognizing and practicing such a counter

hegemonic function is human agency: copping to "doing rhetoric" is quite different 

from proclaiming "this discourse presents Truth," for the admission determines 

whether or not the writer works within the apparatus of civil society and, accordingly, 

whether or not she has the power to effect change within it. Working outside or to 

the side of the hegemonic domination to which citizens have consented, a writer 

intervenes in hegemony. Likewise, she avoids hegemonic co-optation because her 

discursive authority, her counter-practice, is grounded in her context, her material 

conditions in a transient, inarticulate tactic of discursive practice. As such, her 

rhetorical act is not a totalizing abstraction but a contingent, contextualized, emergent 

event. 

Also at stake in recognizing our discursive tactics as autobiographical are not 

only our positions as cultural critics--regardless of the specific aspect of English 

studies we profess--with the capacity to intervene in history but also our discipline's 

epistemology. Insisting on transcendent, reified authority leaves us vulnerable to 

domination by consent to the ideology of foundationalism; however, recognizing-

indeed foregrounding--the emergent, fleeting, tacit authority of our discursive 

community frees us from the weight of claiming certitude, a "bias which [Elbow 

acknowledges] many of us have come to resist on the basis of a work by a host of 

thinkers from Polyani to Fish" (140). In his recent book The Culture of Literacy, 

Wlad Godzich fortifies this claim: 
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Knowledge must surrender its global pretensions. Its reach is always limited 
to its loci and condition of emergence, what Geertz calls the local. . .. It must 
not serve as an instrument of domination; in fact, it must renounce mastery as 
such. (266) 

We must feature the rhetoricity of our discursive practice, demonstrate its context-

ualized knowledge claims if we want our work as professors of English to avoid the 

global pretensions of hegemony. 

Such rhetorical analysis facilitates our resistance to being written by the master 

narrative's disciplinary versions of our lives because it problematizes the existential 

situation and the epistemological claims of our quotidian practice. Autobiography, 

particularly as it is staged in our professional writing, allows us "fractional poise" on 

the margins of our discursive practice; it enables us to work our way out from the 

center of a discipline within an institution of civil society to the margins of that 

institution's ideology; further, we ourselves are the agents of that movement. The 

autobiographical project so practiced can assuage fears like Nancy Miller's: "what if 

what seems new and provocative just turns out to be an academic fashion?" (3). 

Yet another objection to the autobiographical project must be considered, an 

objection that relies on Lacan's model of the fragmented self and contends that "all 

autobiography is 'necessarily fictive': it creates a self whose very coherence is the 

sign of its falseness and alienation" (Freidman 37). Georges Gusdorf's definition of 

autobiography represents that Lacanian model: "autobiography requires a man to take 

a distance with regard to himself in order to constitute himself in the focus of his 
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special unity and identity across time" (35). In keeping with his definition, Gusdorf 

includes diaries journals and letters in the genre of autobiography; however, he 

excludes writing wherein the author "calls himself as witness for himself" so that his 

definition will not authorize a writer's "denial" of the alienating world order (29). 

Shari Benstock explains the thinking behind this limited definition: for Gusdorf, she 

says, autobiography "is the mirror in which the individual reflects his own image 

(33); in such a mirror the "self" and the "reflection" coincide. (15) 

This assumption of a one-to-one correspondence between the self and the 

representation of the self, of a unified and autonomous self belies autobiographical 

authority. Epstein explains how this notion of self creates the authorial problem: 

[I]n publicly registering the self as an autonomous, structured narrative, 
autobiography professes a proficiency in self-knowledge and a faith in self
induced textuality that can be (and often are) threatened by practice--by that 
which is contingent and circumstantial, so deeply embedded in our everyday 
situation that it resists textual inducement. [This is an] ... affirming which is 
also a pretending. (Gibbon 120-1) 

He also articulates how this view of autobiography as a genre relates to the autobio-

graphical nature of our professional practice: Because "meaning is context-bound but 

context is boundless,' the situation of autobiographical discourse [is] also that of 

scholarly and critical discourse ... an avowal implying insincerity" (Gibbon 121). In 

other words, the meaning of, the authority of, autobiography is contingent on context, 

on ever-shifting, transient, emergent events that can never be contained, complete, 

structured. Thus, to imply a coherent, autonomous, unified Self or Text in autobio-
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graphical discourse is to misrecognize or lie about the authority in which that Self or 

Text is grounded. 

This objection to the apparently inherent insincerity of the genre is answered 

by Shari Benstock: 

. . . this definition of autobiography overlooks what might be the most interest
ing aspect of the autobiographical: the measure to which "self" and "self
image" might not coincide, can never coincide in language--not because certain 
forms of self-writing are not self-conscious enough but because they have no 
investment in creating a cohesive self over time. Indeed, they seem to exploit 
difference and change over sameness and identity: their writing follows the 
"seam" of the conscious/unconscious where boundaries between internal and 
external overlap. (15) 

Benstock defines that "seam" as "the space of difference, the gap that the drive 

toward unity of self can never entirely close. It is also the space of writing" (12). 

Revising Gusdorf's more limited view, she describes autobiography as "a coming 

together of method [writing] and subject matter [self-hood]," a method which 

reveals gaps, and not only gaps in time and space or between the individual 
and the social, but also a widening divergence between the manner and matter 
of its discourse. That is, autobiography reveals the impossibility of its own 
dream: what begins on the presumption of self-knowledge ends in the creation 
of a fiction that covers over the premises of its construction. (11) 

In addition to pointing out these ways that autobiography as a genre "puts into 

question the whole notion of 'genre' as outlined by the exclusionary methods of 

Gusdorf's rather narrow definition of the autobiographical," Benstock also demon-

strates how "the question of 'genre' often rides on the question of gender," since the 
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notion of carefully circumscribed and clearly demarcated boundaries between "selr' 

and "other" is a gendered notion (15). 

Susan Stanford Freidman, in "Women's Autobiographical Selves," further 

illuminates how difference, particularly of gender, must be included in any complete 

definition of autobiography: 

Isolate individualism is an illusion. It is also the privilege of power. A white 
man has the lUXUry of forgetting his skin color and sex. He can think of 
himself as an "individual." Women and minorities, reminded at every turn in 
the great cultural hall of mirrors of their sex or color, have no such lUxury. . . 
. The emphasis on individualism as the necessary precondition for autobiogra
phy is thus a reflection of privilege. (39) 

Paraphrasing Sheila Rowbotham's Woman's Consciousness. Man's World, Freidman 

explains how women's experience of self does not include the privilege of conceiving 

of oneself as isolate or individual: 

A woman cannot, Rowbotham argues, experience herself as an entirely unique 
entity because she is always aware of how she is being defined as woman, that 
is as a member of a group whose identity has been defined by the dominant 
male culture. (38) 

I want to push further Freidman's objection to the narrow view of autobiography as 

an encapsulation of the isolated individual: the notion of unified self is just as much a 

reflection of privilege as the notion of an individual self. That limitation to the genre 

excludes authors whose reflections in the "cultural hall of mirrors" do not re-present a 

unique individual. This exclusion would, in effect, empty the hall, for all of us to 

some degree see ourselves in connection to and/or like someone else. However, a 
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view of autobiography that excludes those who do not see themselves as unique 

emphasizes clearly and particularly those who see and write themselves differently 

from the ways their culture sees and writes them. 

Susan Freidman best articulates the effects of this separation on women's 

representations of the self: 

cultural representations of woman lead not only to women's alienation, but 
also to the potential for a "new consciousness" of self. Not recognizing 
themselves in the reflections of cultural representation, women develop a dual 
consciousness--the self as culturally defined and the self as different from 
cultural prescription .... This description of women's double consciousness 
directly parallels W. E. B. Du Bois' identification of dual consciousness for 
blacks living in a dominant white culture. (39) 

In addition to correlating women's "collective solidarity" with Du Bois' descriptions 

of the ways that African-Americans construct group identities, Freidman explains that 

women's sense of self and group identity is dually inscribed in discourse in "an 

identity that is not purely individualistic" nor "purely collective. " 

Instead, the self constructed in women's autobiographical writing is often 
based in, but not limited to, a group consciousness--an awareness of the 
meaning of the cultural category WOMAN for the patterns of women's 
individual destiny .... Alienation from the historically imposed image of self 
is what motivates the writing, the creation of an alternate self in the autobio
graphical act. Writing the self shatters the cultural hall of mirrors and breaks 
the silence imposed by male speech. (40-1) 

Notice how this explanation of the construction of a self made possible in the 

autobiographical act is much like what I've presented as the shift in gesturing 

required to foreground the autobiographical aspects of our professional writing. 

Recall also my argument that the revisionary gesture to professional practice that 
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stages the autobiographical character of our intellectual labor also facilitates this signal 

shift. Similarly, Freidman, in her notion of the double consciousness which motivates 

women to write autobiography, theorizes a genre which acknowledges the dominant 

discourse ("an awareness of the meaning of the cultural category WOMAN") and 

undermines its authority by simultaneously gesturing to the transient and contextual 

self being constructed in the act of writing. The writing process's capacity to 

formally indicate but not possess non-discursive activities enables this simultaneous 

gesturing, this "creation of a fiction that covers over the premises of its construction" 

(Ben stock 11). Shirley Neuman explains this complex composition: 

Indeed the entire process of inventing a self in autobiographies by women or in 
poetics of women's autobiography is often defined as a double gesture by 
which the narrator presents herself or is read as culturally defined as a woman 
and as "different from cultural prescription" (Freidman 39), as both the 
product of social discourse and as individual .... [T]he quest for individual 
autonomy without renouncing a collective identity ... emerges as a structure 
that is modified, but not abandoned. (218) 

In their innovative and comprehensive conceptions of autobiography and its 

complex gestures that acknowledge cultural representations and authorize writers' 

material contexts, Benstock, Freidman, and Neuman all theorize a genre which can 

elude the problematics of an insincere avowal of a continuous self as well as subvert 

hegemonic definitions of identity. Their arguments regarding double gesturing 

support my earlier proposal that our professional discourse foreground the autobio-

graphical essence of disciplinary authority by gesturing to our professional practice as 

well as to disciplinary convention. 
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To strengthen further the potentially transformative powers of academic 

discourse infused with personal criticism, I propose to extend the sites of that 

enterprise beyond those material conditions of professional practice alone and to the 

conditions of our biological, social, economic conditions as well. Such discourse 

would foreground the autobiographical character of our disciplinary authority as 

grounded not simply in our professional practice but also in our organic ties to social 

practices. If, as Epstein argues in "Professing Gibbons," professing English is a "self

induced, self-proclaimed, self-avowed, self-affirmed, self-acknowledged, self-adminis

tered profession" (122), then I cannot fully recognize the autobiographical construc

tion of that profession and its authority unless I acknowledge the material conditions 

of all facets of this "self," these selves. This revision of my discursive practice 

would facilitate connections between my traditional and my organic intellectual 

interests, would enable my self-reflexivity not just as an academic but also as a 

person. 

In other words and in keeping with Jane Gallop's manifesto, Thinking Through 

the Body, I am suggesting that as a reading and writing subject, I should "think 

through autobiography: that is to say, the chain of associations that I am pursuing in 

my reading passed through things that happened to me" (4). Likewise, when I write 

those associations pass through things that happened to me. Thus, I want to mark my 

body's presence when I author-ize texts, want to call to the surface all--or at least 

some--of the associations that my thinking passes through. And this "me" that I want 
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to think through is not only someone who professes English, but also someone who is 

forty years old, white, female, a sister, a daughter, a granddaughter, a painter, a 

recovering alcoholic, a girl-friend, an ex-wife, and so on and on and on. This site, 

this me, this body is what authorizes my texts, for language is entextualized through 

my associations. 

Gallop's reference to the chain of associations evokes Stuart Hall's explanation 

of how these associations determine our stories and how we construct our own stories 

by choosing among multiple associations: 

We are not ourselves aware of the rules and systems of classification of an 
ideology when we enunciate any ideological statement. Nevertheless, like the 
rules of language, they are open to rational inspections and analysis by modes 
of interruption and deconstruction, which can open up a discourse to its 
foundations and allow us to inspect the categories which generate it. . . . These 
connotational chains are not open nor easily amenable to change and reformu
lation at the conscious level. ... On the other hand, it is by no means ade
quately proven that these positionings alone constitute the mechanisms whereby 
all individuals locate themselves in ideology. We are not entirely stitched into 
place in our relation to the complex field of historically situated ideological 
discourses exclusively at that moment alone ... We remain open to be posi
tioned and situated in different ways, at different moments throughout our 
existence. (l06) 

According to Hall, then, the ideologies that inscribe my culture also determine my 

understanding of and inscription of that culture. Nonetheless--and as we've seen--my 

position within that culture is not always already inscribed, for I can simultaneously 

occupy various and perhaps contradictory positions and thus choose to pledge 

allegiance to different ideologically inscribed positions. Further, I can examine the 
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ideology culturally associated with any particular position and choose to realign my 

allegiance to a different discursive formation of that specific social formation. Thus, 

I can choose not only how to make a particular position mean but also which of the 

various positions I occupy at any given historical moment will best define me in that 

context. These multiple choices provide the agency and the myriad locations I need to 

resist containment and co-optation by uninspected ideologies. 

But how do Hall's abstractions pan out when they are applied to my lived 

experiences, to my actual practices of self-construction and meaning making? In 

Chapter One I considered my conflict with the cultural and self-inscriptions related to 

one of my positions--recovering alcoholic. There I examined Rosemary Gladstone's 

"analysis of the rules and systems of classification of an ideology," namely her 

critique of the discourse of Alcoholic Anonymous and its capacity to inscribe mem

bers. Her "rational inspections and analysis by modes of interruption and decon

struction, which can open a discourse to its foundations and allow us to inspect the 

categories which generate it" did demonstrate, I think, how the ideology of recovery 

presents an alcoholic as "positioned by the discursive formations of specific social 

formations." She contends that the discourse of AA composes an alcoholic where one 

didn't exist before, that the members of AA locate themselves within the ideology of 

AA and thereby bring forward, when they tell their stories at AA meetings, a 

narrative of their lives that complies with the redemptive role of AA inscribed in the 

Big Book's presentation of the first members' stories. Had she known the term, Ms. 
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Gladstone might have applied Trihn Minh-ha's term "planned authenticity" to her 

objection to AA's rhetoric, since it describes a context wherein one is forced to reveal 

not the "typical" self but an "authentic" one: 

Every notion in vogue, including the retrieval of "roots" values, is necessarily 
exploited and recuperated and the invention of the need to recover an authentic 
ethnic self goes hand-in-hand with the hegemonic culture's role of savior of 
the endangered species .... We no longer wish to erase your difference. We 
demand, on the contrary, that you remember and assert it. (89) 

My objection to Gladstone's paper, you may recall, was anger; it made me 

mad that, based on no experience of her own (apparently--but who can tell, since Ms. 

Gladstone gave no indication at all of her position, interests, or stakes in her argu-

ment?), she assumed authority to generalize and draw abstract conclusions and then 

present them as knowledge. "What total[lizing] bullshit!" I said when I heard her 

presentation. Shirley Neuman's objection to the "universalizing justification" in 

some theories of autobiographies articulates more academically and less angrily the 

problem with such an essentialist (and uninformed) analysis of the politics of a 

different location: 

the extrapolation of a poetics of lesbian autobiography or even of lesbianism 
from these stories has, as Biddy Martin points out, "mask[ed] the role of 
rhetoric" in constructing this new lesbian and "rendered invisible" or "anach
ronistic" the lesbian who "came out" before this new narrative structure was in 
place. (220) 

Likewise Gladstone's poetics "rendered invisible" those alcoholics who "'came out' 

before this new narrative structure was in place" and masked the role that biology 
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plays in positioning an alcoholic--recovering or not. In part, the limitations of her 

explanations can be attributed to her incomplete understanding of AA ideology: she 

claimed that she had extrapolated her poetics from the stories and the "literature" of 

AA, even though the only text she referred to was Alcoholics Anonymous, otherwise 

known as "the Big Book." While that book is certainly central to AA epistemology, 

it is by no means the only text that members rely on, cite regularly, consider authori-

tative. Even if she had considered those other texts, however, Ms. Gladstone 

probably would not have uncovered significant emphasis on biology's crucial contri-

bution to an alcoholic's identity. 

Nonetheless, rhetoric also plays an essential role in constructing me as a 

recovering alcoholic; biology alone cannot posit me as such. I myself choose to make 

that position mean when I tell "my story," call forward AA's inscription that makes 

my story mean. Likewise, my self-introduction ("Hi, I'm JaneE and I'm an alcohol-

ic") confers my authority to speak at an AA meeting l
; making my body arul my self-

composition mean in those ways are requisite to locating myself in that inscription of 

"recovering alcoholic." Agency--recognized here as the performative speech act of 

1 At some "open" (attendance is not restricted to only alcoholics) meetings, what 
is called a "group conscience" (democratic vote that may change when the next vote 
is taken) determines that anyone may share whether or not she self-identifies as an 
alcoholic; at others, the group decides that if someone is willing to say "Yes, I want 
to stop drinking" (a standard set by AA's third tradition, which states that "the only 
requirement for AA membership is a desire to stop drinking. "), then--sober or not-
she is authorized to speak even at a closed meeting. 
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Language constructs and deconstructs, inscribes and erases. 
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Paradox. Both/and, not either/or. An interesting erasure of what AA calls 

"alcoholic black and white thinking" and the academy calls "the logic of non-contra

diction." The tension is evocative of the "socialize and foster inquiry" cultural 

mission of the university, the "conform and subvert" functions of traditional and 

organic intellectuals that we examined in Chapter One. What's important to me about 

this contradiction is not resolving it but rather using it to live well. 

With respect to my specific example regarding alcoholism, it's easy to say 

what's at stake for me: staying sober. "The rest," as they say in AA, "is just 

gravy. " Sometimes, I--like Rosemary Gladstone--object to the "planned authenticity" 

I recognize in the ways that some people make meaning of AA ideology; especially 

when I'm distracted or obsessed by something other than the events of the present 

moment (when I'm not "letting go" or "being powerless over people, places, and 

things"), I get annoyed by people who spout AA aphorisms or thump the Big Book 

but don't mention anything about what they are feeling or experiencing in their 

everyday lives. Even in that position, you see, I favor discourse that highlights 

materially contingent and transient details. But on the days that I am not involved 

with abstractions, I don't mind the ideology at all, could care less if I've been brain

washed by AA ideology, am even grateful for the opportunity because the bottom line 

is that "just for today, I'm clean and sober." 
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In other aspects of my personal meaning-making enterprise--those much more 

directly related to my professional practice and identity though, of course, that 

practice and identity are affected by my sobriety ,or lack thereof--the stakes are, for 

me, much less a matter of life and death. Thus, in that professional context, the 

tension in my meaning-making practices is more difficult to recognize and negotiate. 

Such negotiation is crucial, nonetheless, for professors of English; in fact, the practice 

and study of making meaning is our business. 

Patricia Bizzell, in the "Afterword" to Academic Discourse. considers this 

business of how we make our social relations mean in our professional practice and 

what is at stake in claiming our positionality: 

I might take my stand forthrightly on values that I acknowledge as constructed 
by my social, cultural, and historical circumstances. . . This approach has 
much in common with Linda Alcoffs concept of "positionality." ... Position
ality has a material base in its assumption that we can say that embodied 
differences among people do exist, for example differences of gender or race. 
The meaning of these differences, however, is to be understood as defined, but 
not totally determined, by social, cultural, and historical circumstances ... 
. [S]uch categories are fluid and dynamic, changing with changing circumstanc
es. (288) 

As an example, Bizzell cites Linda Alcoffs discussion of the position "woman": 

"seen in this way, being a 'woman' is to take up a position within a moving historical 

context and to be able to choose what we make of this position and how we alter the 

context" (288-9). This argument is useful, Bizzell says, because it enables me 

unabashedly to claim that I am indeed constructing and aligning myself with an 

ideology and furthermore that I am willing to support and defend its values. 
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In effect [she says], what I gain by the argument is the right to present my 
body as my justification. It's as if I am saying, 'Because I am embodied in a 
form that is interpreted in particular ways in the present moment, I am allowed 
not only to study the processes of interpretation but also to take exception to 
those meanings I find threatening to my physical and mental well-being and to 
fight for the promulgation of meaning more conducive to my self-interest.' 
(289) 

Stuart Hall's additional declaration that "we are hailed or summoned by the ideologies 

which recruit us as their 'authors,' their essential subjects" (102) further grants me 

the right and the ability to change my mind and change my position if I heed not just 

my physical embodiment, but also other material aspects of my self-interest. I am 

hailed as the subject of many stories. These multiple positions all contribute to my 

formation as a speaking and writing subject and therefore must be considered as 

aspects of the chain of association that I pursue in my reading and writing. 

Just one entry from my daily journal provides a rich example of the complexi-

ties of my particular attempts to mediate multiple positionalities. 

2/23/94 
no sense of rhetorical purpose, that's the problem i'm having now. 

last night as i took out the garbage and stared at the sky, i thought about what 
it was like to be married to dan compared to what it is like now. i was 
imagining having this conversation with brad because i still think that when i 
have things i need to say to myself, i always have to imagine saying them to 
another person. so anyway, the thing i want to say about how it feels so 
different to me now is that i don't know what my purpose is, don't know what 
to make my priority so i feel lost. 

when a lost and lonely drunk comes in to AA, suddenly the world 
seems so much better because--in addition to getting sober and feeling physi
cally better and giving in to a concept of god and feeling spiritually better--a 
drunk can say "i have a purpose: "to stay sober and to help other alcoholics 
to achieve sobriety." even the mistakes i made seem purposeful then because 
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they can be useful to someone else; the things i'm doing on a daily basis 
become purposeful for the same reason. witness last night my being able to 
use feeling resentful at howard for not doing what he said ("let's just get cosy. 
the thing i want the most is for you to hold me.") as a way to demonstrate to 
another alcoholic, mark, how to uncover my part in a resentment. in fact, 
that's a topic in AA often: "hey, everybody, i've forgotten what's important 
here so please remind me." then the meeting is dedicated to re-committing 
ourselves to our primary purpose. 

when i got married to dan, i knew (or at least i thought i knew, which 
is the same thing anyway) what my purpose was: to stay sober and to try to 
make my marriage work. i knew what to prioritize my time according to, i 
knew how important to make school, friends, holidays, work, meals in my 
life. at least i thought i did. even if i didn't like what was going on at home, 
i knew that life was what was important and that working it out would help me 
to gain the kind of life i wanted and to stay right with god. of course, AA 
was more important than life, but that life with dan came second. i knew that 
other men were not important, that having lots of money was not important, 
that totally dedicating myself to my school work was not important. 

but now i don't know what to focus on, don't know what my purpose 
is. i feel at odds with the universe because i don't know what to dedicate 
myself to. so when someone arrogant, manipulative, overbearing like howard 
thinks he has the right and the knowledge to tell me that maybe i need to 
rearrange my priorities, i get temporarily confused. and after the event of 
watching margaret and michael have their baby, i think--that's what i want, 
that right there. i want to be talked to like that, loved like that, used like that 
to bring new life; i want to know that the arguments and the day-ta-day 
troubles have a larger scope and that there's a bigger purpose in my life. 

This example shows not just the temporary and context-dependent aspects of my 

trying to negotiate the complex interface of my purpose, situation, biology, ideolo-

gies, but also my search for a motive to help me make meaning, that is, to construct 

and align myself with an ideology conducive to my self-interest. In that journal 

entry, I am grappling with what's at stake for me now, not with a "continuous" or 

even a "true" identity, but a shifting one that is in process of composing itself. 
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The agency necessary to author my own story, compose my Self, make my 

social conditions and relations ~, is also what is at stake for me when I function 

as an intellectual in the counter-hegemonic enterprise. In order to author this 

subversive function and maintain my traditional obligations at the academy, I must 

foreground my positionality, recognize the autobiographical in my discourse. I must 

inscribe that autobiography not as a unified whole, not even as a binary opposition 

between my organic "real" self and my traditional, staged, dispassionate and profes-

sional self. Instead, I must insist on what Shirley Neuman calls a "poetics of 

differences" when I write my story. 

[W]ithout sacrificing a recognition of the effects of discursive structures and of 
group consciousness in the production of the autobiographical 'self, 'a poetics 
of differences also accommodates the specificity and the possible agency of 
that self. A subject conceived of as the matrix of differences within and from 
itself as well as of differences from others is a subject conceived of with a 
specificity that resists appropriation to a hegemonic poetics and resists the 
demand for "planned authenticity," all the while that it allows for some kinds 
and degrees of intersubjectivity. Such a subject is neither the unified subject 
of traditional theory of autobiography nor the discursively produced and 
dispersed subject of post-structuralist theory .... It is a complex, multiple, 
layered subject with agency in the discourses and the worlds that constitute the 
referential space of his or her autobiography, a self not only constructed by 
differences but capable of choosing, inscribing, making a difference. (224-5) 

Oddly enough, this complex, mUltiple, layered subject is not so extraordinary 

as we may believe. In fact, she sounds much like de Certeau's "Everyman," who 

speaks in ordinary language, for "any position of mastery is denied him." His 

"analyzing discourse" and he as 
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analyzed "object" are in the same situation: both are organized by the practi
cal activity with which they are concerned. . .composed only of fragments, 
inscribed in a texture in which each can by turns "appeal" to the other, cite it 
and refer to it. (11) 

Thus the language of the ordinary person inscribing her everyday life, the language of 

autobiography, may well provide the most effective means for recognizing and 

subverting hegemonic discursive conventions. For, as de Certeau contends, 

To discuss language "within" ordinary language, without being able "to 
command a clear view" of it, without being able to see it from a distance, is to 
grasp it as an ensemble of practices in which one is implicated and through 
which the prose of the world is at work. (Certeau 11-12) 

Further, autobiography may well resolve the tensions inherent in our professional 

practice as well. "Unlike the Expert's discourse," de Certeau explains, the ordinary 

person inscribing her own everyday practice, "does not profit from knowledge by 

exchanging it against the right to speak in its name: [s]he retains its exactingness but 

not its mastery" (13). 

This is no longer the position of professionals, supposed to be civilized men 
among savages; it is rather the position which consists in being a foreigner at 
home, a "savage" in the midst of ordinary culture ... since one cannot find 
another place from which to interpret it. ... since, in short there is no way 
.QY.t, the fact remains that we are foreigners on the inside--but there is no 
outside. (13-14) 

And since there is no outside--no reified Knowledge or Truth--carousing on the 

inside, basking at that center and turning it out for all to see--in other words, autho-

rizing the practice of everyday Iife--is the way that I can in a fraction of poise gain 
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local knowledge and resist being always already inscribed by the language I compose. 

In appraising the mission of his own discipline, Clifford Geertz claims that 

To see ourselves as others see us can be eye-opening. To see others as 
sharing a nature with ourselves is the merest decency. But it is from the far 
more difficult achievement of seeing ourselves amongst others, as a local 
example of the forms human life has locally taken, a case among cases, a 
world among worlds, that the largeness of mind, without which objectivity is 
self-congratulation and tolerance a sham, comes. If interpretive anthropology 
has any general office in the world it is to keep reteaching this fugitive truth. 
(16) 

I contend that the same holds true for English studies' general office in the world, 

especially since we professors of that discipline have many more literal offices on any 

given institutional hallway than anthropology professors have; we also "reteach" far 

greater numbers of students than interpretive anthropologists do. 

And so as practitioner of that self-authorized, self-administered profession 

English studies I want the right to present my body as my evidence when I make 

meaning in my professional writing--not just when I talk to my women friends at 

lunch or over a cup of tea. In addition, I want to be able to practice that profession, 

make it mean, in more than one voice. To deny me the opportunity to use my other 

positions and convictions to challenge the position and the ideology of the detached, 

dispassionate observer [mis]recognized as authoritative or Expert in current conven-

tions of academic discourse is to deny my experience and my material conditions 

when I do the work of a professional; the denial makes my work insincere. 
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However, to recognize my body and welcome in my discourse the multiple 

positions and voices required to reveal my story as it is inscribed in the autobiograph-

ical narrative of professional English studies is to reconcile the tension between the 

functions of the traditional and the organic intellectual. Nancy Miller argues that such 

an acceptance could fortify us all, for 

the personal in these texts is at odds with the hierarchies of the positional-
working more like a relay between positions to create critical fluency. Consti
tuted finally in social performance, these autobiographical acts may produce a 
new repertory for an enlivening cultural criticism. (25) 

What's more, incorporating the autobiographical into academic discourse gives me a 

voice to speak the truth, makes my writing (and yours) sincere and invested. Miller 

further argues that 

By the risks of its writing, personal criticism embodies a pact. .. binding 
writer to reader in the fabulation of a self-truth, that what is at stake matters 
also to others: somewhere in the self-fiction of the personal voice is a belief 
that the writing is worth the risk. In this sense, by turning its authorial voice 
into spectacle, personal writing theorizes the stakes of its own performance: a 
personal materialism. Personal writing opens an inquiry on the cost of 
writing--critical writing or Theory--and its effects. . . . [It] blows the cover of 
the impersonal as a masquerade of self-effacement. . .and points to the 
narcissistic fantasy that inheres in the poses of self-sufficiency we identify with 
Theory; notably, those of abstraction. (24) 

And so, you see, incorporating personal writing into my professional writing is an 

essential and critical revision: it's the only way I can see to get shed of what's 

otherwise tota1[lizing] bullshit. 
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Chapter 3 

Reinventing the University: Teaching How to Gesture to Authority 

I have been examining the ways that we as professors of English, particularly 

those of us in rhetoric and composition who want to continue the work of scholars 

like Patricia Bizzell, might instrumentalize in our profession an interventionary 

methodology that links the destabilizing, subversive effects of deconstruction with the 

contextualizing effects of Marxist interpretation. Utilizing the work of Linda Alcott, 

Bizzell articulates this argument when she urges us to justify our utopian but anti

foundationalist arguments by grounding them in our physical circumstances, that is, 

by using our bodies to inform our rhetoric. She thus demonstrates that context

ualization of our ideology relies not on the traditional, historical method of demon

strating how the absolutes of knowledge are determined by hegemonic forces, but 

rather on a protean method of demonstrating how material conditions inscribe 

ideologies and my position(s) within them and how I make meaning out of those 

positions. In other words, she re-introduces human agency and rhetorical force into 

the stakes of intellectual work at the academy. 

In recognizing the autobiographical stakes in the authority of academic 

discourse, I made an argument for turning to our professional practice as well as the 
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practice of everyday lives in order to reveal those personal stakes and in fact use them 

to ground the authority of our professional discourse. In this chapter I want to 

consider what we intellectuals can do to recognize and inscribe our positionality in 

our composition pedagogy. Many other compositionists have begun this project. I 

will rely particularly on the work of David Bartholomae and, again, Patricia Bizzell, 

for their contributions are crucial--Bartholomae's for its continued and widespread 

success in revolutionizing the discipline's previously decontextualized notions of what 

curriculum best accommodates the needs of basic writers and Bizzell's for its critique 

of the discipline's belief that academic discourse precedes or even generates critical 

thinking skills. Despite their revolutionary contributions, the self-reflexive project of 

assessing disciplinary assumptions--self authorized and self-professed--that drive our 

pedagogical practices is far from complete. Thus, in analyzing and critiquing 

Bartholomae's basic writing curriculum presented in Facts. Artifacts. and Counter

facts as well as Bizzell's argument for positioned teaching presented in Academic 

Discourse and Critical Consciousness, I will strengthen this project. 

First, I want to look more carefully at what it is that we do in the teaching 

component of professing English studies and--more to the point--in composition 

courses in specific. As has been the case in previous chapters, I want to get as much 

distance as possible from, in order to examine the system of, the norms and beliefs 

that drive what we accept as "natural" and "true" about our composition practices and 

our standards for good writing. I want to reveal how academic discourse and 
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disciplinary practice camouflage the ways that authority is earned in our own and in 

students' writing, a concealment so effective that we ourselves may not even recog-

nize it. My examination in this section is intended to convince us that we as writing 

teachers need to make efforts to reveal (rather than conceal) the ways that student 

writers can earn authority in their writing. And--though I support wholeheartedly 

students' rights and efforts to authorize themselves in academic discourse, even to 

appropriate that authority from us if they can--I also want to question the assumption 

that developing literacy or studying the concept of discourse will itself empower 

students--and by implication their professors--to challenge hegemonic values and 

practices. 

I. Writing with Teachers: "Theory Hope," Positionality, and Pedagogy 

To understand how this assumption drives composition studies, I want to recap 

briefly my earlier explanations of the self-professed nature of English studies and 

apply that notion to composition studies in particular. You will recall claim that we 

English professors 

aggressively promote the fiction that . . . we must profess an object outside our 
own professional practice. This is the situation characteristic of a period 
specialization. .. which, in treating particular texts ... as if they were part of 
a larger, spatio-temp0ral Text. .. generally refuses to acknowledge the insin
cerity of its self-professing. (Epstein, Gibbon 121). 

Likewise, we compositionists treat academic discourse as if it were "a large Spatio-

temporal text" more or less consistent across disciplines and requisite to critical 
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thinking. In fact, just as Epstein claims about professionals who practice eighteenth-

century studies, I maintain that for us compositionists, our subject--academic dis

course--"usually is treated as a continuous, autonomous, structured narrative which 

must be professed, that is taught, described, and interpreted as if it had an indepen

dent existence outside professional practice" (Gibbon 122). 

But it does not. In point of practice, academic discourse survives only in the 

academy and even there it doesn't exist as a unified, structured, autonomous entity 

across disciplines or even across decades. Instead, academic discourse is an "an 

academic practice which can only be self-professed ... an autobiographical profession, 

a self-proclaimed expertise in one's own practice, which can be (and often is) 

concealed and revealed by textualization" (Gibbon 122). Further, this self-proclaimed 

expertise is revealed and concealed by our pedagogy, that is, by our notion that 

academic discourse must be professed. I want to consider how teaching practices and 

theory reveal and conceal the autobiographical constitution of academic discourse. 

More significantly, I want to suggest ways that we could make our pedagogical 

practices more sincere. Like my recommendation that we revise our discursive 

practice to include multiple gestures not simply to conventional authority but also to 

our autobiographical experience, my proposal regarding pedagogical practice depends 

on a shift in gesture, a shift from our usual presentation of academic discourse as 

unified, continuous, and structured to a more useful but certainly less accepted 

representation of academic discourse, one that is defined by the terms and conditions 
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of the discipline of rhetoric and composition studies. That representation would look 

. much like Epstein's description of the disciplinary definition of eighteenth century 

studies: "an epiphenomenon of the discursive practice" of the specific disciplinary 

study, as an "historical narrative inscribed in the autobiographical narrative" of the 

disciplinary field, and finally as "a dialogical process that relates past, present, and 

future through complex modes of interaction" all of which authorize the "self-af-

firmed, self-acknowledge, and self-administered profession" that gives us a place in 

the academy and a character in the world (Gibbon 122). 

Probably the most uncontested notion of our discipline's "familiar approach" 

to composition studies, one that impedes our recognition of the autobiographical 

nature of this particular aspect of the profession of english studies, is the notion that 

academic discourse must be taught. Likewise, at least some in our profession 

argue-that academic discourse not only exists independent of our practice but also 

confers critical thinking. patricia Bizzell best articulates this "common sense" belief: 

to certify that academic discourse does indeed create confer consciousness. In fact, at 

times academic discourse may even obscure, prevent, defer critical thinking. Peter 

EIbow--author of the potentially threatening concept of Writing Without Teachers--

argues against the "clarity" of academic discourse: 

Often the best test of whether a student understands something is if she can 
translate it out of the discourse of the textbook and the discipline into every
day, experiential, anecdotal terms. . . . Vygotsky and Bakhtin make this same 
point: Vygotsky, when he describes the need for what he calls "scientific" or 
"formal" concepts to become intertwined in the child's mind with "everyday" 
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or experienced concepts [82ffj; Bakhtin, when he explores the process by 
which people transform "the externally authoritative word" into the "internally 
persuasive word" [Discourse and the Novel 336ffj. (137) 

Embedded in Elbow's critique of the notion that academic discourse promotes 

thinking in ways that other discursive practices do not is the recognition of the self-

professed, self-interested, foundationalist ideology driving composition theory and 

pedagogy. 

Bizzell's recognition of the ideology that reifies academic discourse relies on 

Stanley Fish's notion of the "theory hope" infusing English studies' anti-founda-

tionalism. She presents two examples of how the "theory hope" drives composition 

studies. One is the assumption buttressing liberatory pedagogy, namely, that develop-

ing literacy somehow inherently bestows critical thinking skills in the one who 

acquires it; second is the assumption that studying the concept of discourse itself will 

confer objectivity. Arguing against both these assumptions, Bizzell claims that they 

"use this promise [of objective mental powers] to screen out of consideration the 

personal, social, and historical interests that center on the teaching of academic 

discourse" (205). Bizzell argues that screening out this context seems to situate 

academic discourse foundationally, "promising that employment of the method will 

confer objective mental powers very similar to those that were supposed to be 

conferred by the absolute standards" of foundationalism, that is, a mind's ability to 

judge because it has somehow transcended emotions, circumstances, and conditions 

(205). I would push that argument even further and claim that decontextualizing the 
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context of teaching and practice of academic discourse, concealing those interests that 

are grounded in the material world, defers not only students' capacity to critique that 

hegemonic discourse but also their and our capacity to affect change in it. 

Paraphrasing Thomas Kuhn's version of how disciplinary paradigms change--

that is, how counter-hegemonic efforts may eventuate--Bizzell explains that 

Change in the discourse begins when change in the material world impinges 
more frequently or urgently than before. Such change might be, for example, 
change in the ... personal motives of researchers, the institutional structure of 
the discipline, or the form of government in the society that encompasses the 
academy. . . . These impinging changes in the material world must first fmd 
some embodiment in the existing discourse before they can affect it. (216) 

Accordingly, Bizzell introduces what she sees as the remedy for this anti-

theory hope problem of Iiberatory and discourse-centered pedagogies, by urging 

English professors to embody their ideologies when they teach academic discourse. 

Rather than adopting a politically "neutral," non-authoritative stance that conceals our 

situation within material conditions, pedagogues who adopt this model would fore-

ground their positions, claiming the legitimate authority "derived from ideologies that 

already have some currency in the community the orators or teachers serve" (273). 

Bizzell argues, "I have to figure out how to persuade them [students] to identify with 

social justice as the common good. I have to figure out how we can all use rhetorical 

power to effect democratic social change" (30). And, she says, "[t]he argument can 

only be made ideologically, with interests acknowledged" (27), because those interests 
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provide the social motive, the agency required to make sacrifice, to identify with the 

common good. 

If, for instance, I am a feminist, then--according to Bizzell's notion of what 

should constitute the pedagogy of academic discourse--I would let my students know 

that and argue for my position. Relying on the ideological values concerning fair play 

and equality that many Americans and many sexists hold, I convince students to 

identify with those values and then point out the contradiction--through examples in 

course-assigned readings and/or classroom interactions--between sexism and valuing 

eqUality. Bizzell is convinced that "This contradiction could be pedagogically fruitful 

if one wished--as I do--to strengthen and refine their [students'] commitment to social 

justice, for one could point out the contradiction and create a cognitive dissonance 

that one could attempt to nudge toward resolution in favor of democratic values" 

(290). 

In other words, the orator can point out that a contradiction exists among the 
values that people hold and try to persuade them to rectify it in favor of the 
values the orator [teacher] supports. The orator can urge, don't believe in 
both equality and sexism: give up the sexism. Thus the oratorical exercise of 
authority does recommend a positive position but does not impose it. (273) 

Its sincerity is the most attractive feature of Bizzell's proposed pedagogy: if, 

as we have seen Epstein argue, concealing the autobiographical aspects of professing 

English--namely the contingent, circumstantial, and self-administered authority it 

wrests from the material conditions of our professional practice and everyday lives--is 

"an affirming which is also a pretending" (10), then revealing our positionality is 
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honest. If "aggressively promot[ing] the fiction that. . . we must profess something 

outside our own professional practice ... generally refuses to acknowledge the 

insincerity" of that self-promotion (12), then debunking the fictional pretense of being 

an "unbiased" teacher is an act of sincerity. 

Nonetheless, I doubt that Bizzell's pedagogical approach will facilitate 

students' learning critical thinking skills any more effectively than the approaches she 

rejects. First, because her method does not model for students how to make the 

double, or even mUltiple gestures, characteristic of writers who aggressively poise 

themselves in a tenuous relationship to the language and methods of the university, it 

does not facilitate their success in learning how to simultaneously write from inside 

and outside the dominant discourse. Second, the concept of positionality does not of 

itself enable critical thinking skills or cultural critique because it does not reveal the 

conditions in which the students' and the teacher's work takes place. As we shall see, 

this double gesturing, indicative of an awareness of the center and the margins of 

academic discourse and an awareness of the conditions within which the work of 

writing takes place, is crucial to becoming expert with academic discourse. Even if a 

teacher's presentation of her position as, say, a feminist were to illustrate the double 

gesture to conventional discourse and to her own meaning-making enterprise that 

effectively disturbs a discourse community's misrecognized assumptions, unless that 

presentation reveals the conditions of her practice in the institution of civil society, 
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then her teaching methods do not provide the contextualization essential to students' 

developing critical thinking skills and subverting hegemonic values. 

Finally, I doubt that Bizzell's method will affect significant, if any, change in 

the ways that the discipline conceives of academic discourse and critical conscious-

ness. I see even less possibility for it to have meaningful counter-hegemonic influ-

ence. Though embodying our positionality when we debate in our classrooms may 

impinge on the material conditions of our practice in the ways that a discipline 

conceives of itself, the embodiment itself has little or no effect on the material 

conditions of what Gramsci calls the "domination by consent" that defines the 

academy as an institution of civil society. In other words, it does not affect the ways 

that our discipline passes on cultural capital; thus, as a pedagogical practice, embody-

ing our positionality is a method easily co-opted by hegemonic control and therefore 

ultimately ineffective as an intervention. 

In order to understand this crucial last point, I want to return to Evan Wat-

kins's notion of academics' "compensatory function;" he argues that professors' 

primary labor is not only to perform their own competence but also to evaluate the 

competence of their students. Especially in this latter capacity, he contends, we serve 

the market economy and thus the status quo: 

what circulates from the classroom most directly and systematically are not at 
all the value relations specified through concrete labor tasks [the actual efforts 
of work] but the form of value derived from "abstract labor," from the social 
organization of the classroom. For you don't report to the registrar that [your 
student John negotiated]. . . a revolutionary fusion of contradictory ethical 
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claims .... You report that 60239 got a 3.8 in Engl 322, which in tum, in a 
couple of years, is then circulated to the personnel office at Boeing as 60239's 
prospective employer. (17-18) 

What we can glean from Watkins' study of the modes of production and the concrete 

and abstract forms of labor in English departments is this: altering the content of the 

English studies courses we teach does not significantly subvert hegemonic values. 

Our concrete labor might be writing articles, giving lectures, facilitating group work, 

or advising students; the abstract form of our labor--the form that gets circulated as 

cultural capital--is evaluation. And these grades do not enforce the ideological values 

represented in our courses' content or our positionality as professors; rather, the 

importance of the content of any of our specific English studies courses "exists at all 

insofar as it also functions to circulate grades" (19). Thus, Watkins argues, 

the concrete labor of education is not appropriated for use somewhere else. 
As it becomes abstract labor, it circulates evaluative distinctions and multiplies 
the opportunities for evaluations. The result is a cultural surplus value 
whether or not people are educated to buy particular products, and to some 
extent no matter what cultural codes and values reinforce their decisions. 
(226) 

If we as professors of English want to affect change in the circulation of 

hegemonic values, then our practice as evaluators is the aspect of our pedagogy that 

demands our attention. Because Bizzell's methods do little if anything to alter our 

evaluative methods, they do not substantively change the material conditions of our 

professional practice; thus "positional" pedagogy has little power to affect significant 

change in the discipline. In addition, because it illuminates neither the gestures 
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required of writers who inhabit the margins of a discourse community nor the institu-

tional context within which the self-authorizing work of academic discourse takes 

place, her pedagogy is not likely to significantly enhance students' critical thinking 

skills. 

I propose, then, a thorough examination of not only our professional pedagogi

cal practices, especially the evaluative practices that, apparently, inexorably sustain 

the status quo, but also our evaluations' capacity to disable or facilitate students' 

power to develop critical thinking skills. The interface of that study may reveal 

revolutionary pedagogical practices. 

II. [Mis]Recognizing Good Writing 

Probably the first site of a public university student's experience with the 

effects of an English professional's evaluations is the freshman placement or diagnos

tic essay exam. This same site also often furnishes some training for newly appointed 

graduate teaching assistants to become professional evaluators of student writing. 

Thus, this setting provides an excellent context for an examination of evaluation as a 

crucial practice of English professors who have a place in and are authorized by a 

discipline within an institution. What is it that we are doing when we read these 

exams and place students in the "appropriate" composition course? 

When David Bartholomae describes the kind of writing that we authorize in 

our capacity as evaluators of placement exams, he points to a definitive aspect of our 
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practice as professors of English. He explains that the successful student writer 

establishes authority by using an "enabling gesture," 

a posture, with its attending language, that stood before this paper . . . [and 
was] brought forward to enable his narrative, "his" story of "his" experience, 
the sort of thing a decent, educated person ought to say. ("Margins" 76) 

The language attendant to the posture involves a specialized vocabulary, 

terms [which] locate the experience in the context of a recognizable interpre
tive scheme. . . . [This kind ot] argument is a more powerful one . . . "pow
erful" in the political sense since it is an argument that complicates a "naive" 
assumption (it makes scholarly work possible. in other words). ("Inventing" 
152, emphasis added) 

What this means, of course, is that successful writers make an essential 

gesture to English professors' authority by presenting arguments that enable scholarly 

work. We are trained to read these gestures as masterful (I use the term inten-

tionally) because, when we professors of English evaluate placement exams, we 

authorize those arguments that make our own work possible. How could we do 

otherwise? Denying place or authority to such an argument would take an "unnatu-

raJ" act of hyper-consciousness, some may even say self-destruction, for we are 

seeing ourselves in what this writer does: her work is our work. Likewise, how 

could we do other than refuse to authorize a commonplace argument, one that 

simplifies or that accepts "naive" assumptions? If we judge an argument based on 

naive assumption as authoritative, our professional work would become impossible or 

at least superfluous; accepting such an argument would deny us our own hard earned 

places in the institutions that authorize us. 
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In other words, our places and authority within the university determine our 

vision. Yet we are usually unaware of how that vision is circumscribed, taking 

instead its definitions and standards as given or universal. Stanley Fish describes his 

own colleagues 

as actors within an institution [who] ... automatically fall heir to the insti
tution's ways of making sense, its systems of intelligibility .... Such a 
person, when pressed, is likely to say, "but that's just the way it's done" or 
"but isn't it obvious" and so testify that the practice or meaning in question is 
community property as, in a sense, he is too. (320, 321) 

Always implicated in our own practice, we professors of English who grade place-

ment exams are on the lookout for what we do, and when we find it we call our 

discovery "good writing." A constructed artifact "already embedded within the 

institutional structure that makes it possible," our notion of what constitutes good 

writing--that judgment which authorizes one student to move to a guaranteed place in 

the academy and sentences another to a restricted, temporary place pending further 

"development"--is an entity which has "palpability and shape only because of the 

assumption of some other system of intelligibility, and [it is] therefore just as 

available to a deconstructive dissolution as are poems, assignments, and lists" (Fish 

330-1). 

Our systemic belief in the inadequacy of general or communal knowledge 

points to another important facet of what we as practitioners do within a discipline at 

a university: not only do we evaluate student writing, but also we do the research 

necessary to establishing ourselves as authorities in our fields. That is, we push for 
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our own specialized place, which--when won--authorizes us because we and only we 

can claim to know it. As Edward Said describes this struggle, 

the status of a discipline [is such that] its subject matter becomes a field or 
territory. Along with these goes a whole apparatus of techniques . . . to 
protect the coherence, the territorial integrity . . . the social identity of the 
field .... You have to pass through certain rules of accreditation, you must 
learn the rules ..• speak the language ... master the idioms ... accept the 
authorities of the field. (7-8) 

To earn--or at least maintain--her specialized place, the writer at the academy must 

learn the techniques that protect the territory of her knowledge. The university, in 

other words, is a place of specialists, a place where the way to earn authority is to 

have so much specific knowledge as to be able to complicate any issue, to make 

general knowledge look like naive assumptions. Further, as practitioners at the 

university, we English professors develop a certain specialized style of vocabulary, 

idioms, gestures to authority in our writing. And, like the self-conscious, self-reflex-

ive writing practices which we English professors develop, the writing we expect 

from a student requires her to 

enter into a discourse . . . [and] by stylistic maneuvers, to take possession of it 
at the same time. . . . The writer must learn that his authority is not estab
lished through his presence but through his . . . ability . . . to speak as a god
like source beyond the limitations of any particular social or historical mo
ment, to speak by means of the wisdom of convention, through the oversounds 
of official or authoritative utterance, as the voice of logic or the voice of the 
community. (Bartholomae, "Inventing" 151,155) 

The student, as well as any or all of us who are engaged in the practice of English 

studies, does this by "placing himself in the context of what has been said and what 
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might be said"; by authorizing himself by who he is rather than by what he can say 

about his topic in the context of what is generally said" (Le., the commonplace); and 

by using a more specialized vocabulary of terms "which locate the experience in the 

context of a recognizable scheme," a scheme "in which the text continually refers to 

its own language and the language of others" (Bartholomae, "Inventing" 152,153). In 

other words, as scholars at a university, we authorize ourselves by commandeering 

the right to speak definitively to readers who demand highly specialized complications 

of commonplace topics; we authorize student writers who follow suit. 

Overall, then, we could say that what we do when we practice English is 

protect our interests. When we map out a certain place as our specialty, our project, 

we are protecting our interests, as we are when we speak with "god-like authority" on 

our subject. Likewise, when we evaluate student writing and grade placement exams, 

we are safeguarding our investments: it's in our own best interests to evaluate the 

argument that gestures to our own authority as "powerful" (in the political sense), or 

"good," or "college level material," or even "cognitively mature," and to label 

arguments of the "naive" type as unacceptable. It's obvious, we might say, that the 

writer of the "sophisticated" sample has a demonstrated fluency with written language 

and deserves a place in the university while the writer of the "naive" essay, on the 

other hand, is not really "literate" and will not "feel comfortable" in the university or 

in the "regular" first year-composition course. 
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Let me bring this abstraction closer to home by turning to an autobiographical 

example of my own self-authorizing practice of evaluating student writing. The 

example was provided by the serendipitous interface of my reading of David Bar

tholomae's article "Writing on the Margins: The Concept of Literacy in Higher 

Education" with my reading a particularly memorable student essay from a training 

manual for a Freshman Placement Exam grading session. The Bartholomae article 

described the dilemma for basic writers as one of "moving into and appropriating the 

specialized discourse of a privileged community. . .a community with its peculiar 

gestures of authority, its key terms and figures, its interpretive schemes" (69). The 

placement essay that caught my eye included some ingenious sketches that artists call 

gesture drawings. The most brazen of these presented at the end of the essay a 

defiant lad exclaiming "So there!" directly followed by a more meek figuring waving 

good bye and, courage lapsing, saying "Just kidding!" 

I remember that this essay received the highest possible rating, a four; some 

graders argued (I probably the loudest) that this student certainly deserved a place

ment in an honors English class. Through its "thorough development" and "obvious 

facility with language" as well as its "finely tuned sense of irony" displayed in the 

gesture drawings' sharp contrast to the serious and "high" tone of the text of the essay 

proper, this placement exam--we all agreed--clearly demonstrated the student's 

sophisticated awareness of her audience and of the kind of discourse expected at the 

university. Personally, I thought the writer had earned an honors placement simply 
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because she was daring enough to thumb her nose at those of us who would decide 

her future in composition based on our reading of her thirty minute agonizing over the 

American belief in the value of the work ethic. 

I respected that particular gesture of her defiance, admired its confidence, 

puzzled over its audacity. And when it was juxtaposed with Bartholomae's descrip-

tion of basic writers, the gestures lead me to a realization: though I have witnessed 

many developmental writers learning to make myriad and often successful gestures to 

authority in their writing (and about authority in their conversations behind my back), 

I had never seen them pull off or even attempt a gesture such as those in the sketches. 

I began to wonder: could it be that the pedagogical approaches I, we, take to teaching 

basic writers are actually exacerbating their problems with moving·into and appropri-

ating the discourse of the academy? 

Consider Mina Shaugnessy's description in Errors and Expectations of how 

teachers and researchers concerned with diagnosing and developing basic writing view 

the problems of these writers: 

[their] mismanagement gets explained in different ways. One explanation 
focuses on what the student has not internalized in the way of language pat
l!mlS. . .another on his unfamiliarity with the composing process, and another 
on his attitude toward himself within an academic setting. And each of these 
explanations suggests a pedagogy: the pedagogy that stresses grammar;. . . the 
pedagogy that stresses process ... [and] encouragers] [students] to behave as 
writers; the pedagogy that stresses the therapeutic value of ... confidence 
[and] ... the students' discovery of themselves as individuals with ideas, points 
of view, and memories that are worth writing about. (73) 
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These pedagogical approaches translate, predictably, into workbook exercises in 

sentence structure or parts of speech, into imitations of the composing processes of 

skilled writers, into appeals to the student to write naturally, to tell the truth and write 

from her own experience. None of these approaches really seems to help the student 

know how to make authentically the gestures we demand: the first two methods are 

likely to foster thoughtless repetition while the latter evokes that common [place] 

wisdom we reject as typical. 

The method advocated by these imitative, de-contextualized, atomistic ap

proaches to teaching basic writing, like all educational practice, "implies a theoretical 

stance on the educator's part. This stance in tum impIies--sometimes more, some

times less explicitly--an interpretation of man and the world" (Freire 158). And the 

view of the basic writer that such an approach takes is elitist and exclusionary, is one 

that maintains the problem rather than alleviates it. Mike Rose argues that "such 

perception [of basic writing] yields what it intends: a behavior that is stripped of its 

rich cognitive and rhetorical complexity. A behavior that, in fact, looks and feels 

basic, fundamental, atomistic. A behavior that certainly does not belong in the 

university" (346). 

Because these approaches do not consider that for basic writers the problem of 

writing in the university is the problem of appropriating power and authority through 

a particular way of writing, these pedagogues who use them are also ignoring or 

perhaps only overlooking the problem of place, of context, "not only physical space, 
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but historical, social, cultural, and economic realities--i.e., the structural dimensions 

of reality" (Freire 161). But we cannot afford to ignore or neglect these realities. 

As Bartholomae points out to us, 

the relationship of the writer to the institutions within which he writes 
[is] ... central rather than peripheral (a social or political problem external to 
writing and therefore something to be politely ignored) .... [Consequently,] 
we cannot assume that we can teach the sentence or the paragraph as though 
they were context-free (as we do in workbook exercises or in courses that 
offer a version of writing that has little to do with writing in the academic 
disciplines). (70) 

This relationship of the writer to the institution has other consequences too. We 

cannot assume that we can teach academic discourse as if it were context-free; nor 

can we assume that the basic writer's--indeed any student writer's-- struggles to earn 

place, position, authority in the university through the required courses that teach her 

the discourse of that institution are not just already-inscribed in that discourse as our 

own self-authorization struggles are. When we describe our own positions, as well as 

that of some students, one of our favorite buzz words is "marginalized." We worry 

about the needs of the marginalized students; we also talk about the fragmentation of 

post-modem discourse and the need to write from the margins. 

In transition from one theory to the next, words change their meanings or 
conditions of applicabilities in subtle ways. . . the ways in which some of them 
attach to nature has somehow changed. Successive theories are thus, we say, 
incommensurable. (Kuhn 338) 
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Kuhn's reflection on the ways paradigm shifts change the meanings of terms 

foregrounds what I see as a shift in the ways we use the terms. To examine this 

shift, I want to consider David Bartholomae's use of the term "marginal." My 

critique of Bartholomae's and Petrosky's Facts. Counterfacts. Artifacts will illuminate 

how that shift affects the usefulness of their curriculum. I will argue that--because it 

does not provide basic writers with the means for the agency or critical consciousness 

necessary to situate themselves on the margins of a language practice--Facts cannot 

make good on its promise to teach basic writers to seek out the margins of the 

language and methods of the university. I also outline an alternative to Facts that will 

facilitate the necessary agency and awareness essential to basic writers' situating 

themselves in the language and practice of the university. 

III. Ludic or Ghettoized: Which Margin Is Whose? 

In his 1985 article, "Inventing the University," Bartholomae classifies basic 

writers as "marginalized," students who are on the outside of the university because 

they do not yet know how to appropriate academic discourse. However, their "main

stream counterparts, II --the ones whose writing earns them unrestrained access to the 

academic community--are able to enter into the discourse by "placing [themselves] in 

the context of what has been said and what might be said" (152). Not so with basic 

writers, he argues. 
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It is very hard for them to take on the role--the voice, the persona--of an 
authority whose authority is rooted in scholarship, analysis, or research. They 
slip, then, into a more immediately available and realizable voice of authority, 
the voice of a teacher giving a lesson 'or the voice of a parent lecturing .... 
They offer advice or homilies rather than 'academic' conclusions. (136,137) 

Because "the university •.. is the place where 'common' wisdom is only of negative 

values--it is something to work against" (156), basic writers must learn how to set 

themselves against the commonplace, learn how to invent the university for them-

selves so that they can move from their marginalized, excluded positions on the 

outside of the work of the academy to the inside. 

Bartholomae's 1987 article "Writing on the Margins: The Concept of Literacy 

in Higher Education" again considers what it means to be writing on the "margins" 

and how teachers decide what kind of writing is considered "outside" of the writing 

accepted at a university. Here, Bartholomae pays particular attention to those border-

line cases "that put pressure on what we take to be correct ... that call into question 

our assumptions about orderly presentation, standards of copy editing, and the 

stability of conventional habits of thinking" (68). In reviewing the many sample 

placement exam essays that are included in his essay, Bartholomae demonstrates that 

the more easily identified basic writers' essays are the ones in which we "don't see 

ourselves in what they [the student writers] do" (69). He explains that "the difference 

between the top and bottom rank is marked by the ease with which a student (in 15 

minutes) could place himself within a conventional discourse" (75). As he did in 

"Inventing," Bartholomae here defines the problem of the basic writer as a problem of 
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place, of "moving into and appropriating the specialized discourse of a privileged 

community . . . a community with its peculiar gestures of authority, its key terms and 

figures, its interpretive schemes" (69). Securing a place for themselves in academic 

discourse is a strategy that basic writers must adopt if they choose andlor are chosen 

to remain in the university. As a result, 

We [basic writing instructors] must put marginal students immediately within 
representative academic projects (in courses like the seminars we offer to 
advanced students) so that we can see (and they can see) the position of their 
writing within the context of those varieties of writing that enable the work of 
the academy. (70) 

Bartholomae and Petrosky's Facts. Artifacts. and Counterfacts is specifically 

designed to do just that. 

the purpose [of the course], then, is to engage students in a process whereby 
they discover academic discourse from the inside. They have to learn to 
define a subject . . . to assume the burden of developing working concepts and 
a specialized vocabulary. In this sense, they are given the task of inventing an 
academic discipline. . . . They will begin to learn what a subject is--how it is 
constituted, how it is defended, how it finds its examples, ideas and champi
ons, how it changes and preserves itself. (303) 

This description of the theory informing Facts' curriculum illuminates the shift 

in the use of the term "marginal;" the shift is crucial because it unwittingly conceals 

the curriculum's failure to elucidate how a discipline authorizes itself and how basic 

writers' can gain the authority their writing lacks. We can most easily recognize the 

transformation in the notion of "marginal" later in the concluding paragraph of this 

essay: 
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The course we've defined above demonstrates our belief that students can learn 
to transform materials, structures and situations that seem fixed or inevitable, 
and that in doing so they can move from the margins of the university to 
establish a place for themselves on the inside. At the end, however, these 
relationships may remain hesitant and tenuous--partly because they will contin
ue to make more mistakes than their "mainstream" counterparts (although not 
so dramatically as before), but also because they have learned (and perhaps in 
a way their "mainstream" counterparts cannot) that successful readers and 
writers actively seek out the margins and aggressively poise themselves in a 
hesitant and tenuous relationship to the language and methods of the universi
ty. (305) 

Initially, this paragraph presents the "margins" as undesirable, a "ghetto" 

outside of the university where basic writers have involuntarily been placed and from 

which they need to flee in order to become insiders. At its close, however, the 

paragraph presents the "margins" as a place to pursue actively because truly success-

ful writers are outsiders who crave the arch self-rule of these margins. In other 

words, successful writers move from the inside out and revel in the ludic and liminal 

space of those outer margins that put pressure on our practice, on what we take to be 

correct. That kind of willful, self-reflexive ironic attitude to the institution within 

which one practices is precisely what I and the other graders admired about the essay 

that included those gesture drawings. 

That aggressive poise--the writer's stepping to the side to comment on the self-

authorized essence of her authority even while she inscribes that authority in the 

expected ways--exemplifies the double gesturing to convention and to practice that I 

earlier suggest as a method to reveal academic discourse's essence. The student essay 

that included that double gesturing is "honorable" because of its gestural shift from a 
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notion of academic discourse as inherently superior in its objectivity because autho-

rized by something that exists outside of its own practice .tQ a notion of academic 

discourse as self-authorized and therefore enabled only by what is transient and 

ineffable. Being able to recognize that double consciousness and to enact it discur

sively is not only empowering to the writer but also subversive and critical in its 

political implications for the professional practice of English studies. That kind of 

writing enables us to see ourselves in what the writer does, or perhaps more accurate

ly it allows us to see ourselves as we wish to be. It also demonstrates an "inside-out" 

discursive move that challenges hegemonic convention. 

Bartholomae and Petrosky claim that their curriculum will teach a basic writer 

how to choose to make these moves because it involves her in a project that empow

ers her to reject her status as an outsider, to travel to the inside of the institution and 

then travel back again outside choosing to remain hesitant and poised on the outside 

of that institution's workings. Let's scrutinize this puzzling claim. Can we accept the 

assertion that students in this course will come to know an academic subject and its 

discourse? Students of the course will study and form a theory of "adolescence" or of 

"work" (the topics for the academic projects that Bartholomae and Petrosky suggest). 

Thus they will experience the problematization of their own existential situations that 

Freire sees as essential to the adult literacy process. Likewise, they will learn that an 

essential practice of the university, of a discipline, is to make general commonplace, 

"fixed," knowledge look like naive assumptions. Because of this experience and 
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locate and authorize themselves on the inside of the university. 
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I don't think so. I see no reason why students in the course would seek out 

the margins of the methods of the university. Yet actively seeking those oppositional 

margins and aggressively poising themselves in a tenuous relationship to the universi

ty is what Bartholomae and Petrosky say successful writers must do. How empower

ing can their curriculum be if it does not enable that movement, that shift from center 

to margins? 

I would argue that another kind of "enabling" is going on, namely an enforce

ment of the status quo within our own discipline (professing English) that m...sables 

students' voluntary move to the margins that Bartholomae and Petrosky propose. 

This argument is not to say that we professors of English--by which I mean not 

simply basic writing instructors or even composition teachers but all those who 

practice the discipline of English--are probably not wittingly disabling anyone. On 

the contrary, we--like most enablers--probably have only the best of intentions: to 

empower inexperienced writers who want to learn how to write well. We may even 

wish to disturb those conventions that disable them and then to challenge the hege

monic functions of the university. Nonetheless, much of our pedagogy involving 

these "marginalized" students fails to give real power or place or freedom to them 

because it does not elucidate the source of English professors' authority within the 
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discipline; our pedagogy does not contextualize our own writing within the academy. 

Thus it is the politics, not the intention, of our methods, that cripples student and .Y§.:. 

Consider how Freire evaluates the imitative, mechanical, decontextualized 

literacy pedagogies that Bartholomae and Petrosky's curriculum strives to supplant 

and how he distinguishes between the "involuntarily excluded" aspect of the term 

"marginal" and the "voluntarily refusing to be implicated" coinage: 

the a-structural perception of illiteracy revealed in these texts exposes the other 
false view of illiterates as marginal men. Those who consider them marginal 
must, nevertheless, recognize the existence of a reality to which they are 
marginal .... But being "outside of" or "marginal to" necessarily implies a 
movement of the one said to be marginal from the center, where he was, to 
the periphery. This movement, which is an action, presupposes in tum not 
only an agent but his reasons. . .. Who is the author of this movement from 
the center of the structure to its margin? Do so-called marginal men, among 
them the illiterates, make the decision to move out to the periphery? (161, 
emphasis added) 

Bartholomae and Petrosky do not substantiate the claim that their curriculum will 

empower the student to be the author of this movement to the borderlands or "mar-

gins" of the language and methods of the university, to make a choice where before 

no choice was possible. While their course may illustrate to the student how to 

transform her own reality in the sense of the facts of the subject--be it adolescence or 

work--the course does D.Qt unveil for her the context within which she has been denied 

a place or authority in the university. In short, the course does not empower the 

basic writer to identify the authors who have--however unwittingly--prevented her 

movement from the center to the margins of our own potentially disabling discipline. 
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If, then, [his] marginality is not by choice, marginal man has been expelled 
from and kept outside of the social system . . . In fact, however, the social 
structure as a whole does not "expel," nor is marginal man a "being outside 
of." He is, on the contrary, a "being inside of," within the social structure, 
and in a dependent relationship to those whom we call falsely autonomous 
beings, inauthentic beings-for-themselves. These men, illiterate or not, are, in 
fact, not marginal .... They are not "beings outside of"; they are "beings for 
another." (Freire 162) 

In other words, basic writers are beings for us as professors of English; the notion of 

marginal students as "marginal" (involuntarily excluded) is essential to the functioning 

of our own system; our own autonomy and place are dependent upon someone else's 

dependence on our authority to assign or deny location. Further, as long as our 

autonomy as professionals depends on students' exclusion, we professors of English 

are "falsely autonomous beings, inauthentic," beings-for-ourselves. 

Foucault points to this dysfunction in the educational system (and by implica-

tion within our own discipline) in "The Discourse of Language:" 

In its [the educational system's] distribution, in what it permits and in 
what it prevents, it follows the well-trodden battle-lines of social 
conflict. Every educational system is a political means of maintaining 
or of modifying the appropriation of discourse, with the knowledge and 
the powers it carries with it. (227) 

Bartholomae explains how the system's function translates into the students' position: 

If the university officially places some students on the margins (in remedial 
writing courses), that position is a representation (perhaps in its most dramatic 
and telling form) of the position of every writer. ("Margins" 70) 

Mike Rose argues too that 

The function of labelling certain material remedial [or basic] in higher educa
tion is to keep in place the hard fought for, if historically and conceptually 
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problematic and highly fluid, distinction between college and secondary work. 
"Remedial" gains its meaning, then, in a political more than a pedagogical 
universe. (349) 

It is this political and systemic context driving the labelling and assigning of 

place to marginalized, basic, remedial students that undermines the effectiveness of 

Facts or any curriculum that hopes to enable students self-liberation from oppressive 

hegemonic institutional practices and inscriptions. I find it unlikely that Bartholomae 

and Petrosky's model curriculum will explicitly provide the agency for any student, 

especially those we call "marginalized" in the sense of "excluded" but whose entrap-

ment is at the very center of our system, to move to the real "margins" of academic 

discourse and university methods. We too are denied access to the borderlands 

wherein one can resist being implicated in or subvert the dysfunctional power 

structure of a system as long as we obscure from ourselves and from students the 

conditions of and reasons for what our systems permits and prevents. 

The course does provide students the opportunity to move from the excluded 

position of the "margins" to the included position at the center of academic discourse. 

But the subjects that Facts proposes as the focus of students' academic projects do not 

illuminate the institutional context of the language and methods against which students 

need to position themselves in order to be successful writers. Inventing the study of 

adolescence or of work will not facilitate basic writers' critique of the writing 

practices which authorized their "mainstream counterparts" but denied them access to 

"mainstream" writing courses. Such critique is essential to the voluntary and active 
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search for the margins of any practice or institution. In order to be the agents of their 

own marginalization, basic writers need to be able to recognize their position at the 

center of the system that--at least in part-gains its authority by de-authorizing them. 

And so--in order to be the agents of our own interventionary project--we must 

recognize the institutional context of their position and ours. 

IV. Altering the Facts 

I do not want to overlook the benefits of the Facts' emphasis on semester-long 

academic projects; I simply want to push that model a step further and suggest a 

course in which the subject material is discourse itself, the discourse of the students 

and of the university. I propose a revised curriculum whose content centers on the 

concept of discourse mlll contextualizes the institutional practices of evaluating and 

placing writers in the university, a curriculum that illuminates for all writers not only 

students' positions as writers in the university but also the positions of their evalua

tors, that is, of professors of English. 

My proposal relies heavily on Facts because--unIike previous imitative, de

contextualized, atomistic approaches to teaching basic writing--Bartholomae and 

Petrosky's curriculum acknowledges that for basic writers the problem of writing in 

the university is the problem of appropriating power and authority through a particu

lar way of writing. Their curriculum also considers--though not sufficiently--the 

problem of place, of context, "not only physical space, but historical, social, cultural, 
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and economic realities--Le., the structural dimensions of reality" (Freire 161). These 

realities are essential because 

the relationship of the writer to the institutions within which he writes [is] . . . 
central rather than peripheral (a social or political problem external to writing 
and therefore something to be politely ignored). . . . we cannot assume that 
we can teach the sentence or the paragraph as though they were context-free 
(as we do in workbook exercises or in courses that offer a version of writing 
that has little to do with writing in the academic disciplines). (Bartholomae 
"Margins" 70) 

The methods of the course I propose are no different from those described in 

Facts: beginning from their own personal experiences, students in such a course 

examine the language used by their families, their peer groups, and/or other sub-

cultures. Their semester-long seminar project considers such questions as the follow-

ing: Who is authorized to speak in the discourse of any particular group? How is 

such authority recognized and practiced? What privileges does the authority provide? 

How do the dominants of the group protect that privilege? Beginning with their 

families and peers, students observe and record some of the language practices of 

familiar groups. Using their own early writing about their own experiences as case 

studies, students then begin constructing theories about the language systems they 

have examined. Later on in the semester, students observe and record some of the 

language practices of academic groups and then compare the theories they construct 

about those practices with the theories of the professionals, that is, with.QY!S. To 

facilitate the comparison, students can focus in particular on the language specific to 
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English studies; even more specifically, students will participate in the training for 

and grading of Freshman placement exams (or any other institutionally organized and 

holistically graded sessions) that assign students to "appropriate[d]" writing courses. 

Study of this latter aspect of English practice proves particularly illuminating 

because this context is a site wherein professors of English calibrate their notions of 

"good writing." At the institution where I profess English, for example, all graduate 

teaching assistants and associates--the imminent generation of professors of upper

division literature, creative-writing, second-language acquisition, and rhetoric and 

composition courses and the current generation of instructors of first-year composition 

courses--are required to participate in the training sessions for the holistic grading of 

Freshmen Placement Exams (FPEs). In addition, a more concise version of this 

training precedes every grading session of FPEs. The purpose of the session is to 

align the instructors' notions of "unsatisfactory," "average," and "sophisticated" 

college level writing--as well as the corresponding assignations to basic, mainstream, 

or honors composition courses--with those existent in the specific department and 

institution. In this context an essential legacy of English professors is passed on: here 

is tangibly identified that which constitutes the boundaries of authority in our disci

pline; herein are we professors of English implicated by and in our own practice of 

evaluating student writers. 

These features are precisely those that make this context one of the most 

fruitful for basic writers in particular to examine and critique. The purpose of their 
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study is not to "pass" placement exams: in institutions such as the one where I teach, 

students enrolled in a composition course have already "flunked" or "passed" the 

exam in the sense that they have already been placed in a course that locates them 

within the system. Rather, their concentration on this context of composition 

instructors' discursive practices not only makes explicit to students what their 

instructors see as "good" writing, but also provides them with the opportunity to 

analyze and critique the language system valued in composition courses (and--some 

would argue--throughout the academy). In other words, after seeking out the 

materials necessary to observe our placement exam expertise (e.g., participating in 

holistic training sessions, reading and evaluating a large sampling of student exams, 

interviewing other graders), students in composition courses can compare their 

theories about discourse and authority in the university with those of the specialists, 

that is, with the professors of English, those whose self-authorization positioned the 

students in the "appropriate[d]" courses in the first place. 

What an effective composition course should establish for students and for us 

is that English professors' evaluations of student writing are determined by their own 

discursive practices rather than by some transcendent or fixed quality of excellence. 

How can that be done? Rarely--if ever--do we writing instructors tell students that the 

skills required to be a successful writer in a composition course are, in a sense, like 

those required to be an English professor. In fact, 
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Most teachers tell students (and themselves) that these skills are the bm uses 
of language and mind--not the skills of a particular class in a particular 
productive system. This is mystification, and . . . it works by suppressing the 
social and potentially political content of English. (Ohmann, 170) 

Thus we will be improving our writing instruction if we demystify our own use of 

language, if we reveal the potentially political content of an English composition 

course. Such revelation is most essential to a writing course, especially a basic 

writing course populated with students to whom "good writing" is most mysterious. 

Given the unlikelihood (impossibility, some say) that, in our capacity as professors of 

English, we will be willing or able to step outside of our own system of intelligibility, 

we need to find some means to step to the side of it, to recognize what our practice is 

and how our system of intelligibility works. The mystification of our practice 

delimits not just basic writers but all writers in the institution, for it keeps us all in a 

dependent relationship to the hegemonic, foundational notions of our discipline and of 

the institution. Thus we writing instructors need to become more aware of what we 

do in all our capacities as professors of English so that we can make explicit to basic 

writers (or any other writers, for that matter) what it is that we are on the lookout for 

when we evaluate student writing. 

Oddly enough, this task has yet to be accomplished. Though Richard 

Ohmann's analysis is almost twenty years old (and--one could convincingly argue--

composition studies have undergone substantial revision since his review), his 

appraisal of the rhetoric textbooks and pedagogies intended to define and enable 
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"good writing" still stands: "the failure is in their inability to translate what English 

instructors know and practice ... into good sense about Freshman English" (139). 

Ohmann pinpoints the failure even more specifically: "really the textbooks are about 

tidying up and transcribing thought, not thinking" (136). 

The approach to teaching composition that I am proposing, however, is far 

from tidy and it is about thinking. It enables students to examine the ways in which 

authority is meted out in any language system. This study problematizes the existen-

tial situation of language use itself, especially as that use occurs at the university. It 

illuminates (or at least enables the illumination ot) what Peter Elbow describes as 

the very thing that is attractive and appealing about academic discourse [but 
that] is inherently problematic and perplexing. It tries to peel away from 
messages the evidence of how those messages are situated at the center of 
personal, political, or cultural interest; its conventions tend toward the sound 
of reasonable, disinterested, perhaps even objective (shall I say it?) men. (141) 

Unlike Elbow, who wants to "argue for one kind of nonacademic discourse 

... [a kind that] that tries to render experience rather than explain it" (136), I want 

to argue not just for a particular kind of discourse but also for a curriculum that will 

reveal the evidence of how the messages of academic discourse and our practice of 

evaluating them are situated. Like Elbow, I'm arguing that "we need to take a 

larger view of human discourse" (137) into our classrooms; I disagree, however, that 

merely providing a place for basic writing students to find and express their authentic 

voices will elucidate this larger view. Such a discovery, I think, certainly would not 

hurt--Bartholomae's objections that "it is wrong to teach late-adolescents that writing 
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is an expression of individual thoughts and feelings" notwithstanding ("Reply" 128). 

To teach students ~ that writing is a form of personal expression does seem wrong: 

I concur with Bartholomae that such myopia renders students "powerless, at least to 

the degree that it makes them blind to tradition, power and authority as they are 

present in language and culture" (128-9). 

An empowering writing pedagogy, then, should provide a space where 

students can not only express individual thoughts and feelings but also uncover the 

hidden positionality of academic discourse; it should reveal what's at stake for English 

teachers in the practice of teaching English, how their self-authorization is essential to 

their definition of "good" writing in the academy. What better way to promote self

reflexivity and linguistic awareness in students, to "relate speaking the word to ~ 

forming reality" (Freire 164)? Through such a pedagogy, students may develop the 

critical consciousness necessary to be the authors of their own movement from a 

dependent, uninformed, "marginalized" position at the center of an obscure, enigmatic 

system .tQ a tenuous position on the "margins," that place where successful writers 

"aggressively poise themselves in a hesitant and tenuous relationship to the language 

and methods of the university." It is not merely "developing literacy" that enhances 

this critical consciousness; neither is it simply studying the concept of discourse, 

noting the emergent, context-dependent authority of texts and their authors. Rather, it 

is participating in multiple practices associated with academic writing and analyzing 

the context surrounding the relation of student writing to ours and to the missions of 
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the institution that will work to enable--to authorize, if you wiII--critical consciousness 

in our students. 

IV: Em Revisited: The Critical Gesture 

Ohmann's criticism of composition pedagogies and his emphasis on "thinking" 

bring me to the final rudiment of our practice as professors of English that I'd like to 

consider, namely "critique." I devote this section to a discussion of that aspect of our 

practice, for it is specifically with respect to this crucial element of what we recognize 

as authoritative writing that Facts--indeed all writing pedagogies that I know of-

shortchanges students. I'm convinced that without the opportunity to witness, partici

pate in, and evaluate this and other aspects of our discursive practice, basic writing 

students cannot realize Facts' promise that they will "actively seek out the margins 

and aggressively poise themselves in a hesitant and tenuous relationship to the 

language and methods of the university. " 

What is it that we do when we "critique"? Our practice as professors of 

English requires us to set ourselves against the bias and ideology of other critics, 

other disciplines, other practitioners, even our own conventions. We set out a space 

for ourselves by identifying the assumptions of an interpretive community and then 

aligning ourselves with andlor setting ourselves against these assumptions. And--as 

we have seen in the way that other aspects of our practice determine what we 
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consider authoritative when we place and evaluate students--because critique is an 

aspect of our own work, we also expect to see it in "good" student writing. 

Thus a further demand we are making on students who want to earn a place 

for themselves in the university is that they know how to think, how to make the 

"critical gesture." This gesture to our expertise with critique, the demonstration of 

what we call "critical thinking skills," is perhaps the surest way for a student to earn 

authorization from us. Because it is also a gesture that pushes against the common-

place language use that renders a writer no different from everyone else, this critical 

gesture necessitates an understanding of not just our specialized vocabulary and 

schemes, but also the practices of our discipline: one cannot critique what she does 

not understand or is unaware of. The operative question then is how can a student 

writer become aware of our practice? 

In his explanation of how one comes to understand the terms and practices of 

any interpretive community, Stanley Fish reminds us that 

in order to grasp the meaning of an[y] individual term, you must already have 
grasped the general activity . . . in relation to which it could be thought mean
ingful; a system of intelligibility cannot be reduced to a list of the things it 
renders intelligible .... Communication occurs only within such a system (or 
context, or situation or interpretive community) and . . . the understanding 
achieved by two or more persons is specific to that system and determinate 
only within its confines. (304) 

In other words, students cannot write (communicate) authoritatively within the 

university system simply by memorizing a list of things that the system considers 

authoritative; they must comprehend the activity, the practices, of the system. 
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So, even if they were equipped with explicit instructions elucidating how to 

reproduce the gestures that English professors recognize as "good" (that is, as imita-

tions of their own), basic writing students would not be able to do much more than 

imitate our discourse without comprehending our discursive practice; they would not 

be able to recognize its purposes or its potential for critique, for transforming reality, 

for creating place and authority. Yet understanding academic discourse's potential for 

transforming reality is crucial to a student's becoming the agent of her own movement 

from the center of a disabling system to its margins, to becoming a reflexive being for 

herself who can speak with authority. Freire maintains that mere imitative activity 

does minimal or no good for the student, for 

linguistic contexts . . . when mechanically memorized and repeated, are 
deprived of their authentic dimension as thought language in dynamic interplay 
with reality. Thus impoverished, they are not authentic expressions of the 
world. (161) 

Imitation does not enable a writer to work against convention, to situate herself on the 

margins of the practice and protocol of a discipline. 

We have seen that the Facts curriculum does involve students in the practice of 

creating a discipline by engaging students in semester long projects in which they 

examine the topics of "work" or "adolescence"; it does empower students by prob-

lematizing their existential situations with respect to work or growing up. However, 

and despite the fact that the topics are ones that are accessible for students, a curricu-

lum that enables the creation of disciplines on those particular topics does nQ! provide 
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the authentic context for students to learn about power in discourse. Within the 

discipline wherein the students are being evaluated, the course does not reveal what 

their evaluators do to earn authority in the institution and therefore what they have 

been trained to consider authoritative when they evaluate students' discourse. 

The existential situation for students in basic writing courses is that the 

authority respected within academic discourse is often of a type they don't recognize; 

in fact, academic authority requires students to set themselves against "convention," 

against the commonplace authority that basic writers do recognize. Furthermore, the 

power structure within the university system often excludes basic writers, placing 

them on the outskirts (outside of, on the "margins") of the system in remedial, "no

credit" composition courses. At the same time, these exclusionary practices of the 

system conceal the fact that authorized writers are those who voluntarily travel those 

same outskirts, those who expropriate autonomy and authenticity by challenging the 

conventional language and practices of the university. Problematizing this existential 

situation is what will empower basic writers to make the critical gesture essential to 

academic discourse. 

It seems clear, then, that unless students are presented with the authentic 

context within which the practice of composition studies is revealed and open for 

critique, they will not be empowered to learn "that successful readers and writers 

actively seek out the margins and aggressively poise themselves in a hesitant and 

tenuous relationship to the language and methods of the university." Yet, at least 
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according to Bartholomae, witnessing this critical gesture is essential to students' 

learning to write with authority: 

The movement toward a more specialized . discourse begins ... when a student 
can define a position of privilege, a position that sets him against a "common" 
discourse and when he or she can work self-consciously, critically, against not 
only the "common code" but his or her own. ("Inventing" 156) 

My proposed approach to teaching writing provides the authentic context of 

composition studies that not only focuses on discourse and language use but also 

provides more explicit disclosure of what we do when we profess English and 

therefore facilitates students' recognition of how to appropriate authority in academic 

discourse. Furthermore, because my proposed academic project would include 

students in (or at least reveal to them) the process by which placement exam essays 

are evaluated, they will be engaging in our practice as composition instructors. 

Therein, I believe, lies the curriculum's potential to strengthen not just students' but 

our critical skills. 

v. Yeah, But Does It Work?: Student Response to Practicing What We Practice 

As a graduate associate at a major research institution who "professes" 

(associates?) composition within a program that serves approximately 5000 first year 

students each semester, I have had little opportunity to initiate curriculum reform. I 

have incorporated my discourse-centered approach in basic writing and sophomore 
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composition courses, however. To conclude my investigation here into the theory and 

practice that best informs composition pedagogy that hopes to develop critical thinking 

skills and subvert hegemonic values, I want to discuss the preliminary results of 

letting students in on the secrets of evaluations and placement. 

First, let me quickly summarize what happens during an FPE training and 

grading session. Graders of the holistic essay exam are introduced to the rubric for 

evaluating FPEs; it lists the characteristics of the writing associated with each of the 

four possible scores graders can assign to an exam. Next, the fifteen to twenty 

graders (usually, but not always, graduate teaching assistants) read specially selected 

sample essays, assign each a tentative score, and then discuss aloud their justifications 

for each score. In this way, the graders calibrate in order to prepare for the subse

quent task of grading hundreds of placement exams and assigning those writers to the 

composition course (honors, "regular," basic) most compatible with the writer's 

existing capabilities. These training sessions are very effective, I am told, because 

their holistic scores are "reliable, II meaning in this context that the graders generate 

very few 114 splits, indicating that the two graders of a single exam have assigned it a 

basic and an honors placement respectively and that the grades that the FPE writers 

ultimately receive in their assigned composition courses usually demonstrate the 

appropriateness of the match between the course and the student's writing abilities. 

Further, as an essential aspect of training first-year graduate students to be composi

tion instructors, this training process promotes instructors' internalizing the standards 
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of the department and--to a certain extent--of the nation. For precisely those reasons, 

it can provide an essential element of the first-year composition curriculum. In order 

to discover just how effective such a project could be in helping students to realize 

and perhaps internalize those features of good writing that composition teachers look 

for, I piloted this approach twice. During two different semesters--representing three 

sections of approximately twenty-five students each--of basic writing instruction, I 

have incorporated placement exam training sessions into the course. 

In order to get to the point quickly, I won't describe to you in detail how I set 

up and arranged the approximately three-week-Iong unit wherein I trained these basic 

writing students to be graders of FPEs; however, those interested in the nuts and bolts 

can refer to Appendix A where I describe the daily activities in detail and provide 

copies of the Freshman Placement Exam (FPE) itself, the rubric that gives evaluators 

a reference assigning grades to exams, and--one of the most important materials of the 

curriculum, I think--a questionnaire [Appendix B] that I developed and used as a 

prompt to facilitate students' theorizing about what they had been doing in the course 

of learning how to do score the exams and what they had realized about the nature of 

academic writing. 

What I do want to describe about this pilot study are those aspects most 

engaging and useful, not only from my own point of view but also from the students'. 

Most interesting about the training sessions students and I enacted in those three 

sections of basic writing was that the students had no trouble at all identifying the 
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essays that labeled students as basic writers; rarely, if ever, did their scores differ 

from the teachers' on average (that is, scoring 2 or 3) essays. However, I was quite 

surprised by the very large number of 114 splits. These splits only occurred on 

papers that the teacher readers had assigned honors placement (a "4" score) while my 

students judged the essays to be indicative of basic writers' work. These splits 

accounted for well over half of the students' responses to teacher-determined honors 

essays. (Even in the course of the training sessions for teachers scoring exams 114 

splits are a site of essential information about what kind of work puts pressures on the 

margins of "good writing." But rarely do they occur.) The large number of splits 

points to important instances of "communicative trouble" that segregate students' 

understanding and teachers' communication of what characterizes excellent writing. 

Even more shocking to me were my students' explanations for their low 

scores: writers who used movies or personal experiences or opinions to support their 

arguments were not writing good essays, they said, because they weren't relying on 

facts. In particular, an essay that--to the teachers' minds--gave clever and articulate 

evidence of persistent sexist attitudes in American culture by presenting an analysis of 

Die Hard was deemed "stupid ... because it just talked about movies and movies 

aren't real in the first place." Clearly, these students had not yet recognized what 

Bartholomae says a successful writer must know: "his authority is not established 

through his presence but through his . . . ability . . . to speak as a god-like source 

beyond the limitations of any particular social or historical moment" ("Inventing" 
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Die Hard could provide that "god-like" authority. 
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Another surprise cropped up during our classroom discussions about what 

students saw as unfamiliar or ambiguous terms on the rubric for grading that I asked 

them to study before actually scoring any exams. When grappling to understand the 

rubric's explanation that honors essays needed to have "genuine voice," they were 

bewildered about the concept of voice and wondered why teachers would want 

someone to have this qUality. They defined the term among themselves as "the 

quality that made you sure what someone's opinion was, the way that you could hear 

the personality of the writer." To them the clearest example of a "genuine" or 

"natural" voice spoke in an essay in which the writer was, they said, "obviously a 

jerk because he showed he was a sexist and didn't think that female teachers would be 

reading and grading his paper." So, to them, "voice"--at least initially--was synony

mous with letting your opinions slip out (especially your "negative" opinions). They 

assumed that a writer whose voice they could most easily identify was one who had 

no good sense of his audience. Thus they couldn't understand why teachers would 

say that "genuine voice" was a characteristic of honors writing. 

Most important, however, are the ways that my students evaluated the project 

as successful. I have collected and reviewed their responses to several journal writing 

assignments that I gave during the course of the unit. In their reflections expressed in 

their own language I see proof positive of the benefits of this approach to teaching 
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writing. For instance, consider these responses to my request that they compare 

their own FPE exam written on the first day of our semester together with other 

exams they had read during the course of the unit: Karen says, "I realize/remember 

now that I did not have a plan for my essay. . .a student who can manipulate a topic 

so that he can incorporate what he knows into an essay is a student with 'good 

writing' ability;" Jeff claims, "The essay I wrote is almost identical to the other essay 

I read; they both lack what is needed to be placed in English 101 and that is style, 

creativity and imagination. We both wrote what we thought the teacher expected us 

to write and that is the basic boring facts and statistics on feminism [the topic of the 

FPE] .... My assignment to this class isn't just involved in writing; it's also involved 

with thinking and imagination." And Jeanette realizes that "An honors placement is 

one that is complex enough to go over my head. . . this particular writer rather than 

taking the subject as one large spectrum, like I would have chosen to do, picked one 

instance or situation which she was close to or related with and shared this experience 

with his/her readers. . . . When i said essay #X was boring because she was telling us 

things we already knew, I realized my essay is just the same." 

Students' responses to my questionnaire asking them to theorize about the 

nature of academic discourse and to reflect on their experiences grading FPEs demon

strate that they were able to recognize, internalize, and even critique those qualities of 

good writing that we instructors identify as requisite. Interestingly, their explanations 

of what constitutes good writing parallel the concepts and even the wording that 
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Bartholomae himself uses to describes the theory informing his basic writing curricu-

lum. For instance, in answer to the question "What kinds of rules does the group [of 

people who use academic discourse] have about what students should or shouldn't 

say? How does the group keep outsiders out?" students said things like this. Karen: 

"If a student can make a teacher think or view a topic from a different perspective, 

the student has succeeded." Lorena: "I think this 'group' [teachers] is implying not to 

be stereotypical or be one sided on debatable issues ... The one whose voice isn't 

respected is the one who's stereotypical." Gladys: "The group thinks that a writer's 

personality and style should be unique ... [but] most outsiders don't know what is 

meant by 'mature content. '" 

The handout's questions concerning who has authority to speak in this academ

ic discourse community met answers like these: Troy says that "The kind of writing 

that the university wants is writing that shows a lot of knowledge in one area not a lot 

of knowledge on everything," while Gladys observes that "The person who is most 

qualified to talk or have a say-so is the person who has the confidence to talk either 

because he or she has an experience or knows vocabulary or has the right conception 

or belief .... The voice that is not likely to be respected is a person's voice who has 

little experiences in talking, has limited vocabulary, has limited exposure to certain 

concepts and beliefs. This can be the kind of person the group is trying to shut out. 

This can be also a person who isn't familiar to this kind of language use and refrained 
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to [use it] and as a result chose to be silenced in which he or she has no control over 

the language use the group uses. " 

When I asked students what was the most surprising thing they learned during 

the time we worked with FPEs, I discovered that their shocks were not so much 

different from mine: Angie said, "The essays I thought were Is were [really] 4s 

because of their creativity. Grammar wasn't most important," while Lorena claimed 

this: "The most surprising thing I learned was that I could manipulate a topic question 

and use it to my advantage; which I never thought of." For Gladys "the most 

surprising thing that I heard is that the disagreement between preference and tastes of 

teachers are sometimes unpredictable." Eli observed that "one of the most surprising 

things I learned is that teachers ask a lot out of the students for a good grade on the 

placement exam. " 

When asked to consider the language of academic discourse and speculate 

about what other values and beliefs academics might have, students disclosed their 

considerable talents at critique. Michelle said, "They also value honesty and unique

ness, an individualist. I think their view of the world is one that's very competitive. 

Their specialized language gives them a label--a group of individuals with a place in 

society, a career and status. Being that they view the world as competitive, they play 

in the game. They use this language because it sets them apart." Angie thinks, "This 

group probably views the world as a dull and fairly uneducated place. The effect on 
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'Why do they think they're so good' may be the question." 
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And, finally, when I asked the students whether or not they were glad that we 

did this unit in our class, they unanimously said yes. Most students also said they 

thought the unit would work even better placed at the beginning rather than at the end 

of the semester. Many said they would have liked to have spent more time on this 

section. One student suggested letting students revise one of the rated "1" exams so 

they could practice revising. This unanimity and enthusiasm of themselves are 

evidence enough to convince me that the project I've started is necessary. But to 

conclude, I'll give you just a couple of the students' own elaborations on the consen

sus that "Yes, we like this idea. It helps." Michelle's evaluation echoed many 

others': "I am glad we did this unit because I think that until students become aware 

of this they are in the dark and left out of what is really necessary to succeed as a 

writer at the university." And Amy's explanation of how a different approach 

counteracted earlier approaches sounds much like Richard Ohmann's condemnation of 

English textbooks: "I felt this unit was beneficial because all my teachers before 

made a 'game' out of writing and trying to figure out what they wanted on paper. It 

always seemed like I figured the secret out when it was too late. With this unit we 

went directly to what is expected and wanted and studied why." 

When I consider these students' responses, I see at least three reasons to 

elaborate on methods like this that make students aware of and active participants in 
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the institutional context that demarcates all writers therein: one, the students appreci-

ate it very much; two, it facilitates their conception and reproduction of the kind of 

writing that the academy expects of them; three, it accords them the opportunity to 

reflect on and theorize about the nature of language and power relations in the univer

sity. Thus they are more likely to learn how to be the agents of their own movement 

to the center of that discourse. Even more importantly--and in an attitude similar to 

that of the bandits who rob Bogart in Treasure of the Sierra Madres or to the less 

militant but nonetheless subversively irreverent attitudes of the gestures in the clever 

placement essay that caught my eye--they may develop the wherewithal to demon

strate to us that when we are in their territory, their writing, they get to call the shot 

and decide what gestures to use. They will certainly become situated such that they 

can begin to see how successful writers'--indeed, even teachers'--authority is of their 

own construction, a construction that has often kept basic writers at the mercy of a 

disabling system. In this case, then, it may be our basic writing students who develop 

the ability to move to the outside of, to deconstruct the notion of place and authority 

as it relates to professing English. 

Another essential aspect of the curriculum I suggest affects not just students' 

learning, but ours. Letting students in on the secrets of evaluation and placement, 

and what's more inviting them to collaborate in our evaluating procedures, disturbs 

that process. Since, as we have seen in Evan Watkins' contention, evaluations are the 

capital that English professors circulate into capitalist culture, disrupting the produc-
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tion of that surplus capital is definitely one means by which we might perpetuate our 

counter-hegemonic project and effect change (until that method too is co-opted and we 

instigate another). In addition, my suggestion that we disrupt hegemonic values at the 

levels of discourse aru! practice incorporates Certeau's effective methods of individual 

or small group efforts to interact with the machinery of power at the level of the lived 

experiences of everyday life. 

Furthermore, revealing the context of teachers' evaluation procedures as well 

as the self-authorization of academic discourse provides students with the materials 

they need to move to the inside of the evaluation practices, to challenge and therefore 

potentially affect that authority. If, as Bizzell believes, "change in the discourse [of a 

community] begins when change in the material world impinges more frequently or 

urgently than before," then this student intervention in professors' evaluative practices 

might provide just the material change needed, for it does constitute a change in the 

"institutional structure of the discipline" that Bizzell says is an example of an effective 

material change; moreover, students' written responses to the process provide what 

Bizzell sees as the necessary "embodiment in the existing discourse before they [the 

material changes] can affect it" (216). In fact, students' deconstructive analyses of 

how our language works presents me--and, I hope, you--with insights and challenges 

to recognize our own positions, not as gods or wizards but simply as local examples 

of professionals whose "specialized language [in the words of a "remedial" student] 

gives them a label--a group of individuals with a place in society, a career and status. 
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Being that they view the world as competitive, they play in the game. They use this 

language because it sets them apart." Thus does it come to pass that a basic writer's 

view of us English professors echo that of a revered, god-like authority like Edward 

Said; his description of how one becomes a disciplined specialist asserts that "You 

have to pass through certain rules of accreditation, you must learn the rules . . . 

speak the language ... master the idioms ... accept the authorities of the field" (7-

8). That same student writer evokes for me another respected authority, one whose 

eloquent words bear repeating: 

it is from the far more difficult achievement of seeing ourselves amongst 
others, as a local example of the forms human life has locally taken, a case 
among cases, a world among world that the largeness of mind, without which 
objectivity is self-congratulation and tolerance a sham, comes. (Geertz 16) 

As Geertz entreats anthropologists, I entreat us to remember that our mission "is to 

keep reteaching this fugitive truth" (16). 

Whatever might be the strengths or weaknesses of the particular revision I 

propose here, it does seem essential that we all hold open to investigation our ideas of 

what goals and needs should drive a writing curriculum. We only maintain the status 

quo, perpetuate mysticism, when we refuse or neglect to consider the questions of 

how writers can locate and authorize themselves in the university, a status quo that 

denies some students entry altogether or that allows them only temporary place with 

little or no authority. And so I urge us to be "radical teachers," but I mean radical in 

the sense that Jim Merod intends when he explains that "the radical's job is to prepare 
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intellectual access for anyone who wants to comprehend the actual conditions-

including the institutional conditions of authority and power--that separate people from 

the democratic control of their environments" (188). The sort of pedagogy that I 

propose provides a way not only for our students to know and locate their places but 

also for us professors of English to do the same, for us to step to the side of our own 

practice and keep a watchful eye on our often unconscious or inadvertent choices 

about where to locate ourselves and, by implication, our students. 
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Chapter 4 

Authorizing Anger: A Personal Encounter with Plato's Gorgias 

... above all other prohibitions, what has been forbidden to women is anger, 
together with the open admission of the desire for power and control over 
one's life .... If one is not permitted to express anger or even to recognize it 
within oneself, one is, by simple extension, refused both power and control. 
... Power is the ability to take one's place in whatever discourse is essential 

to action and the right to have one's part matter. (Heilbrun 13, 15, 18) 

Call me irresponsible. Call me unprofessional, overly emotional, strident, 

bitter, immature even. Call me what you will, I still have to say this: Socrates pisses 

me off. Kenneth Burke claims that "Socrates' dialectical attempt to build a set of 

generalizations ... transcended the bias of the competing rhetorical partisans" (200). 

Similarly, the revered professors of my undergraduate Philosophy courses and my 

professor-father all promised that I'd see Truth emerge from the Socratic method. 

Even the professor of my graduate seminar in Classical Rhetoric presented Gorgias as 

an example of rhetoric dedicated to improving the soul. But I don't buy it, not 

anymore. 

Instead, by the end of the Gorgias, I'm asking many angry questions: "Who 

does this Socrates think he is? What gives him the right to call all the shots? Why 

does he debase rhetoric as a form of flattery and then use flattery as a way to 
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befuddle his opponent? Does he think that just because he has silenced his opponents 

they agree with him? And am I really supposed to accept this interaction as a 

dialogue when, by the end of the "lesson," no one else is speaking or has spoken for 

an incredibly long time? In fact, much of the time Socrates has the stage to himself; 

he's performing a soliloquy. And what happened to those other Sophists who were 

initially so excited to dialogue with Socrates? What are they doing? Are they listen

ing carefully, plotting their strategies for the next go-round, since they've obviously 

failed so abysmally in this one? Are they all asleep? Are they are so mentally 

battered, beaten, and exhausted that--like submissive spouses--they're hanging their 

heads or maybe nodding from time to time until the tyrant finally runs out of steam 

and ends the ordeal? How come nobody else in my undergraduate or even graduate 

classes ever asked these questions? Why were they so quiet? Why do I react angrily 

and they (apparently) don't? 

Yes, that's right. I am responding to Gorgias in a personal way, and I intend 

to claim that this response is not only "responsible" but also "professional." Carolyn 

Heilbrun says that if I don't express or even recognize my anger, I am refused both 

power and control in "whatever discourse is essential to action," refused "the right to 

have one's part matter" (18). So,. rather than restricting my personal responses to 

"mere" private complaints to my feminist friends and classmates, I intend to use my 

anger to authorize a public discursive act. I want my anger to matter to me and, 
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perhaps, even to you. 

How might it have been different for you, if early in your life, the first time 
you as a tiny child felt your anger coming together inside yourself, someone, a 
parent or grandparent, or older sister or brother, had said, "Bravo! Yes, that's 
it! You're feeling it!" (Duerk 30) 

1. Behind closed doors: [Mis]recognizing disciplinary gestures 

My right to speak in this place on this topic in this way depends on your 

authorization. Our interpretive community--that is, professors and graduate students 

of English, particularly those who specialize in rhetoric and composition studies-

requires discursive moves that the community sanctions. David Bartholomae's 

description of the moves successful student writers make to appropriate academic 

discourse also applies to English professors writing for academic journals: the writer 

must find 

a posture, with its attending language, that stood before this paper (or its 
writing) ... brought forward to enable his narrative [and accompanied by] .. 
. the enabling gesture .•. [through which] the writer locates his experience (in 
order to authorize it) within a phrase whose authority is derived from its 
position in a prior text. For each of these more experienced writers, the 
primary value of the experience he brings forward is its context within that 
which has already been said, within the available language to characterize a 
lesson. (76, emphasis added). 

The "authority effect" is Jane Tompkins' label for this gesture in critical 

writing, a gesture which--she says--is created by "an authoritative language [that] 

speaks as though the other person wasn't there" (129). Indeed, our professional 

writing rarely acknowledges our readers or ourselves as people, rarely draws attention 

to our own postures or to those characteristics of our discourse that mask our 
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emotional responses, personal stakes, physical bodies. Instead, as critical writers, we 

rely on conventional textual moves to locate ourselves in our discourse; as critical 

readers, we recognize those moves as more or less dispassionate or objective. 

I have examined at length this culturally endorsed practice that Pierre Bourdieu 

calls " misrecognition , " a process which creates a "truth whose sole meaning and 

function are to deny a truth known and recognized by all, a lie which would deceive 

no one were not everyone determined to deceive [her or] himselr' (133). Within our 

discipline, we agree not only to read, interpret, and understand our practices in a 

particular way but also not to read, interpret, or understand practices in ways that 

undermine or contradict or de-authorize that agreement. In the discipline of English 

studies, we assent to the "lieU that disciplinary authorization must emanate from a 

source external to the community. We have seen how this group agreement demands 

certain rhetorical moves to promote that notion of authority and how--according to 

William Epstein--we misrecognize our discursive moves. 

[G]esturing is a critical tactic (of which we are all more or less aware, but 
which we are also determined to misrecognize) that characteristically shifts 
interpretive authority out of the context of everyday human and social activity 
(what I am calling professional practice) and into a timeless, independent, 
already constituted and structured realm of subject, works, ideas, and linguistic 
patterns (what I have called a disciplinary matrix) ... 'the professional' drives 
'the disciplinary' although it must not appear to do so--thus such tactical 
operations as 'the gesture.' (65) 

Because the discipline of English studies includes not just literary critics but 

also rhetoricians and compositionists, I want to apply Epstein's claims to the interpre-
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tive authority of the professional, as well as the novice, writer of academic discourse. 

Success in that discourse is characteristically accomplished by certain misrecognized 

gestures which shift authority from the context of everyday human and social activity 

(what I want to call the personal) to a timeless, independent, already constituted and 

structured realm of subject, works, ideas, and linguistic patterns (what I want to call 

the stylistic conventions of academic discourse). Thus, if I as author want you as 

readers in the professional English studies community to authorize my public discur-

sive act, then I must consider two questions: What are the gestures that shift my 

personal concerns into (y)our realm of stylistic conventions? What's at stake in 

[mis]recognizing those conventions? 

First, the gestures. Because, in asking you to authorize my anger, I'll also ask 

you to sanction my disregard for other more or less dispassionate moves, I want to 

focus my discussion here on our misrecognized methods for dodging. One of our 

commonplace gestures for circumventing certain expected arguments, that is for 

authorizing disregard, is simply to bracket off those arguments by justifying why I 

cannot or will not include them. Our discursive practice produces innumerable 

examples of such bracketing. Here's just one, endorsed because it gestures to the 

discipline's conventions for analyzing classical texts and because it is authored by two 

writers the discipline respects, Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede. 

In the following section we will argue that . . . the conventional distinctions 
generally drawn between classical and modern rhetoric . . . led not only to 
major distortions and misrepresentations of classical rhetoric, but to misunder-
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standings of our own contemporary system as well. Although we believe a 
strong argument can be made that these distinctions distort classical rhetoric in 
general, space restrictions do not permit us to make such a case here. Instead, 
we have chosen to use Aristotle as the locus of our discussion because the 
Aristotelian theory is the most complete of all classical rhetorics and, more 
important, because many current misconceptions grow out of a limited reading 
of Aristotle's Rhetoric. (85-6 emphasis added) 

"Space restrictions" here justifies not discussing "major distortions and misrepresenta-

tions of classical rhetoric [and] ... of our own contemporary system as well;" these 

gestures also authorize the writers to present specific evidence from just one text 

(albeit "the most complete") classical rhetoric while claiming general knowledge about 

classical as well as contemporary rhetoric. 

Now what aspect of "the context of everyday human and social activity" might 

these enabling gestures allow us to deny the truth of! What personal stakes might the 

writers have? Perhaps they bracket off "classical rhetoric" and focus on one text 

because they don't really know much about classical rhetoric in general. Maybe the 

editor of Written Communication, the journal whose first issue (in 1984) included this 

article, convinced the two authors to support his fledgling project but didn't offer 

them sufficient time or space before publication to scour myriad texts in order to find 

sufficient support for their claims about "classical rhetoric in general." Maybe 

Lundsford and Ede simply believe that the business of making knowledge in the field 

of rhetoric and composition is sufficiently realized by well-supported claims about 

only one text if that text represents issues the discipline defines as central. Neverthe-

less, they recognize that the discipline only authorizes large knowledge claims that 
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characterize time periods ("classical rhetoric in general" and "our own contemporary 

system as well"). Thus, in a gesture to this already constituted realm, Lundsford and 

Ede cite the completeness of Aristotelian theory and its central role in the discipline'S 

"current misconceptions" about rhetoric. Their gestures to the disciplinary matrix and 

conventional posture authorize them to elaborate only the moves they choose but the 

choice appears to be a result of disciplinary, not personal, concerns. 

Obviously, I am inventing these writers' motives, their everyday contexts. To 

accuse or defend Lundsford and Ede's knowledge about classical rhetoric is to miss 

the point, for it is not the authors but rather their textual mechanics that are at issue 

here. Obviously, I don't know what aspects of everyday life motivate these authors. 

Nonetheless, their text can and does reveal their gestures to authority; their skillful 

rehearsal of these gestures demonstrates their facility with the stylistic conventions of 

our discipline. 

It also reveals what our practice allows and what it disables. Needless to say, 

dismissing another's argument or method simply because it pisses me off is not 

allowed. Claiming that the theory just doesn't feel true or correspond with my 

experience holds no clout either. Instead, demonstrating some objectively derived and 

textually evidence illogic inherent in an author's argument or method will enable me 

to displace her or his claims with my own. But what the discipline [mis]recognizes as 

illogic is itself driven by professional practice, although it must not appear to be so. 
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Lundsford and Ede's text also reveals this misrecognition, the curious shifts 

and gaps that occur as professional practice challenges discursive conventions. In 

order to enable their own argument, they must demonstrate others' arguments to be 

somehow incomplete, distorted, misrepresentative, illogical. Thus, their reaction to 

others' "limited reading of Aristotle's Rhetoric" (86) and their focus on Bator's in 

particular. "Clearly [they say,] Bator's argument is self-contradictory" (85). 

The context of this move is crucial: in some academic circles, this charge 

would have sufficed then and would continue to suffice even now as a scathing 

indictment of Bator's argument. But in 1984 that discursive ground was shifting: 

feminism's influence on our professional practice--in specific, the feminist critique of 

binary opposition and hierarchy--undermines certain of our previously authorized 

gestures--in specific, the gesture to the logic of non-contradiction. Thus, to at least 

some of our disciplinary community in 1984, the charge "self-contradictory" no 

longer necessarily disables another's argument. As authors who support feminist 

beliefs and practices, Lundsford and Ede gesture to this disciplinary shift: 

The fact that these interpretations are contradictory does not necessarily mean, 
of course, that they are unreasonable or invalid, the humanities and social 
sciences often witness such basic difference of critica1 opinion. Still, the 
contrast between the two views is so extreme as to suggest the possibility that 
each perspective represents·an incomplete view of classical rhetoric. (85 
emphasis added) 

Interesting, their use of "of course." Even now--ten years after this article's pubIica-

tion--respected authors .QQ consider contradictory interpretation unreasonable or 
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invalid; some authorized arguments do insist that something cannot be and not be and 

therefore, either it is or it isn't. Thus, "of course" (in the sense of "isn't it obvi

ous?") functions more as a move to establish a norm than a gesture to an existing one. 

Interesting also is the fact that the authors' move to authorize their claim that contra

dictory interpretations are not necessarily invalid requires them to gesture to knowl

edge claims of entire disciplines--the humanities and social sciences--particularly 

because the latter territory has the reassuringly objective ring of "science." Most 

interesting of all is Lundsford and Ede's willing to gesture to new trends in the 

discipline but their apparent disinclination to relinquish the authority earned by the 

"contradictory interpretations" charge: their critique of Bator (which justifies their 

corrective to the "major distortions and misrepresentations of classical rhetoric" and 

"our own contemporary system") is authorized by the extremity of the contradictions 

that Bator makes. Do they mean that moderate self-contradiction is logical but 

extreme self-contradiction is not? 

Let me remind you that undermining Lundsford and Ede's argument is not my 

mission here. Instead, I want to recognize their discursive entanglements, their 

attempts to create new terms and conditions for discourse, to construct gestures to an 

evolving professional practice but to do so in a way that the "new" moves appear to 

have always already been there. The convolutions of their text above reveal not two 

feminist authors who are illogical but rather two writers written by the ways that our 
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discursive practice authorizes, by the ways that the professional drives the disciplinary 

though it must not appear to do so. 

I say "Enough already!" I am tired oflying to myself and to you too. Such 

discursive contortions as Lundsford and Ede's only reveal our determination to 

deceive ourselves. Rather than concoct elaborate justifications that situate us as 

dispassionate and objective, why don't we use our well-developed rhetorical skills to 

construct and render ourselves grappling within the context of everyday life? 

Otherwise, our justifications enable us as readers and writers to misrecognize the 

autobiographical reasons driving our discursive moves. Furthermore, such inscrip

tion prevents (or at least postpones) changes or revisions in our professional practice. 

So, again, here's my argument: if a discursive practice exacts as its price for 

authorization the repression of feeling or of personal stakes in the practice, then that 

price is too high. What is at stake in that shift of authority is my self, my human 

body in this situated, immediate, and social moment, not just one but one hundred 

and thirty pounds of human flesh. I don't want to pay that price. I can't breathe in 

that stuffy discursive space. I need to open a window. 

II. How to make a door a window: Discovering an honest gesture 

In opening this window, what I hope to do is, first, recognize how the autobio

graphical also drives the professional and, second, persuade you to authorize autobio-
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graphical justifications for making or not making certain gestures, specifically in the 

discussion about Socrates' dialogic method and Plato's discursive mechanics. Nancy 

Miller's Getting Personal buttresses my argument for some fresh air: 

one could argue that to a great extent [my] biJdung, [my] formation as a 
speaking and writing subject, can be understood only against the institutional 
realities that structure [my] personal situation. (57) 

Here are the institutional realities that structure my reading of and writing about the 

Gorgias: a graduate student in a Rhetoric and Composition doctoral program at a 

large research institution, I was assigned to read the text in a classical rhetoric course. 

In the discussion of the text, the professor described the Gorgias as "a devastating 

critique of a certain sort of rhetoric (namely, rhetoric which is not dedicated toward 

improving the soul);" this sort of rhetoric, represented in Callicles' position, is that 

of a corrupt man who refuses to stand by his position, who shifts the meaning of 

terms according to prevailing doxa, public appearance and opinion. The professor 

further contextualized the dialogue by explaining that for Plato "philosophy" operates 

much as "science" does in this century, that is, as a site of absolute knowledge and/or 

a method for answering questions in order to uncover realities that are timeless, 

certain, rationally demonstrable. Because I believe him to be a respected and learned 

scholar in the area of classical rhetoric and rhetoric in general, I accepted this 

professor's explanations as representative of the discipline's common interpretation of 

the dialogue. 
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I chose to write the required seminar paper about the Gorgias because what I 

understood as the accepted reading of that text really annoyed me. The notion that 

IItrue knowledge" must be transmitted through dialogue/dialectic that Plato controlled 

really made me mad. I felt compelled to prove that the dialogue and its method do 

not reveal certainty, that--if corruption means shifting one's position--Socrates himself 

is corrupt, that ~ persuasive argument relies on prevailing appearance and opinion. 

Like most doctoral students in the department (most professors too, I'm sure), 

I wrote the essay under pressures to complete numerous other projects and with the 

hopes that I would eventually get it published. Further, and perhaps like others in the 

academy, I spend as little time as possible scrutinizing authors whose work I find 

tedious, irritating, and representative of what I find abhorrent about patriarchy; 

consequently, I didn't include the Phaedrus in my initial seminar paper, though I had 

read that dialogue in the course. Instead, Ire-read Gorgias several times, trying to 

uncover the places in Socrates' speeches wherein he shifts position and relies on 

convention (doxa) to construct his lIabsolute ll knowledge. In the meantime I was also 

reading Clifford Geertz's Works and Lives, mainly because I had heard it mentioned 

during so many CCCC's presentations that I vowed to know it and because I knew it 

would supplement my understanding of how doxa, local knowledge, i.e. that which is 

authorized or "absolutell knowledge for a particular group. Because I believe that I 

can draw important conclusions based only on what I feel and think as a result of 

several readings of only one text, I wrote a personal response to the Gorgias. 
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Because 1 also believe in the knowledge claims made possible in the serendipitous 

juxtaposition of texts, 1 included not just Geertz' Works and Lives but also salient 

passages from other texts that 1 discovered through friends, a therapist, my spiritual 

advisor. 1 believed it not just possible but imperative to put as much of myself as 

possible into my academic writing. 

When 1 presented the resulting seminar paper to them, my instructor and 

classmates corroborated my beliefs and in fact advised me to send the piece to "the 

best journals." 1 sent it first to Co1Jege English. Of the two reviewers who read the 

piece for the editor, one rejected it "because the author has taken on so many 

subjects, there are many areas of scholarship she has not incorporated. . . .1 don't 

think there is enough specialized knowledge in the article to warrant publication. " 

The other reviewer recommended revision. Nonetheless, the editor decided that those 

'''slight' revisions [were] likely to produce a significantly different manuscript" and 

rejected the "very vigorously written manuscript." 1 then submitted the piece to 

Rhetoric Review, whose editor described it as "uncharacteristically" reviewed "at 

opposite ends of a positive/negative spectrum." One of those Rhetoric Review 

readers recommended rejection because "the interpretation of the Gorgias is not the 

central focus ... [the author] does not show a familiarity with a body of important 

scholarship that would help this essay." The other reader sent me four single spaced 

pages of comments, suggestions, and support. At this moment, I am revising this 
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essay in order to resubmit it to Rhetoric Review. So far, it is indeed a significantly 

different manuscript from the version I initially submitted for professional review. 

Those are the immediate institutional realities structuring my formation as a 

speaking writing subject herein; of course, other institutional realities have been 

similarly constructing me for years now. It is this formation of an academic 

speaking and writing subject that is my topic, not the body of knowledge of Plato's 

work but rather the embodying of a woman reading one of Plato's works. In 

choosing that subject, I consciously disregard some of the reviewers' criticisms of my 

initial manuscript. I argue that I do not need to read all of Plato's work or even more 

of it in order to have something "important" to say about it, in order to theorize the 

production and poetics of a female tradition of reading and writing a particular topic, 

say the Socratic dialogic method and its reliance on the logic of non-contradiction. To 

insist that an author can be authorized (published) only by responding to a "body of 

work" rather than to a single text, to sanction only gestures to the "body of scholar

ship" as opposed to the body reading and contextualizing the text, is to silence voices. 

These conventions require us to misrecognize the effects of our discursive practice, to 

conduct business as usual, to maintain the status quo. Nancy Miller says "the 

seductive powers of these [academic] cultural commonplaces should not be underesti

mated" (62). I agree and I want to resist the seduction. 

Such resistance does require understanding the tactics of the tempter. Further, 

I really doubt that I can make the fact that Socrates pisses me off matter to you if I 
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don't give at least some demonstration that you might respect. So, I want to make 

the move in which I cite the Gorgias in order to authorize my interpretation of it. Of 

course, most academic writers who deploy this gesture don't profess angry or peevish 

motives driving the analysis; neither do most academic readers look for the emotional 

or personal impetus informing a rhetorical analysis of a text. Nevertheless, let me 

say that from the outset of the dialogue, I am rankled by Socrates' insistence that 

debaters speak briefly and not "eulogize his [Gorgias'] art as though it were under 

some censure" (62). Authorized readings of the dialogue--such as that given by 

Bizzell and Herzberg--also assert that nothing personal is at stake in Socrates' debate 

with Gorgias, that "the stated question at issue here is the value of rhetoric" (57). I 

don't buy that. I think censure of Gorgias' art is precise1y the point of the ensuing 

discussion, and Socrates' duplicity in disguising that motive unsettles me. 

When, for instance, Polus comes to Gorgias' defense, I blaze. Polus, appar-

ently unable to control himself any longer because--like me--he's irritated by Socrates' 

tactics, feels compelled to interrupt: 

How is this Socrates? .. think you, because Gorgias was ashamed not to admit 
your point that the rhetorician knows what is just and noble and good and then 
from this discussion I daresay there followed some inconsistency in the state
ments made--the result that you are so fond of--when it was you yourself who 
led him into that set of questions! (70) 

I am thrilled at this point that someone has--however temporarily--finally called 

attention to the fact that Socrates' strategies rely on shame to coerce Gorgias; 

nonetheless, I'm confused by the incoherent form of Polus' remarks here. The 
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translator explains that "The defective construction of this sentence is probably 

intended to mark the agitated manner of Polus in making his protest, and the editors 

clarify that "The name 'Polus' means young colt, and Polus's entry into the discus-

sion here suggests in its style the awkward, impulsive gait of a colt" (70). Not 

surprisingly, Socrates also focuses on the form at the expense of the content of Polus' 

assertion: 

Ah, sweet Polus, of course it is for this very purpose we possess ourselves of 
companions and sons, that when the advance of years begins to make us 
stumble, you younger ones may be at hand to set our lives upright again in 
words as well as deeds. (70) 

Sarcasm doesn't drip any thicker than this, except perhaps in another of Socrates' 

subsequent and false qualifiers: "I fear it may be too rude to tell the truth; I shrink 

from saying it on Gorgias' account, lest he think I am making satirical fun of his 

profession" (71). I ask you: if these lines are not making satirical fun, then what is? 

This sarcasm--spoken by one who insists that "you must regard me as further-

ing your own interest"--obfuscates the fact that impulsive or not, awkward or not, 

Polus has a cogent point: earlier in the dialogue Socrates did bank on Gorgias' 

unwillingness to publicly shame himself as well as on his own ability to ask a 

question to which there is no honorable answer. He sets this situation up very 

carefully when, in effect, he says this: we've both done a lot of arguing; we know 

that when people disagree and say that the opponent is wrong, the opponent gets upset 

and "think[s] that the remark comes from ... a spirit of contention rather than of 
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inquiry ... Now I am afraid to refute you, lest you imagine I am contentiously 

neglecting the point and its elucidation and merely attacking you. I therefore, if you 

are a person of the same sort as myself, should be glad to continue questioning you; 

if not, I can let it drop" (61). 

Gorgias, of course, answers "After that, Socrates, it would be shameful indeed 

if I were unwilling." What else can a man say to this type of "Have-you-stopped

beating-your-wife?" question? What else can you say to a questioner who has 

demanded brief "yes" or "no" answers and whom you have answered with "Well, I 

will do that, and you will admit that you never heard anyone speak more briefly"? 

(62) It's a set up, and--dammit--Gorgias falls for it. 

Clearly, Socrates is playing to the audience here: "You hear for yourselves, 

Gorgias and Socrates, the applause" (68). He seduces them with his mellifluous song 

and dance, the words to which go something like this: "I assure you all that I am 

only interested in the spirit of inquiry, for I am a simple and humble man who's so 

afraid to come up against a famous and talented speaker like Gorgias." Socrates' 

performance captures his opponent as well as his audience, for his tune appeals not 

only to Gorgias' vanity (what teacher can publicly say that s/he is not interested in the 

spirit of inquiry?) but also to his pocketbook. If indeed there are potential students in 

the audience, Gorgias cannot afford to walk away from the debate, whether or not he 

has begun to sense that--contrary to his words--Socrates is NOT "just as glad, mind 

you, to be refuted as to refute" (68). 
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And here--I think--is why I'm so ticked off: in my circles (that is, among the 

groups of people with whom I talk and write and interact--some of whom are 

academic, some not, and most--but by no means· all--of whom are female), these 

tactics are seen as hypocritical and dishonest because they deny the motive of those 

who use them. In addition, they serve the interests of the speaker, Socrates (and, of 

course, of his inscriber, Plato), but not those of the audience or--as Socrates claims-

of the rival. By declaring himself as discursively invisible (or at least transparent, 

especially at crucial moments in his argument), Plato distances himself from his 

subject and his audience and thereby appears to be discovering "Truth." But I am not 

fooled by this ruse: I do not believe that author-evacuated prose is author-less. 

Closely read, his text renders the author Plato aru! the rhetor Socrates visible to me, 

visible in the same annoying way my attention-starved youngest sister was when she'd 

stand in front of the T.V. and all the rest of us girls would say "Hey, you make a 

better door than a window, you know." 

So when Socrates says, "If you [my opponent in a dialogue] can bear me out 

in any point arising in our argument, that point can at once be taken as having been 

amply tested by both you and me .... Hence any agreement between you and me 

must really have attained the perfection of truth" (Gorgias 87), it doesn't ring true for 

me. I don't buy into the notion that Truth constructed ("discovered" if you prefer) by 

an apparently detached (as opposed to invested or situated), logical (as opposed to 

emotional), rational (as opposed to imaginary) author is necessarily objective. I don't 
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trust discursive tactics that claim to detach truths from the people who live them. I 

prefer techniques that make visible the construction: they seem more honest to me. 

Attachment, emotions, visible positions, open declarations of what's at stake--those 

discursive maneuvers are what I trust. 

But I don't make the rules. The readers of public discourse in my profession--

namely, my professor, journal reviewers, you too--expect me to gesture not just to the 

tradition of close textual analysis but also to the opinion of an expert, a respected 

authority who'll validate my interpretation. So, allow me to tip my hat to Clifford 

Geertz's assertion that the truth-getting method texts profess "does not lie in the fact 

that [one] story was created while [another] was only noted [i.e. reported from facts]. 

The conditions of their creation and the point of it" are what distinguish texts from 

each other ("Thick" 16, emphasis added). Now there is a way to get at what is so 

maddening about Plato's dialogue. I can ask, What's the point of it? What were his 

motives? What conditions prompted the creation of Gorgias? 

Another respectable expert, Bruce McComiskey, answers these questions. His 

article "Disassembling Plato's Critique of Rhetoric in the Gorgias," presents quite 

plainly what he sees as the conditions and point of Plato's text: 

When Plato wrote the Gorgias, the Athenian democracy was in an unstable 
condition [after the recent tyrannies of the Four Hundred and the Thirty] .... 
Alcibiades and Critias, two of Socrates' most successful students, led the 
revolutions that resulted in these bloody oligarchic tyrannies; and their anti
democratic exploits contributed much to the Athenian death sentence against 
their mentor Socrates. • . .Most Athenian citizens, when Plato wrote the 
dialogue, were anti-oligarchy, with the bitter memory of Socrates' students 
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Alcibiades and Critias fresh in their minds. At that time, few Athenian 
readers of the Gorgias would have judged in Socrates' favor had Plato present
ed Gorgias' beliefs as he truly would have expressed them .... Plato's purpose 
was to present Gorgias as a rhetorician with a foundational, ahistorical episte
mology, so that his kairos-governed techne would seem absurd. (80, 81-2) 

By McComiskey's standards then, Plato's account of the dialogue between Gorgias 

and Socrates misrepresents Gorgias. Further, McComiskey demonstrates that Plato 

has personally and politically driven motives for this misrepresentation: oligarchic 

government, and its bedrock--foundational knowledge--grants power only to those 

philosophic few of wealth and high birth, a group that included Plato. What Socrates' 

dialectic "discovers," what Plato wrote, then, is not Truth but ideology. 

Ah-ha! I have him now: I can see how this ideology of "disinterested interest 

in transcendent truth" is meant to silence those who have an interest in discovering 

truth to be relative or situated or partial. I can gesture to an authority who justifies 

my ideology, arul I can validate my fiery reaction to Plato's motives. I can say to 

you, "There, you see? No wonder I feel so angry when I read the Gorgias! The 

dialogue's defense of foundational knowledge (and subsequently of oligarchic govern

ment) is actually propaganda: Plato lies and cheats in order to win. And if there's 

one thing I can't stand, it's a liar and a cheat who claims to be above lying and to 

want to cheat no one. I was right about him all along. (And besides, he was on the 

wrong side, i.e., the side not mine). " 

And yet. .. seemingly logical as that argument might be, I still don't like it 

because it still presumes that the authority of a text is grounded in its representation 

of what "really" happened, on its "factual" accuracy. I don't want to use this 

discursive tactic, because it misrepresents my motives. The "real" reason I am not 

persuaded by Plato's text is not because his reports of Gorgias' views are not 

accurate: I didn't even know that fact when I first read the text and still it ticked me 

off. This evidence will get my Classical Rhetoric professor's approval; it might get 

yours. But if I resort to that model to validate my interpretation of the dialogue, I'm 
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ambitious temptation, I want to try. 
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It is an enigma that when a woman first expresses herself, even if it is a 
matter for which she cares deeply, it may emerge in a false-masculine voice. 
It may state her matter factually, but without the shadings and overtones from 
her own life •.. without the nuance of her womanly feeling values. (Duerk 64) 

TIl. Mechanical Engineering: How to make a window a bridge "between the voice 
talking in [her] head and prose as [she'd previously] known it'"(Kolodny 256) 

Okay. That's it. I have had it. I refuse to keep quiet any long. All these 

words of yours are just about to choke me to death. JaneE, I have let you play 

that detached rational game long enough. Get some guts! You promised me that 

you would do it differently this time, but you keep doing the same shit. Really, 

. girl. Look at you: you've read the expected texts in the field, found an authority 

or two to hide behind and to slay your opponents (Socrates, Plato) with. You are 

making this about winning while you claim that it's about truth-getting. You're 

talking their story, and it's making me want to puke. 

The old story: unable to leave behind that which one has been taught is sensi
ble, practical, normal, rational, proper, decent convention. Better to regard 
the group over the individual, the publicly acclaimed over the privately trea
sured, the objective over the subjectively valued. (Duerk 31) 
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It's not just the agonistic aspect of my using McComiskey authority that I want 

to avoid. It's the fact that the validity of his argument depends upon his accurate 

interpretation of Plato's motives. How can I determine whether or not he was mali-

ciously misrepresenting Gorgias and intentionally manipulating his readers? I can 

examine the context of his dialogue to assess what purpose the text served, but can I 

know whether or not Plato actually believed that Gorgias' epistemology was based on 

foundationalist principles? I might delight in exposing some evidence of his inten-

tionally deceptive and self-serving motive. But actually the less incriminating explana-

tion--namely, that he presents Gorgias' epistemology as one based on foundationalist 

principles because he believes that presentation to be the accurate one--makes more 

sense to me: the fact that Plato's own epistemology was foundationalist could account 

for his inability to "see" without that framework as his lens. 

So, I don't want to use accuracy or verifiability as the criteria by which to 

measure the truth of texts. This criteria is fraught with the same problem that 

Clifford Geertz says ethnographers bring to their notion of textual authority: 

possessed of the idea that the central methodological issues involved in ethno
graphic description [and evaluation] have to do with the mechanics of knowl
edge .... they [ethnographers] have traced their difficulties in constructing 
[and evaluating] such descriptions to the problematics of field work rather than 
to those of discourse. (Works 9-10) 

Geertz claims that the authority of a text--its ability to persuade readers of its credi

bility--is based on its discursive strategies, particularly its knowledge claims. Geertz 

sees these claims as clustered in authors' approaches to the two major strategies 

involved in the mechanics of discourse: the signature problem and the discourse 
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problem. The former deals with the negotiations of self/text complexities, of getting 

the self into the text, of deciding "how far, and how, to invade one's text;" the 

second deals with the negotiations of the terms of discourse (vocabulary, patterns of 

argument, genres), of determining to what extent the author conforms to existing rules 

or convention or creates for herself the terms of discourse, of deciding "how far, and 

how, imaginatively, to compose" the text (19). 

So big deal. So you can use a book to show you're right and you can be 

gracious about it. It's still a bunch of processed talk. It's still not reaDy you; it's 

them. No way, girl, it's still not enough. My back still hurts and I still feel like 

screaming and throwing things. Remember yesterday when you read that Geertz 

and tried so hard to make those parallels say what you want them to? You were 

yelling and pacing in your room. You wrote only one sentence all day and felt 

like shit. Remember when you said to Phyllis and then later to Pat, "Why do I 

have to write this shit? I knew everything I ever wanted to know about Plato by 

reading just Goreias just once: the guy's an asshole!" 

So!? Are you going to say what you know is true or are you going to play 

it safe? Come on. Tell your story here! And tell it true this time! 

When a woman first expresses herself. . .if she is ill at ease, she may hand 
her script over to the animus and let him play the role for her, not out of her 
feelings, her relatedness and vulnerability, but out of an abstracted, polished, 
harder side of herself that feels a pressure to have all the answers, that has lost 
touch with softness, uncertainty, and weakness. (Duerk 64) 

[But] Depression comes as a gift asking that a woman recognize her own 
substance and trust it as the quiet, steady voice of her own truth. As she trusts 
it, hearkens to it, listens as it unfolds, she learns that of herself never allowed 
to develop when her allegiance was with the collective. (Duerk 32) 
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Let me try to put this another way. I really need to listen to my self right 

now: I've gotten so far away from my center, from what I trust, that I'm very 

confused. So, I want to rehearse what I know. One, I know that I am feeling 

depressed trying to write this essay. I know that the people I listen to most readily 

and gainfully--not my professors, not the scholars in the field, but my friends and 

lovers, my mentors, my therapist--these people tell me that depression is anger turned 

inward, anger that doesn't get a voice. I know I felt angry when I first read Gorgias. 

I know that the more I write in the way that I think will earn approval from my 

professor (and maybe you too), the more I feel resistant, blocked, silent. I know that 

when I confessed to my friend and classmate Pat that for three days I'd been too 

depressed and/or pissed off to write more than one sentence of "that stupid school 

shit," what she answered felt very important: "So don't write shit. Write what your 

depression wants to tell you. " 

This is what it said: The reason I'm so mad when I read Gorgias is that it 

makes me feel just as I did when I was twelve years old and I used to have "discus

sions" with my dad at the dinner table. The only male in the household of a wife 

and--at that time--four daughters, my dad presided over the family supper each night, 

exploited that arena as his training ground much as he used his college classroom 

during the day: "If you girls want to get ahead in this world, you've got to learn to 

be logical. I'm just trying to help you out here. It's for your own good." I 

1 Readers interested in this aspect of family and educational practice and dis
course can refer to Alice Miller's For Your Own Good, which critiques in depth and 
with sometimes grotesque detail the practice and danger in what she describes as 
"poisonous pedagogy." For now I will admit--as I also do briefly below--that "good" 
did come of my dad's dinner time debate training: I did learn how to construct an 
argument under pressure and how to think logically. Nonetheless, I know now and I 
vaguely intuited even then that those practices [mis]recognized as "for your own 
good" were neither. 
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Often the "friendly discussions" would be between him and me: I was the 

oldest and the bravest (or most foolhardy) of all us girls. Sometimes, my sisters 

would start out the debate--about things we'd heard at school or about what our 

friends' parents had done or something we heard on TV news--but I would often end 

up carrying the "opponent" end of the argument anyway because I would inevitably 

jump in when my sisters started to waver. Though I cannot remember a time when I 

ever won one of these debates, I always believed myself to be just a step away from 

fmally making my point convincingly, finally earning my dad's commendation 

because I had figured out the rules of the game and learned to talk in his way, the 

way to success, respect, and power. I listened carefully for the logic and sense of his 

and my remarks, looking for loopholes and inconsistencies, thinking through the 

implications, reformulating my points when he demonstrated my illogic or irrele

vance. But whenever I was able to point out contradictions in his logic, my voice 

crackling with excitement, the ground would shift. 

"Now calm down," he'd say, "We'll never get anywhere if you start getting 

emotional." Then, he'd change the rules of the game, subtly restating what he'd said 

earlier so that he'd removed the contradiction, advising me that I just hadn't heard it 

right the first time. Or he'd subtly shift topics, conjure an analogy of a different 

image or tone, bombard me with questions I had to answer too quickly, or approach 

the topic from an angle so different that he wasn't saying what he'd said before. 

"But, you're changing what you said," I'd complain as loudly as I dared 

considering that it was my father I was talking to. "That's not fair." 

"Come on, Jane," he'd laugh. "You're taking things too seriously. Don't get 

so emotional. You've got to learn to control your Self." 

Indelible in my mind is the picture of his red-bearded lips spread over the 

space between his yellowed front teeth. Frustrated by that grin, I'd inevitably started 

crying those bitter tears of repressed-anger-turned-depression-and-self-loathing. I'd 

hang my head and stare at my dinner plate, cursing myself and my stupid, stupid tear 
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that kept me from thinking of what to say next and made my voice sound so pathetic 

and whiny. "Okay, that enough. Let's change the subject," Dad would say, "Jane's 

getting too upset to talk properly." 

Derisive Voices: Crybaby! Stupid female! Tum it off! Her sorrow, her 
anger, her pain shamed and ridiculed, woman has learned to distrust her 
feelings, the truth of her existence .... Woman has learned to ignore her own 
feeling needs, learned to be a "good sport," hurrying along in a pressure 
fIlled, production-oriented life. She has learned to brush her feelings aside as 
she pushes ahead for university honors, to pack them out of her briefcase as 
she heads, in a three-piece suit, into the professional and political realm. 
(Duerk 26) 

So. There you have it. The truth is that I get angry, have a "personal 

problem," when I read Gorgias because I see my father speaking in Socrates. But do 

these responses have to be ~ about my Dad? Is my anger at the ways that 

authorized discursive tactics silence me "just personal"? Harriet Goldhor Lerner, 

author of The Dance of Anger: A Woman's Guide to Changing the Patterns of 

Intimate Relationships, claims that "if we feel chronically angry or bitter in an 

important relationship, this is a signal that too much of the self has been compromised 

and we are uncertain about what new position to take or what options we have 

available to us" (106). Of course, resolving the anger in my relationship with my 

dad is really important, but that relationship is not my only important one; mine with 

the academy is important as well. And I feel pretty bitter there too sometimes. 

So what are my options? I recognize the fact that simply confessing my anger 

does not of itself resolve or transform it, especially if I continue to argue. I also 

recognize that I have a penchant for arguing; indeed, that proclivity seems to be an 

integral aspect of the profession I've chosen. Maybe I'm actually cultivating this 

anger, not recognizing my motive because I'm afraid to let go of that position. 

Lerner contends, 
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You protect [the person with whom you're having conflicts] by participating in 
fights that lead nowhere and never speaking directly to the real issue. You 
fight. .. rather than let [him or her] know where you stand ... on the ques
tion of who is in charge. . .and who has the authority to make decisions. (73) 

Yep. You got it: the reason you go ballistic about Socrates (and your dad) 

is that ~ gets to call all the shots. He's in control; you're not. In fact, as far as 

he is concerned, you're nada, zero, nowhere in this dialogue. And as if that's 

not enough, you've gotta read, study, write about, know the guy. You're 

supposed to ignore the fact that he tries to keep people in the dark about what 

he's up to and humiliates the ones who try to show others what's going on. You 

never get to say what you really want to say: "This guy is not a great teacher or 

even a good dialectician. He's an asshole!" Other people might think you're too 

abrasive. I say tbat it's good you can m mad about that shit. 

Let's just say--even though it's stretching things a lot--that I can imagine 

myself taking on a voice in the Socratic dialectical process. The humiliating conse-

quence of taking on, even demanding the right to, this voice is that I don't get to be 

the authority; I have to be Other. And even worse is the fact that the more I as Other 

(the opponent in the dialogue, the student, the Sophist, the daughter, whoever) use 

Socratic discourse to argue about what constitutes truth, the more powerful that 

discourse becomes. Thus the frustration: whenever it appears that I may be success-
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ful with using the authority's tactics as a way to point out the holes in his arguments, 

(that is, whenever I use "logic" to advance my own claims since "they" say that logic 

and logic alone determines what course the dialogue will take), then He abandons 

logic and resorts to pathetic (that is, "of pathos" as well as "feeble") tactics of shame 

and ridicule to subvert me. But I would be shamed and ridiculed if I were to resort 

to those same pathetic strategies, the very ones that the authorities deny using and 

hide behind. This kind of discursive practice not only obscures the motives and 

position of He who controls it but also demands the de-selting of the Other (that's 

me). This is a crazy making, no win situation if ever I saw one. No wonder some of 

us get locked up in the attic. 

Just in case it's necessary to present further proof that the authorized discourse 

relies on these tactics, here's another case in point. When Polus determines that he 

wants to take up Gorgias' side of the debate (all that dodging has worn the elder out), 

Socrates carefully admonishes him to play according to the rules: "if you have any 

concern for argument that we have carried on. . . take your turn in questioning. . .and 

thus either refute or be refuted." (70). In this gesture toward apparent cooperation 

and fair minded ness, Socrates says that Polus may be the refuter (the questioner) if he 

likes. Yet, because Socrates feeds Polus the questions to ask, he controls the dis

course. 

Furthermore, in a game that he says requires short answers, he speaks at 

length. After one of these speeches--the written length of which suggests that its 
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spoken time would be at least five full minutes--Polus re-caps briefly what Socrates 

has just said. Though this summarizing technique is one that Socrates has been using 

himself during the course of the dialogue, Socrates answers Polus' "is-this-what-you

said?" with more ridicule, with another satirical stab at Polus's youth and inexperi

ence: "Why at your age, Polus, have you no memory? What will you do later on?" 

(72). 

A few exchanges later, Socrates belittles another of Polus' efforts to imitate 

Socrates' techniques: "By the dog, I fear I am still in two minds, Polus, at every

thing you say, as to whether this is a statement on your own part and a declaration of 

your own opinion, or a question you are putting to me." (73) Odd critique from the 

master at using questions to state his philosophy. 

Reacting to so much sarcasm, Polus interjects his own brand of pathetic appeal 

(a brand, I feel compelled to add, more generally expressive and less personally 

insulting than Socrates' has been, but sarcastic and ridiculing nonetheless): "Hark at 

the man--" and soon thereafter, "What shocking, nay monstrous answers, Socrates!" 

he says (73). Socrates answers, "Spare your invective, peerless Polus--if I may 

address you in your own style: but if you have a question to ask me, expose my 

error; otherwise, make answer yourself." Here is yet another caustic jab at how 

Polus speaks rather than at what he says, a criticism juxtaposed to Socrates' own 

demand that Polus comment not on how Socrates expresses himself but rather on what 

he says. Furthermore, Socrates capitalizes on this moment to shift the ground of the 
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game of letting Polus think that he was in control of the dialogue because he was 

asking the questions. 
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Socrates becomes even more aggressive and confrontational as the dialogue 

progresses, goading Polus into quick answers with "Why do you not answer?" (74). I 

hear these commands as rapid machine gun fire coming seconds after the question has 

been posed. He even shoots out "Hush, Polus!" (74) in response to one of the 

answers he receives. This rhetorical artillery strikes me as remarkable not so much 

for its contradiction of the so-called spirit of inquiry as for its evidence of Socrates' 

apparent objective to silence his opponent throughout his "dialogue." And speaking 

of hypocritical contradictions, consider this remark in light of Socrates' earlier use of 

well-received jokes: "What is that I see, Polus? You are laughing? Here we have yet 

another form of refutation--when a statement is made, to laugh it down, instead of 

disproving it!" (78). 

Face it: the guy's an asshole. 

Well, maybe it's not such a good idea to attack the man. But at least I can say 

that his tactics are those of an unscrupulous cutthroat, can't I? Close rhetorical 

analysis of Socrates' methods implicate him in a discursive practice designed to 

preserve the authority of his logic. But my anger during the reading gave me all the 

proof that I need to know that Socrates' method is not presented in the spirit of 

inquiry. I know how I feel when someone is seriously proceeding in that spirit, even 
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if s/he is not of my opinion. And I sure didn't have that feeling when I read Gorgias. 

No way. Socrates' spirit is about winning position and power; his dialogue is more 

like a war than a conversation. It's not fair. 

But recognizing and exposing this bias doesn't necessarily guard against the 

tactics that enable it. It doesn't work when Callicles declares "Socrates, you seem to 

be roistering recklessly in your talk, like the true demagogue that you are" (84). 

Tearfully but also angrily saying to my dad, "But that's not fair!" didn't work either. 

He'd just laugh and say, "Well, Jane, life's not fair so you'd better get used to it." 

And what about you? What happens to you when you read Gorgias? Does this 

inequity bother you? Do you think about how Polus felt? Or Gorgias? Or Callicles? 

I do, and my guess is that they felt ashamed, inadequate, and depressed, or perhaps 

incredibly angry. And why shouldn't they feel angry? Why shouldn't I be when--

recognized or misrecognized--the purpose of the dominant discourse is to erase the 

self of the Other? 

How might it have been different for you. . .If the first time you had experi
enced that sharp awareness of ego, of "me, I'm me, not you" ... you had been 
received and hugged and affirmed, instead of shamed and isolated .•.. If 
someone had been able to see that you were taking the first tiny baby step 
toward feeling your own feelings, of knowing that you saw life differently 
from those around you. If you had been helped to experience your own 
uniqueness, to feel the excitement of sensing, for the very first time, your own 
awareness of life. What if someone had helped you to own all of this. . . to 
own your own life? 

How might it be different for you? (Duerk 30) 
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IV. Recognizing the Emperor's nakedness: Practicing postmodern discourse 

A couple of years ago during the Wyoming Conference on English, I partici

pated in a seminar taught by a prominent literary scholar. The seminar focused on 

Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed and the professor's belief that his "teaching 

the conflicts" pedagogy would empower students more than Freire's liberatory 

pedagogy, which--he argued--"required all students to become Marxists." We all 

argued a lot that week. The final day of the week long class, I won an argument with 

this professor. Actually, I didn't really "win." Let's just say that I got to have the 

last word. 

He and many of the women in the largely female group had been debating for 

days whether or not one could use the "existing power structure" as a way toward 

liberatory educational practices. By "existing power structure," we--and he too, I 

think-- meant a set-up very similar to the one our classroom then enacted: the 

powerful and authoritative professor lectures while students listen and/or try to talk 

him out of his opinions. The only difference was that we "students" are teachers 

ourselves and thus used to employing at least some authority in our own classrooms. 

"This set-up won't work toward liberation," we tried to argue. "Students 

aren't going to feel capable of competing with you." 
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"Maybe you all think I need psychotherapy," he said, "but I think it's impor-

tant for someone to have to learn how to play the academic game of win or lose. If 

teachers don't act as the authority figures they are, they do students a disservice. We 

live in a competitive country. One of our favorite past-times is athletics. I know you 

feminists don't like sports metaphors, but school is like a game and people have to 

learn how to compete in school just like they do in sports." 

All week long students would try to counter that point with him, but he'd 

interrupt them, talk over them, state the point he thought they were about to make 

before they made it, make everyone else chuckle by insulting his contender, and so 

on. Finally, on the last day of c1ass, I got fed up. So angry I could barely breathe, I 

barged in on one of his dressing downs of a young woman. 

"You know, what you're doing right now is a perfect example of why your 

idea won't work," I said. 

"Now, I know the feminist position you're going--" 

I interrupted him. "No, you don't know what I'm going to say. I haven't said 

it yet. If you would keep quiet, maybe I could get the chance to." It was difficult to 

keep talking because he was talking also, telling me that he had heard me speak 

earlier that day and knew my "position." Nonetheless, I kept talking louder and 

louder until finally he stopped talking. I explained how I had seen him interrupting 

people, especially women who were too polite to talk over him. I said I thought he 

was using his power to avoid actually listening to any viewpoints that conflicted with 
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his while at the same time he was claiming that conflict was what he'd want to hear if 

someone would just present a conflicting viewpoint. "That's bullshitl" I nearly 

shouted. "You can't use these tactics to resolve conflicts. How do you expect your 

students to have the nerve to speak up over you and your power?" 

"Well, you're doing it," he said. 

"Yes, but I'm not your student, and we're not working out conflicts here. I 

am so agitated right now that I can barely remember the point I wanted to make. 

Mainly all I can think of is how I would like to punch you in the mouth. " 

He laughed. "So? What's so bad about that?" 

I couldn't remember. And I didn't know what to say. 

But fortunately, another woman in the back of the room came to my rescue. 

"What's so bad about it is that the two of you are not connecting." 

"Yes, thanks, that's it," I said. "And how do you think conflict can be re

solved, 'taught,' if people are too angry or overpowered to connect?" 

"But, you see," he answered, "it just worked here even when I was the teacher 

and--as you say--I had all the power and yet, you see, you still overpowered me." He 

smiled sweetly at me. I could've choked him. "I know I am a bulldozer, but I still 

think it's my students' job to have to get me to shut up." 

"Well, then, you're right after all, It I said. "You QQ need psychotherapy." 
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The students unanimously laughed and applauded. The professor smiled 

himself and said, "Well, we've come to the end of our session and the end of our 

class." We all got up to go. 

Many of the students came over to congratulate me: "Way to go." "You 

really showed him." "God, I wish I had done that." One comment stood out most: 

"Wow, I've been waiting all week for that. You must feel really great right now!" 

"No. I don't really." My voice--the one that only moments earlier had been 

booming even louder than the powerful professor's--now quavered. "I feel like 

crying, actually." 

If a woman feels her life is ordered by another, she cannot relate primarily to 
her moments and her days. She becomes stifled and strangled. To feel alive . 
. . she must break out of the old mold .... A woman must prevail against her 
gUilt and be willing to suffer it as the price she must pay for her freedom. . . 
. Only by prevailing against her gUilt and dread can a woman bring her life 
situations, one by one, under her own jurisdiction and authority. (Duerk 44) 

The point is that I don't want do it their way. I don't want to argue, grumble, 

mutter, stammer, chatter, tattle, lecture, or otherwise express myself in these particu-

lar men's way. At least, I don't want to do it ~ their way. I feel pissed off when 

I'm excluded from their discourse because I am read as too emotional, gossipy, or 

unaware of the body of scholarship on the topic. Worse yet, I feel guilty when I am 

successful in their arenas because the achievement requires sacrificing my self. I 

don't want them to have sole control of the terms of discourse because then they get 
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to define "reality," and their reality is not true for me. I don't think it's really true 

for anybody else, including them. Not really. At the academy (though maybe not at 

the supermarket), the days of claiming impartial or objective modes of inquiry are 

over, mere nostalgia. As postmodem readers and writers we can recognize that the 

ideology of objectivity and impartiality makes a better door than a window. Nonethe

less, we still gesture to impersonal authority, to what Nancy Miller calls 'the old 

values of transparency: the apprehension of an art outside of the pressures of 

ideology' (106)." 

Likewise, and thanks to postmodemists' expertise in revealing the muddiness 

in those "transparent" values, many of us can recognize that foundationalist arguments 

like Socrates' are based on some pretty absurd notions. Take, for instance, his 

insistence that an (since his premises do not allow for qualifications like "some" or "a 

few") wrongdoers who do not get caught are "most wretched and those who pay the 

penalty, less so." Though this notion is not borne out in day-to-day living, he 

declares it irrefutably true, and what Socrates declares as "the truth [,] is never 

refuted" (77). Polus (was he post modem too'1)--and I, and maybe you too--ask, "Do 

you not think yourself utterly refuted, Socrates, when you make such statements as 

nobody in the world would assent to'1"(78) In effect, Socrates' answer is "No, of 

course, I don't; the premises don't allow for that": "[T]o the multitude I have not a 

word to say" (78). 
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How can Socrates--or more specifically, the author who creates him--get away 

with this'? More importantly, how can an entire rhetorical tradition rest on a practice 

that is so obviously uninterested in "the multitude"'? This quite incredible feat was 

accomplished discursively; indeed, it has spawned centuries of discursive practices, 

represents perhaps the ultimate in an author's creating for himself the terms of 

discourse. To understand this practice, I want to tum once again to the textual 

mechanics of Gorgias and--by implication--of the tradition it buttresses. 

When I focus on the ways Plato as author insinuates himself into Gorgias as 

well as the extent to which he manages the imaginative aspects of composing, the 

prototype of "dialectic" or "The Socratic Method" that emerges is very much like the 

one that Geertz sees in Tristes Tropigues, a central text in the works of prominent 

anthropologist Levi-Strauss (Works 25-48). His description of the multiple layers of 

the Levi-Strauss text illuminates what's interesting to me about Plato's text, namely, 

the discursive power it generates, its capacity to sustain the terms of discourse in 

which others thereafter move. It functions as "several books at once, several quite 

different sorts of texts superimposed one upon the other to bring out an overall 

pattern ... co-occurring , competing, even sometimes mutually interfering texts 

existing at the same level" (33). This focus on the mechanics of Plato's discourse 

reveals a text that says something quite different from what it professes to say. When 

I look through this window, I recognize that this text's efficacy is based not on 

accuracy or privileged insight into Transcendent Truth about the nature of Knowledge 
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or the Structures underlying all cultures but rather on skillfully deployed and conven-

tionally accepted (that is, misrecognized) discursive strategies. 

To the editors of The Rhetorical Tradition--authoritative representatives of the 

foundations of the Western tradition, right?--on one level the Gorgias "may be seen as 

a public declaration of education principles, similar in aim to Isocrates' 'Against the 

Sophists'" (56). In this intertextual register, then, the author Plato offers a text which 

systematically responds to other texts of the author's time. On another register of the 

text, that of authorial presence, the author tenders a work that is the epitome of its 

genre: the dialogue, a stage for the discursive performance of the master teacher. 

This operative gesture is not so much to logic--as it claims--but rather to ethos, to the 

superior position of the performer. Socrates' repeated claim to be a philosopher 

committed to the truth of the dialogic process that than to mere rhetoric is a pose. 

This register of the text is the one that beckons my anger: I see this pose as a deceit, 

not conceit, because it locates its strength in the same strategies it berates as corrupt. 

But there's more to Plato's work, of course, than performance. The Gorgias 

also functions as a philosophical text concerned with an issue central to Western 

though. On this register of the text's relation to realities outside of it, the Gorgias is 

Plato's reformist plea to the citizens of Athens; he wants them to act, to revise the 

democratic government. McComiskey reacts to this textual aspect when he searches 

for and apparently finds discrepancies in Plato's philosophical argument. 
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Gorgias also serves as a record of the author's context; conventions and 

movements of Plato's time can be seen in the text's comparisons, distinctions, defini-

tions that are presented as "natural:" "As self-adornment is to gymnastic, so is 

sophistry to legislation; and as cookery is to medicine, so is rhetoric to justice. . .as I 

say, there is this natural distinction between them" (72). Here is the register of text, 

I think, wherein its discursive mechanics most skillfully and impenetrably guard 

what's at stake. McComiskey says binary opposition are what constitute the argu-

ment's authority, opposition that Socrates forces Plato's Gorgias to accept but that in 

actuality Gorgias the Sophist never would have agreed to. In order to maintain the 

persuasive power of these distinctions and thus of his argument, Socrates (and his 

underwriter, Plato) obscures the constructed nature of these definitions by calling 

them "natural." Scrutinizing Plato's logocentric tactics, Edward Schiappa, points out 

that 

Plato is a prolific coiner of words ending with ike, denoting "art of." The use 
of such terms was an essential part of Plato's philosophical analysis of the 
relationship between techne and episteme--art or skill and knowledge. In the 
dialogues Gorgias, Euthydemus, and Sophist, for example, Plato coined 
literally dozens of terms ending in --ike. (44) 

That's pretty convincing evidence of the ideology of non-contradiction posing as 

"Truth" outside the pressures of ideology. But I still prefer Callicles' unveiling of 

Socrates' strategies: 

For you, Socrates, really tum the talk into such low, popular clap-trap, while 
you give out that you are pursuing the truth--into stuff that is "fair," not by 
nature, but by convention .... And this, look you, is the clever trick you have 



devised for our undoing in your discussions: when a man states anything 
according to convention, you slip "according to nature" into your questions; 
and again, if he means nature, you imply convention. 
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In order to enforce the status quo, to maintain the power and authority of convention-

al discursive practices, the premises driving them are presented as inevitable, tran-

scendent, foundational. In this way, dominant culture's discursive practices are 

inscribed and sustained. 

It's this inscription that makes me mad. Just as it doesn't much matter to 

Socrates that Callicles recognized his strategies, in the self-contained world of these 

men's texts, it doesn't much matter that I can recognize the method in their manipula-

tions. Their way is not inevitable or transcendent for me; I can see and say that 

their Truth is "just" extraordinary ordinary language, as mine is. I can even demon-

strate their reliance on contradictions to support their logic of non-contradiction. But 

my voice is still not heard while theirs is misrecognized as the One of Natural 

Authority; their story is the one that has been, continues to be, maybe will always be 

the one that gets told. 

From Plato's dialogue in all its competing textual registers, then, "what 

emerges, not altogether surprisingly, I suppose, is a myth," just as--according to 

Geertz--myth emerged from the works of the Levi-Strauss, the author who for so long 

controlled the discourse of anthropology (Works 44). The story that Gorgias tells is a 

Quest story, the philosopher's quest for True Knowledge. It stars the earnest and 

humble Seeker who trudges along the path of Justice and Truth strewing would-be 
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contenders along the side of the road as one by one they are proved to be too inade-

quate, too weak, too emotional to enter the Kingdom (Republic) of Heaven. What 

emerges is an image of the victorious and solitary Philosopher who is left standing 

alone, virtuous and heroic because, even on the pain of death, he will pursue the 

Truth. 

But I--as woman--don't get a part in this story. And so, of course, I as 

woman--as seeker after truth, as postmodern reader, as avid reader and interpreter of 

gravity and popular clap-trap--don't much like it. It's not my kind of story. I don't 

read it as "natural," and it certainly doesn't describe my life. I don't now and surely 

didn't in the days when I ate dinners with my dad get to be the hero[ine] on a Quest. 

Nonetheless, this myth is supposed to be the model for my intellectual and academic 

self. But it just doesn't fit right. And so I suffer from a woman's most "typical" 

dilemma: an important happening and I have nothing to wear. 

But I don't think the hero outfit becomes Socrates all that well either. When I 

read his Quest story--here in Gorgias or elsewhere in the dialogues--I don't see him as 

victorious or even as particularly convincing: he doesn't persuade opponents, he 

silences them. He hasn't discovered the nature of Truth. Instead, he has imposed it 

"by subjecting the cultural productions (myths, arts, rituals, or whatever), the things 

that give these lives their immediate look of strangeness, to a universalizing analysis 

that, in dissolving the immediacy, dissolves the strangeness" (Geertz, Works 48). He 

has ignored the multitudes, denied their (and his) experiences. Personally, I can't 
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respect (much less feel inspired to emulate) any truth or argument or story that flatly 

contradicts the particulars of life, especially of my life; I can't cater to a teacher who 

says "to the multitude I have not a word to say." Furthermore, I certainly don't want 

to dissolve the immediacy or strangeness of life. That immediacy is, after all, what 

makes it lively. But, as Geertz portrays Levi-Strauss' discourse, I portray Plato's: 

"his books seem to exist behind glass ... exist less for the world than the world exists 

for them" (Works 48). The Master is hiding his strategies, hiding with ridicule, 

sarcasm, flattery, and the illogic of a logical method that denies what I know to be 

true. The authority in his text is in his self-authorization and in our agreement to 

misrecognize it. 

Once upon a time, He said: "I am in charge and I make all decisions. 

Therefore, I will win all arguments. Truth is reached when I say it is, and no 

evidence other than my say so is required. Nonetheless--and because I say so--you 

and I will act as if this premise does not exist. Instead, we will make certain gestures 

to impersonal authority, to 'the old values of transparency: the apprehension of an art 

outside of the pressures of ideology'" (N. Miller 106). 

And for a long, long time, this agreement stuck throughout the land. And all 

the people got along just fine. But then one postmodem day, the Emperor was 

walking among his subjects and somebody--no one remembers now just who, maybe 

it was a Sophist wanna-be, maybe it was a former slave, or maybe even a girl--but 

one day somebody said "Hey, that guy doesn't have any clothes on!" And suddenly 
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everybody recognized that the Emperor was naked. Well, the next thing you know, 

the people also realized that the only reason that they had seen him wearing clothes in 

the first place was that they'd all agreed to say that they had seen them and then act 

as if it were true. And they saw the Emperor's nakedness, and the Emperor (some

times) felt ashamed. 

Now that's the story I could tell. Okay, okay, so the Emperor doesn't really 

feel ashamed. My theoretical myth hasn't yet hit Hollywood; "the multitude" are not 

postmodem readers. But this story is well-known in some circles. At least in the 

academy, we now see that the Emperor's clothes are transparent, that his ideology 

makes a better door than a window. The new story is that nobody believes in 

Impartial or Objective modes of inquiry anymore. Those days are mere nostalgia. 

Now we can see that the Emperor's claim to Certainty and Truth is a trick done not 

with mirrors but with discourse. 

And now that we recognize the trick, it looks pretty clumsy: either/ors don't 

leave much room for misgivings, hesitation, or even scruples. The hermetic rhetoric 

of Socrates, my dad, or the Wyoming Conference professor doesn't leave many of us 

much breathing room, or in fact any room of our own. Some of us have thought to 

ask, "Hey, what about the Empress? Where is she in this story?" When talking 

about our values, ethics, moral decisions, some of us prefer--in fact, demand--what 

Patricia Meyers Spacks has called "a rhetoric of uncertainty. II In characterizing the 

"female variant on the high tradition of spiritUal autobiography" (48)--"a genre which 
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implies self-assertion and self-display" and whose specific spiritual versions "charac-

teristically speak of certainty, drawing energy and conviction from the affirmation of 

transcendent meaning" (113), Spacles declares this: 

the autobiographies of the women we are considering exploit instead a rhetoric 
of uncertainty: about the self, about the values of womanhood, about the 
proper balance of commitments . . . . n1heir stories profoundly contradict 
themselves . . . . n1hese narratives convey singular absence or personal 
satisfaction in achievement. (131, 132) 

Not your typical heroic quest rhetoric, to be sure. But it fits some of us quite well. 

Thank goodness, something does: that rhetoric of one-size-fits-all, no contra-

dictions allowed, is distorted; it misrepresents experience. Women's lives, people's 

lives, reveal uncertainty and so should the language that describes and theorizes them. 

Doesn't the "rhetoric of uncertainty" seem "natural" when the authorized discourse of 

the public domain is not women's language, yet--as Heilbrun claims--"woman's 

selfuood, the right to her own story, depends upon her 'ability to act in the public 

domain'" (17)? Despite the influence of feminist theory and the subsequent inflow of 

feminist practices in the academy, despite literary critics' productive attention to 

women's fiction and the subsequent revelation of what Gilbert and Gubar call 

"woman's quest for her own story" (22), "there still exists little organized sense of 

what a woman's biography or autobiography should look like" (Heilbrun 27). In 

Writing a Woman's Life, Heilbrun presents myriad examples of how woman contin-

ues to be de-selfed in public discourse "because there is no script to follow, no story 

portraying how one is to act, let alone any alternative stories .... How are they to 
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imagine forms and language they have never heard? How are they to live to write, 

and to write that other women may live?" (39) When--in their 1984 article "Classical 

Rhetoric"--Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede attempt to recognize contradiction's 

soundness but also authorize their conflict with Bator's reading of Aristotle's Rheta

r!£, they demonstrated the discursive contortions required when authors are con

strained by a discourse that doesn't recognize uncertainty but instead misrecognizes 

the logic of non-contradiction. Their discourse reveals the dilemma of writers trying 

to imagine forms and language they have never heard. How could their rhetoric be 

anything but uncertain? Given the uncertainty and contradiction inherent in the 

diverse answers to the question that begins Lundsford and Ede's article--namely, 

"what does it mean to be human?"--why should their rhetoric be other than uncertain? 

(78). 

And it's not just women seeking a way to pry open a window on the stuffy 

space of authorized academic discourse. Jim Corder, another shrewd observer of the 

textual mechanics involved in authors' negotiations of the complexities of self and 

text, entreats academic readers to accept what his search for ethos (where they say it 

can't be found) revealed: "I wanted to be real, to be apparent to others. I didn't want 

to be institutional and anonymous" (308). I want that too. And I want to be heard 

in the public discourse of the academy. But I want it to be my voice, the sort of 

voice Corder describes and that to me denotes a rhetoric of uncertainty. If I am 

angry, I want to be able to say so without being summarily dismissed. But I don't 



want to be enabled either. I don't want to whine or rage incessantly; I do want to 

shake free of my "naturally" defensive posture. And because I want it all, I am 

uncertain about what to say. 

V. From Anger to Integration: A Woman's Quest for Her Own Story 
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Though it never occurred to me during my youth, an essential question about 

my and dad's dinner "dialogues" now presses on me. I am convinced my healing and 

freedom depend on addressing it: why did I continue to step into that arena, a forum 

in which--centuries earlier and through the conventions of Western religions, rhetori

cal tradition, and politics of gender--I had been doomed to lose? Why did I not learn 

to say "No. I do not want to play under these rules. I want to live by my own 

premises"? 

I still sometimes have trouble detaching from my dad, but I moved closer to 

this goal in my experience with the lit crit conference-luminary with whom I argued 

in Wyoming. Very shortly after I'd delivered the "You do need psychotherapy" low 

blow, I retreated to the restroom and cried out some of my frustration. "God, I am 

so agitated!" I told the small group that had gathered. "This feels just like an 

argument with my dad. I'm shaking allover. God, he used to tick me off! What a 

bully!" 

The chorus murmured consolations, all some version of "It's impossible to try 

to talk to those jerks anyway." 
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"Yeah, I know. But I walk into it every single time. It's me who continues to 

think that this time, this time, I will be the one who gets to be right. I'm just as 

invested in winning it as they are. So that makes me a jerk too. Why don't I just 

pack it up'?" 

As if on cue, another conference luminary emerged from one of the stalls, a 

feminist rhetorician who'd intrigued me the day before with her paper on the ethics of 

the graduate students' rhetoric in their complaints about her policies. "You're asking 

the right question," she said. "Why QQ you keep doing it? You might want to think 

about the concept of the 'worthy opponent.'" 

"'Worthy opponent?' What does that mean? That guy's worthy: he's smarter 

than I am, for god's sake. He's famous; he's better at that game than me. What do 

you mean 'worthy''?'' Knowingly--maybe even smugly, she just dried her hands and 

walked out. "Humph, some help she is," I thought. 

That night I went to the conference cocktail party. Lots of people from the lit 

critic's seminar course came over to congratulate me on my performance in delivering 

my leveling blow; the professor himself avoided my eyes all evening, or so I thought. 

After the party--depressed, agitated, sleepless--I walked and walked until about three 

in the morning under a beautiful full moon lighting up the cloudy, windy, wide-open 

Laramie plains sky, unable to shake the guilt and discomfort I felt. I knew that! 

thought it wrong to do what I'd done, but I also knew that I'd played according to the 

guy's rules. I knew I'd feel better if I apologized, but--you can be sure--I wasn't too 
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keen about actually doing it. I really wanted to hate that guy, blame him for getting 

me so worked up that I'd broken my own rules and was now losing sleep. But I 

needed to admit it was I who walked into the arena, I who had bought into the surge 

of adrenaline that carried me through the whole scene, .my ego that couldn't resist. I 

also had to admit that in the rules of the game I claim I want to play, my "you.@ 

need psychotherapy" remark was not fair: it was personally directed, intended to get 

me a laugh, and not at all conducive to the spirit of inquiry. I'd won the battle but 

lost the war because I'd abandoned myself. 

The next day, I cornered my "opponent" right after the closing ceremony; he'd 

been sitting up front with the other invited speakers only five feet in front of me for 

at least an hour, but he hadn't ever looked me in the face. "I need to talk with you," 

I said. "I want to say something at least after our debate yesterday. I guess if I were 

to continue your favorite--the sports metaphor--I'd come up to you, shake hands, and 

say 'good game' or something. Isn't that how it's supposed to go?" 

"Yeah, that's how it goes," he said. "And, listen, I hope there's no hard feel

ings, okay?" Now it was I who couldn't look him in the face. "I feel all right about 

it all. Do you?" 

I looked at him and teared up. Damn. "Well, actually, no, I do~'t. I feel 

pretty shitty about the whole thing." He started to say something that sounded like 

apology, but I just kept talking right over him. "Though I'm dying to say otherwise, 
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your game. And now I feel icky." 
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"You know," he said, "Sandy told me that you said our argument reminded 

you of your father." 

When will I learn to keep my mouth shut? I thought. I told the entire 

women's room about my dad and now Sandy set me up to get patronized, the traitor. 

I glared at him, my tears hardened already, my teeth gritted against what I felt certain 

he'd say next: "You've got to learn to get over that father stuff. You feminists take 

all male authorities to be like your father. No wonder you're so angry." 

But no. He said something entirely different, worthy even. "You know, my 

dad was like that too," he said. "I never used to win with him. But I always used to 

try to figure out how to beat him. It makes it pretty difficult to stop arguing." 

I was almost too surprised to answer. "Yeah, my Dad did that too," I said. 

"That's the only reason I was able to talk louder than you and not get bulldozed 

yesterday. I got a lot of practice with him. But I do need to say for myself that I 

think it was a low blow for me to make that crack about psychotherapy. " 

He tried to interrupt me, to tell me it was okay he was used to being insulted, 

but--again--I just talked over him: "I don't think you understand: it doesn't really 

matter to me if it's okay with you. I know that your rules weren't broken, but mine 

were. And I don't want to play that way. It's not okay with rue In fact, I don't want 

to keep playing that game at all. That's what we were all trying to tell you. I don't 
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want to have to have my heart beating at 90 miles an hour while I think about how 

much I want to hit you. I don't want to have arguments that make me feel like shit 

afterwards. There's got to be another way to do this. 

"Even in sports, you know, where--according to you--people have to learn to 

be competitive, some people still don't play to win. So even competition is not an 

absolute requirement. Once a professor of my "Educating the Culturally Diverse" 

class told us about a group of islanders who playa national game sort of like football. 

In their game the main rule is that you can't stop playing until the score is tied. Now 

there's a sports metaphor that gives the whole point we students were trying to make 

all week: there's got to be another way to play. Your belief that there's only one way 

is just your belief. It's a myth." 

End of story. And I want you to know what I recognize about the discursive 

set up here: because I am writing this story of the lit crit professor and me, I get to 

be the one who controls this discourse (at least I control it until reviewers comment 

on it). I can begin and end it wherever I want, create the characters as I like. I can 

say about myself and my story what Valerie Smith says about the writers of nine-

teenth-century slave narratives: 

the process of authorship providers] the narrators with a measure of authority 
unknown to them in either real of fictional life .... [rhus,] narrators not only 
grant themselves significance and figurative power over their superordinates, 
but in their manipulation of received literary conventions they also engage with 
and challenge the dominant ideology. (2-3). 
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I want to be such an author, one who has a measure of authority in academic discur-

sive life and who's powerful in my manipulation of the received conventions of 

critical writing. To some readers, I probably don't deserve that authority just because 

I feel like taking it. It doesn't fit me well, they might say; it's too big in the shoul

ders, and the buttons are on the wrong side. One Co]Jege English reviewer of this 

essay in a previous version, for instance, dismissed my story because "Frankly, it's a 

bit too gossipy for my taste. It also has the flavor of a hero-story (despite the 

disclaimers): how I whipped the big, bad, male academic." 

Naturally, I disagree. For one thing, the male academic proved himself to be 

not so bad after all. I don't see my story as especially heroic or victorious either: 

the professor and I didn't part on any particularly friendly terms; we didn't experi

ence (at least I didn't) any happily ever-afters or warm, fuzzy "connection." I do 

think we shared some information about ourselves and thus got some new insight, 

perhaps. But I don't now and didn't then feel especially bonded to the man; though 

he--not I--is the authority on how he feels, I doubt if he feels bonded to me either. 

I'll admit that I feel oddly proud that somehow my apology prompted the professor to 

tell me about his dad, but I doubt that I've changed his mind or his practice. 

Nonetheless, I feel glad that we had that moment. I don't know even now what all it 

meant, but I did know even then that it was important because it marked something 

different, a new way for me to be. I confess to the above mentioned reviewer and to 

you too that I also knew even at the time that this encounter makes for a good story. 
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I confess too that I understand why that reviewer might assume that I'd want 

my story to be read as a triumphant myth: insignificant, female peon grad student 

entertains class by shouting down somewhat notorious feminist basher who's been 

pissing off students all week. However, in an important gesture to her feminine 

intuition and her "feminist" need to connect, nurture, and support even her enemies, 

she apologizes, thereby enabling famous guy to demonstrate that he's not such a beast 

after all. More importantly, female grad student gets to demonstrate that her feminine 

approach is "naturally" superior. It's Beauty and the Beast revisited, an allusion to 

my favorite Cocteau (but not Disney) movie and my favorite girlhood fairy tale. 

But here's the catch and, I think, the most important and persuasive feature of 

my story: even if you try to see it through the hero window, I don't need to monopo-

lize the hero role. When my story ends and the credits scroll by, the other guy--the 

"bad" guy--is not dead or silenced or even especially "whipped." Neither do I get to 

corner the market on courage or voice here. I didn't save the guy or redeem him; he 

made a choice himself to connect with me on a more personal level. In the end, the 

conflict's not really resolved, but I do feel good about not only expressing but moving 

beyond my anger; I liked the person I was in that moment. The anger expert, 

Harriet Lerner, explains why I might have that satisfaction and helps me generalize 

beyond my experience: 

Anger is a tool for change when it challenges us to become more of an expert 
on the self and less of an expert on others .... If, however, we do not use our 
anger to define ourselves clearly in every important relationship we are in--and 
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manage our feelings as they arise--no one else will assume this responsibility 
for us. (Lerner 102, 114) 

I grew [up] some because I took responsibility for myself and feelings; it looked to 

me as if the professor did the same. Thus, the "victory" here is that we both lost a 

little and won some too. I deserve some credit because I listened to and took 

responsibility for my own feelings and actions. So does he. 

[The] courageous act is to stop reacting with anger long enough to open up a 
real dialogue on the subject by sharing something about yourself and asking 
Questions of others. (Lerner 217, emphasis hers) 

I'll admit that--at least in my eyes--I emerge the heroine of this myth in that I 

listened to my better self and--for a minute--was willing to put my ego under erasure 

and admit to the guy that I thought I made a mistake. I had the nerve to rely on my 

voice, my rhetoric, not his. 

It is an act of courage to acknowledge our uncertainty and sit with it for a 
while. Too often, anger propels us to take positions that we have not thought 
through carefully enough or that we are not really read to take ..•. Our anger 
can be a powerful vehicle for personal growth and change if it does nothing 
more than help us recognize that we are not yet clear about something and thus 
it is our job to keep struggling with it. (Lerner 107) 

It strikes me, finally and now that I don't feel so angry anymore, that there's 

nothing particularly wrong with powerful myths: we all live by them in one way or 

another. What bothered me when I read Gorgias is that Plato's "real" myth--and the 

other aspects of the Master narrative it represents--has been the authorized one and 

that that authorization poses as "natural." What's important to me about the enter-
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prise of probing and exposing Plato's or the professor's or even my dad's discursive 

strategies is recognizing their project's untenable function of silencing Others. 

Autobiography's authorization of personal experience is an enterprise that I do 

support. Like Adrienne Rich, I believe that "it is only the willingness of women to 

share their 'private and often painful experience' that will enable them to achieve a 

true description of the world" (paraphrased in Heilbrun 68). "Others" who join in 

such a project include Nancy Miller, who describes the enterprise this way: 

rather than handing "theory" over to "them," what we can argue about is 
precisely the practice of theory, and therefore the question of whether theory 
can be personalized and the personal theorized. (21) 

As is probably obvious, I believe that not just theory but also classical texts can be 

personalized and personally theorized. I believe that voices with bodies are heard 

better, reach farther than institutional voices. And so, Judith Duerk's Circle of 

Stones, the New Age book that my painting teacher recommended to me, was the text 

most useful to my formation as a speaking and writing subject in this context, for 

Duerk reminded me that 

Most helpful of all for a woman [or man] to remember as she seeks her own 
voice, is that it will emerge when she speaks from her own true nature and 
experience, only when she expresses what she cares most dearly about and is 
her own unique and individual truth .... Her task must be to ground herself in 
her own life and let its truth emerge. (66) 
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And finally I believe what Harriet Lerner's Dance of Anger claims: my anger has 

much to teach me; it can even open up a real dialogue, a chance to connect. Lerner 

says, 

It is through the process of reconnecting and sharing--of learning firsthand 
how we are similar to and different from other women [and men]--that allows 
us to go beyond the myths that are generated by the dominant group culture, 
transmitted through the family, and internalized by the self. (Lerner 223) 

And so, launched by anger and nourished by my desire to resolve that anger 

without giving up too many of my own thoughts, wants, beliefs and ambitions--

fueled, in short, by my refusal to be de-selfed--my angry story has come to an end. 

Among the multitude of voices and texts that give my life its immediate look of 

strangeness, I have discovered something to say. And since your presence here 

depends on some expert's authorization of my public discourse, it would appear that I 

have finally found something to wear for this special occasion. 
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Chapter 5 

Writing to Wake Up: 
Authorizing an Important Body of Scholarship 

It seemed to me impossible from the first to write a book of this kind without 
being often autobiographical, without often saying '1.' Yet for many months I 
buried my head in historical research and analysis in order to delay or prepare 
the way for the plunge into areas of my own life which were painful and prob
lematical. (Rich, 15-16) 

morning pages 

3/14/95 
today's the day i'm "starting" the last chapter of the diss, the one's that's 

"only" autobiographical, and i'm scared, much more so than when i wrote the last 
two analytical chapters which i just finished. right now, i'm much more aware of my 
committee readers, of an audience who seems a definite "them" opposed to "me." 
and at this minute, i don't want "them" to know me, don't want to show up for their 
scrutiny. at this moment, i don't think they deserve to know me .... not after what 
they've put me through. 

because doing this work for "them" that i've been doing lately has made me 
incredibly angry and shut down. in the last three weeks, i finished an entire theoreti
cal chapter from scratch, revised another analytical one, began revision on a third. 
and those chapters have been approved, praised even. and i'm glad about that. illlil 
the process of doing that work has made me feel worse than i've felt for years. 

for one thing, i have had to think and write all day long in an incredibly 
strange kind of language that makes me feel like an alien when i go out into the 
world: those abstract nominalizations stay in my brain and occasionally leak out of 
my mouth. needless to say, my friends think i've gone off the deep end; they may be 
right. the other day, for instance, i was telling a girlfriend about meeting with a man 
i broke up with a few months ago; i heard myself saying "he's operating out of the 



ideology of commitment to therapeutic anger" rather than "man, is he pissed!" 
clearly, i've been co-opted. 
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and another thing: i've had to sit in this 5 x 7 foot room all day long in order 
to coerce myself into writing and thinking in this foreign language. i have little to no 
human interaction for several days of the week. when i emerge after sunset--bleary
eyed and mad as hell because i've spent another gorgeous spring day inside with a 
bunch of abstract ideas--i can't feel my body anymore though my brain is racing 
faster than the speed of light. i'm totally exhausted, but when i get home, i can't 
sleep: my thoughts are coming too quickly and i'm o.d.ing on adrenaline. i wake up 
after 3 or 4 hours of in bed restlessness, have a coffee, sit outside to do my morning 
meditation, force myself to focus on small sections of my body from my feet up. 
when i finally get to my head, i am almost always in tears since the reason i don't 
want to be in my body in the first place is that it feels horrible in here. so i cry for a 
while and then get up, go to the library and start the craziness allover. 

when i can't deal with the pressure of the loneliness and alienation involved in 
such intense focus and isolation, i go to therapy and confess my gUilt. "i'm killing a 
part of myself right now," i tell june. "it's my wise instinctual self, the one who 
speaks only through my body and lets me know my limits. i'm afraid she won't 
come back when this crunch is over; she'll hate me too much." 

"you're not killing her, just numbing her down," june says. "you're making a 
considered choice here. just keep your eyes on the prize. " 

so i do. and when my back hurts too much from bending over books and 
keyboard--not to mention containing the incredible rage i feel--the doctor injects 
novocaine to numb literally the trigger points behind my shoulder blades. when i 
miss talking to richard and to tilly (both of whom i argued with at the beginning of 
this three weeks of torture and neither one of whom has spoken to me since), i just 
tell myself "don't think about it. write. you're leaving here anyway and so what 
good will it do you to think about them. keep your eyes on the prize." i take elavil 
to sleep at night and relax my tense muscles, dream about slapping my very feminine 
girlfriend cynthia in the face till she's red and crying. and i write and write and 
write. it's going well. and i'm so pissed off no one wants to talk to me. i don't 
blame them. i don't want to talk to me either. 

it's insane. but by the last day of the third week, i was pretty much used to 
the routine that totally fucking pissed me off at first. in fact, i was even beginning to 
enjoy it. three weeks. that's all it took. i override my instincts, deny my body, 
renounce my value system that insists on the priority of people over abstractions; thus 
i misrecognize insanity as an essential sacrifice for an important prize. i am being 
written, right here, right now. 

but today's the day i'm "starting" the last chapter of the diss, the one's that's 
"only" autobiographical, the one that tilly and i agreed can be loose, messy, experi
mental, mine. so this morning, i'm not in that stupid study carrel; as tilly suggested, 



i'm going outside to write this part. the spring air is magnificent and i feel resur
rected after that horrid grinding time in the tower. 
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but the mid-morning spring sun beats too intensely, makes me sweat and 
squint. so i take up my books and lap top, go inside the almost-empty coffee shop. 
the woman across from me, sitting alone with her journal laid open by her fountain 
pen, is--like me--reading writing a woman's life. naturally, i have to say to her, "hey 
what a coincidence." she says "yes, i noticed that too. " 

we begin a conversation. she's my age, maybe a bit older, her very dark hair 
scattered with gray, her lime green eyes (color of the pulp, not the rind) remarkable 
in the morning sun. she tells me that someone (a therapist, i'll bet) has recommended 
the book to her as a way to deal with her current dilemma: "i don't know what's 
happening to me or where i'm going but something is really changing and i can't 
explain what it is. i feel without direction," she tells me. i pull the heroine's journey 
out of my book bag, hand it to her. "this one's really good too for the confusing 
transitions of the journey. " 

when she asks if i'm reading writing a woman's life for myself or for a class, 
i tell her that i teach and study writing, that i'm writing my dissertation on academic 
discourse and women's autobiography. "you know, i don't even know if i read the 
book for me or for school. i guess that's sort of the issue i'm writing about today." 

"i used to write a lot myself," she says. "it was really all autobiographical, 
but i haven't been able to write anything for over a year." she's back in tucson 
where she grew up after twenty-five years in boston raising her two kids alone. when 
she came to her thirty year high school reunion, she got re-acquainted with a man she 
knew in high school. they and his two young kids are all living together now. she's 
not sure what to do with herself, knows that she's in that nebulous place where it's so 
easy to be absorbed by another, afraid that she'll lose herself again in a man and the 
children. i tell her about the artist's way, a book that describes how to use 
spirituality to tap creativity. "i found it in the bedside table of a friend where i 
housesat when i got divorced," i told her. "i've been doing a practice from it called 
'morning pages' ever since august 22, 1993; it's really helped me write again, to do it 
for me, not for anyone else. you know the chapter i'm writing today really started 
that night because parts of it came from my very first 'morning pages' exercise. it's a 
great book to help you find what you want and focus yourself on getting it." 

she writes down the title, thanks me; we exchange names and say goodbye. 

This is what it's like to be writing a woman's life: circles, fleeting connec-

tions, treasured instances of instant empathy, complete lifetimes in ten minutes. It's 
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hearing someone's story, feeling her pain before or without even knowing her name. 

It's not knowing how to start or where to tum but having faith that the answer will 

appear if I expect it and trust. It's recognizing how that uncertainty, once again, 

resolves when "of course" just the woman who can provide what I need for today 

arrives with perfect timing, when the serendipitous miracle floats ever so gently down 

right into the vessel that's my lap. It's noticing the tiniest details of a life, waiting 

and sensing, embodying a context until I know just what to do with that gift, just 

which uncertain one to send it on to next. It's a process of perpetual becoming. 

I began my inscription of that process the day I left my second husband 

(though I didn't know then it was for good), the day I found The Artist's Way in my 

friend Tina's bed side table, the day I wrote the "it's one in the morning and i can't 

sleep" section that appears later in this chapter. The day I left my husband I began 

the practice of morning pages that has recorded much of the journey of re-creating 

myself after that divorce. That composing has in large part also been writing this 

dissertation. But I didn't know that at the time either. Carolyn Heilbrun says that 

"Women come to writing, I believe, simultaneously with self-creation," and--with the 

20/20 vision of hindsight, I see she's right (117). 

The day I left my husband was ten days after my return from a pilgrimage to 

my grandmother's that drove me to write the essay around which this chapter is 

formed; it was about four months after I passed my prelims two years ago and was 

officially pronounced A.B.D. (what my friend Kath calls "All But Dead. ") But the 
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day I left my husband is not the day I started writing this chapter: at least one chunk 

of it--the section about quilting with a group of black woman--I'd written at least a 

year earlier. And as of today, some of the story I begin in this chapter is not written 

yet: I still haven't told those women about the day I left my husband. I'm resisting 

telling them because--as you will see--I am afraid that my new, single self might not 

belong in their world. But I can feel that I'm working through that fear: three weeks 

and four days ago (the morning when Tilly told me I had eight more weeks to get my 

diss writing done and the night when I tried to break up with my firefighter man of 

heart so I'd have enough time to write), I gave a presentation about my experience 

quilting with those women; it made me miss them--a lot. They are calling me now so 

I know I'll be going soon. 

But today is the day that I am "starting" this chapter, the one that Tilly will 

always think of as "An Altar to Myself." It reminds her of the "Altar for the Release 

of the Bound Woman" that I built when I moved away from Dan's and into my own 

house and that a year later I revised to "Altar in Honor of the Wild Woman." I think 

of this chapter as alter: an alteration that makes for a better fit, a ripping out of old 

seams so you can better see the woman behind the curtain; an alter-native to the 

(sometimes) alien ways of writing and thinking academic authorization requires; an 

alter-nator that generates rather than stifles my chain of associations, engenders rather 

than sterilizes the important body of scholarship that I author-ize here. 
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And I'm relieved to come back to this body. But I'm scared too. Because it's 

very hard to write a woman's life--at least this woman's life. Hard because every

thing connects, so the manuscript just keeps getting bigger and bigger, stressing 

seams and seamstress. Something in me persists in crying out, "Oh, no, you can't 

cut that! It's really important to the whole piece because I never could've gotten to 

this place without that event." It seems that it all does fit in. No wonder that it's 

next to impossible to dismiss associations that others might see as burdensome: I 

know I can rip out the former seams, fit new pieces in, re-arrange old ones, create a 

patterned beauty from even the ugliest materials. But still it's hard to write this 

woman's life because no one but me could know what it.all means and even I can't 

get to the perfect denouement. And I resent having to or needing to. Why should I 

have to tidy it up when "getting it right," insisting on closure or consistency, botches 

the beauty? But on the other hand, I want to explain at least some of it because 

telling the story creates the beauty and grace, the space that allows other people to 

hold my story for me, that makes meaning emerge. Noticing the circles of now 

honors the process. 

I want to fashion that space for myself. It will be a space for you too because 

my story will beckon yours, yours will beckon more of mine, and we'll both have 

new stories to tell, and those will beckon others. And on and on we shall go, like 

Scherezade, who composed for herself and for the Emperor that luxurious pleasure of 

a destination a long ways off, that clever woman whose skill with bricolage, whose 
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capacity to counterfeit connections out of the materials at hand, to weave stories and 

resist closure, earned her the most valuable prize--her life. 

I hope to earn the same here. This chapter--the one that I've been "starting" 

for so long, the one that won't be finished at the end, the one that I really am going 

to get to (I promise) but first I need to give you all the details of context that I feel 

are important to how it means--this chapter shapes itself around "Paradox of Yearn

ing," an essay that I wrote a year and a half ago. I explain most of the personal 

context that informs the essay within its text; I give other relevant personai details in 

further sections of this chapter. However, I mention very little of the institutional 

context of that essay within its text. Here it is: two graduate student colleagues 

(Betsy Ervin and Zita Ingham) were editing a volume of various essays on mentoring. 

They asked me to contribute, but--being short on time and not (that I recognized) 

knowledgeable on the topic of mentoring--I declined. In the meantime, I wrote an 

article about the talk that went on among a group of black woman that I had been 

quilting with. One day I heard myself tell my dissertation advisor that I didn't want 

my dissertation to be about quilting and quilt talk, that I didn't want to continue 

writing about those women because I felt uncomfortable about "studying" them for 

work. "So, the 'work' with them is over," I said, "but I'm still going to sewing class 

because I love just being with them. It's like having four more grandmothers!" I 

blurted out and immediately teared up. And felt embarrassed at how much emotion I 
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had about it. Tilly's response--"I love the way you go out and find the mothers you 

need "--broke the dam. 

Betsy and Zita's potential publisher rejected their frrst prospectus, but asked 

them to revise to include more examples of mentoring in non-traditional, i.e. non

academic, settings. At Tilly's suggestion, I told Betsy that I did, after all, have 

something to contribute. A semester later and two weeks before their deadline (ten 

days after I left my frrst husband and just after seeing my grandmother), I wrote 

"Paradox. II 

Zita and Betsy's revised prospectus was rejected too; they returned my essay; I 

thought about what to do with it next. I really didn't want to change it at all because I 

liked it just the way it was--open, sentimental, uncertain, revealing. Without my 

usual embarrassment about the pretentious content or apology for the pedantic 

language in my academic work, I'd given the piece to some of my non-academic 

friends and relations to read. I knew in doing so I was letting them in, inviting them 

to know an uncertain, scared, confused side of me that they either knew intuitively or 

had never known at all. Most women responded to the essay by telling me a story 

themselves; a man I had just started dating--and to whom I gave the piece as an 

offering of the me it would otherwise take months to have the courage to show him-

told me he'd really enjoyed reading it but felt embarrassed in hearing me confess 

some of it. Those reactions to my writing were extremely important to me; I read 

them as evidence that my writing mattered, that it had connected us. And so I 
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thought the piece must be a powerful one. But I resisted sending it away to a journal 

because I felt sure I'd be asked to revise it. My experience with revising the piece on 

Gorgias (which appears here in the previous chapter, "Authorizing Anger") had frus

trated the hell out of me: I think it did produce a better (Le., more analytical and 

solid theoretically) piece but one without the energy and simplicity of the original. So 

I decided to leave "Paradox" alone for the time being, to be glad simply for the 

experience of having written it. 

A year after I wrote "Paradox," I started in earnest the work of shaping a 

dissertation on the subject of authority in academic discourse and in women's 

autobiography, work that involved lots of reading about the latter subject because 

none of my course work had focused on it. Over and over again I discovered my 

self, my life, in that reading. What those theorists described, I had experienced and 

recorded when I wrote "Paradox" (September, 1993) and "Authorizing Anger" (first 

version in November 1992, second version October 1994, latest version is chapter 4 

of this dissertation). I easily could see how "Authorizing Anger" was integral to the 

project of my dissertation, but I couldn't understand what in the world mentoring had 

to do with authorizing academic discourse. 

Meanwhile, two of Tilly's year-old comments were working on me. When I 

voiced my fear that I'd never be able to write a dissertation based on my previous 

work because none of the diverse things I'd done were connected, she said, "Of 

course they're connected. What connects them is you." Well, great, but what the 
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hell is fu.at supposed to mean, I kept thinking. After reading "Paradox" and telling 

me many compliments which I promptly forgot, Tilly said something I tried to forget 

and couldn't: "It's interesting what you leave out. Your mother is never mentioned." 

"No, she isn't and she's not gonna be either so just forget it," I wanted to say 

but didn't because I knew that defensive tone would reveal even more. Months later, 

my therapist also confronted: "When," June asked me, "are you going to give in and 

read My Mother. My Self]" Never. And just shut up about it, okay? 

Theorists of women's autobiography focus on mothers too. For instance, 

Carolyn Heilbrun notes the importance of parents in the autobiographical essays of 

women writers of Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton's style and generation, women 

writers who "dismantled the past" and reshaped their future by discovering a "form 

for their uninhibited autobiographical impulses"(63). In these autobiographies, 

Heilbrun says, 

[Flathers, as representatives of the patriarchy, are the pivot on which, usually 
in memory, the new awareness tum. Mothers have no obvious role in this 
change, but some other female mentor or figure ... operates in the new female 
plot to enhance the reaction from the father and encourage or inspire the 
awakening. (64) 

Further, Heilbrun contends that "forgiveness of the father, or at least an under-

standing of him, which almost all women autobiographers seem eventually to reach" 

is essential and "confronting the relation to the father was the one way to female self-

realization" (65). I recognized myself when I read those lines, concluded that 
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authorizing my anger in the Gorgias paper inscribed my process of confrontation and 

self-realization, recalled the positive remarks of the College English reviewer who 

had not only liked my original Gorgias paper but also read my project as similar to 

Sylvia Plath's: "I warmly encourage the author to make slight revisions in this fun 

and refreshing feminine--and not merely feminist--rejoinder to Plato's Socrates. As 

Sylvia Plath puts it. 'Daddy, I'm through with you. '" And sure enough, my moth-

er(s) had no obvious role in this plot, even though the next essay I was to write 

following the Gorgias, "Paradox," focuses on my female mentors. 

The Heroine's Journey, another text central to the context within which I write 

this last autobiographical chapter, also focuses on mothers and on women's mentors. 

I just "happened" to pick it up in October 1994 during the time when I was revising 

the original Gorgias essay, internalizing Heilbrun's laments about the paucity of plots 

available to accomplished women as well as the criticism of the College English re-

viewer who didn't like my original Gorgias essay because--among other faults--its 

story about the professor at the Wyoming conference was "just another hero story." 1 

was drawn to Maureen Murdock's description of a feminine archetype for the process 

of self-realization. 

The model of the heroine's journey is derived in part from Campbell's model 
of the heroic quest. . . . [T]he visual model appeared to me in a very feminine 
way. It emerged out of my back .... 1 was immobilized for three days ... 
. Out of those tears came the image of the heroine's journey, a circular path 
that moved clockwise. It began with a very abrupt rejection of the feminine as 
defined by me as dependent, overcontrolling, and full of rage. It continued 
with total submersion into the familiar outer heroic journey, complete with 
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masculine allies, to achieve the boon of independence, prestige, money, 
power, success. This was followed by a bewildering period of dryness and 
despair which led to an inevitable descent to the underworld to meet the dark 
feminine. 

Out of this darkness came an urgent need to heal what I call the 
mother/daughter split, the deep feminine wound. The return trip involved a 
redefinition and validation of feminine values and integration of these with the 
masculine skills learned during the first half of the journey. (Murdock 3-4) 

Likewise, Clarissa Pinkola Estes' Women Who Run with the Wolves: Myths and 

Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype promises and delivers stories that might 

provide models for understanding and living what Estes calls the wild self. 

We are all filled with a longing for the wild. There are few culturally sanc
tioned antidotes for this yearning. We were taught to feel shame for such a 
desire. (xiii) 

Similarly too, Estes' opus highlights the importance that mothers have in the stories 

and myths that model the archetypal journey of the woman who wishes to retrieve her 

feminine strengths--as in the story of Vasalisa the Wise whose admission into woman-

hood demands "the retrieval of intuition as initiation" (74). And, fortunately for those 

of us who have been unmothered in significant ways, Estes also offers stories that 

present models for women who wish to relieve the "exile of the unmatched child" and 

revive their sense of community with other women--as in the story of the Ugly 

Duckling which Estes titles "Finding One's Pack: Belonging as Blessing" (166). 

All these texts, in particular Murdock's eighth chapter of The Heroine's 

Journey, "Healing the Motherl Daughter Split," illuminate the connection between my 

essay "Paradox" and my dissertation's focus on authority in academic discourse and 
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the tension between the dual roles of intellectuals: What Nancy Miller and Carolyn 

Heilbrun theorize about the source of authority and the textual mechanics of author-

ship in women's autobiography and what Jungian therapists Clarissa Pinkola Estes and 

Maureen Murdock theorize as the archetypal journey a woman must make to self-

actualize, I lived and inscribed over the course of about three years. For example, 

Nancy Miller's articulation of the stakes in personal writing validated my instinctual 

resistance to revising "Paradox" and explained my pleasure at the reciprocal stories, 

as well as the embarrassment, it beckoned from my readers: 

By the risks of its writing, personal criticism embodies a pact. .. that what is 
at stake matters also to others: somewhere in the self-fiction of the personal 
voice is a belief that the writing is worth the risk. .. .Personal writing opens 
an inquiry on the cost of writing--critica1 writing or Theory--and its effects. 
The embarrassment produced in readers is a sign that it is working. At the 
same time the embarrassment blows the cover of the impersonal as a masquer
ade of self-effacement--at least by indirection--and points to the narcissistic 
fantasy that inheres in the poses of self-sufficiency we identify with Theory; 
notably those of abstraction. (24) 

Furthermore, and even though at that time I'd never read those authors, I had written 

the story of woman's journey similar to the ones that Murdock and Heilbrun told, or 

at least I can now bring my story forward to meet theirs. Because their theory 

generalizes my story, I can now read myself as author, as an experiential mind 

translating the theoretical into experience; furthermore, I can read my texts ("Para-

dox" and "Authorizing Anger") as an "ordinary" story of a female academic learning 

how to be a woman in a traditionally patriarchal institution. This reading enrolls me 

in community of women writers who serve as the mentors I yearned for, whose 
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inscription beckons me and provides meaning to the story I have been living. 

Moreover, by refusing to revise the text of "Paradox," by insisting that it appear as it 

was written at least a year before I read any of the theory that might explain or 

standardize its contradictions, I can read myself as author and my texts as signs of the 

extraordinary process by which I myself have been composing my life-story. 

Because in this chapter I want to reveal those readings which inscribe me in a 

community of women writers who are trying to embody the mind that does the work 

of a scholar, I add to the text of "Paradox" as I originally wrote it: Along the way 

and at appropriate moments in the pages that follow, I add hypertext, metadiscursive 

comments to enlarge and theorize on the original essay by revealing the process I 

went through as I wrote it and as I read the theory and formulated the arguments that 

have been included in this dissertation. These comments will be in regular type

faced print, singlespaced. They include the following: comments written now as I 

shape this chapter; sections of my journal"morning pages," which will be single 

spaced and without capital letters since that's how I always write them; excerpts from 

the transcript of an interview conducted by Betsy Ervin on June 18, 1993 wherein she 

was recording me--as one of several academic women whom she asked to be case 

studies for her dissertation--discussing my experiences and beliefs about mentoring; 

and finally quotes from and my comments on Nancy Miller and Carolyn Heilburn's 

theories about writing the lives of women, as well as Maureen Murdock's and 
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Clarissa Pinkola Estes' theorizing about women's archetypes, stories, and cycles of 

living. 

Because I also want to emphasize what I 'value as the primary authority of 

"Paradox"--namely that it records and interprets my lived experience--I want to skirt 

the neurotic, hyper-aware, self-analytic obsession peculiar to an intellectual whose job 

it is to study discourse and metadiscourse: what if what I think this experience of 

mine means isn't really what it means because what really happened and what I really 

thought about it I can't even remember anymore because, now that I've read some 

book about this type of experience, I can't even remember what I used to think before 

the author of the book told me what to think. In deference to that fear and to my 

nostalgia for the authentic, the text of the original essay appears without revision in 

bold-faced print, double-spaced. 

Paradox of Yearning: Searching for a Mentor on the Feminist Borderlands 

I. Seeking an Expert Who Knows How to Have It All 

The plane is carrying me home. I've just been to Florida to visit my grand

mother, and I'm having "that vague uncertain feeling, II a free-floating anxiety mixed 

with nostalgia mixed with sadness, an empty longing that haunts me frequently but 

which I can never seem to name or explain. 

My visit had not been what I expected: having missed the family reunion 

staged for Grandma's 90th birthday, I wanted to take a sentimental journey to see her, 
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quite possibly for the last time. I wanted to drink from her well: sit close, hold her 

gnarled hand, hear her quavering church-voice sing "What a friend we have in Jesus. " 

Since my last visit I had taken up quilting, something which my grandmother's 

mother did obsessively and that Grandma often bragged about. Though she'd never 

herself been a quilter, my grandmother was an avid seamstress; she gave me my first 

sewing lessons, teaching me to keep my thread short "so the devil doesn't get tangled 

in it" and patiently watching me sew on and rip off the same button over and over 

and over until I got it right. So as a 90th birthday present and in honor of the lessons 

she's taught me, I sent grandma the first quilt I ever made--one square yard of clumsy 

stitches and unmatched points; she responded by sending me a Dresden Garden quilt 

her mother had made, the last of an extensive collection now surrendered to her 

myriad children and grandchildren who, Grandma said, "will get them anyway after 

I'm gone so why not let you enjoy them now?" 

A few months before Grandma's birthday, Aunt Dorothy showed me another 

of my great grandmother's quilts--a double wedding ring that my aunt had pieced and 

her grandmother (my great grandmother) had quilted with her. When I asked to 

know more about this woman who'd done so much quilting, I was given a photo 

taken on her wedding day and not long after her eighteenth birthday. Her hair done 

up, her high collar snugly buttoned and her face carefully closed against a smile, she 

is so petite, so child-like, a tiny doll next to her towering and stem older husband. I 
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wanted to hear more about this woman, this "doll," who had borne six robust and 

rambunctious sons and three daughters, pieced literally hundreds of quilts, served as 

the cherished model of womanhood for my grandmother. I wanted to hear stories of 

Susan, my great grandmother, who loved lavender and riding horses; Susan, whose 

ancient qUilt frame lay in my dad's bam gathering dust and families of spiders waiting 

for me to claim it, if I ever make it back that way. 

My mission, obviously, was to relive the old days, regain my history, espe-

cially my female history and the matriarchal legacy of quilting begun by Great 

Grandmother Susan. I especially wanted to connect with my grandmother, bridge the 

years and revolutions in roles and mores between us, reap her wisdom to feed my 

hunger for answers about happiness in marriage (mine's on the rocks), children (I 

have none), life after maidenhood (at almost 40, I find myself annoyingly resentful of 

fresh beauty of the 20-year-old coeds in my aerobics classes). 

. . . . . . 
As I have mentioned, I didn't know for a fact even two weeks after this trip to 

my grandmother's and when I was writing this essay that I was soon to be divorced, 

but my subconscious knew. Just previous to this visit to grandma's, I recorded an 

extremely disturbing dream in my dream journal: 

I am sleeping peacefully on the rocks on a landscape I had sketched earlier 
that day, but then the rocks become the king sized bed that my husband and I 
are sleeping in while I dream the dream. In the middle of the vast expanse 
between us, a coiled rattlesnake is right at my face, rattling furiously. I am 
thinking in my dream that the snake is not real, that this is just a dream but I 
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woke up and could still hear it rattling. The warning was so vivid I literally 
reached out my hand in the darkness of the bed to be sure that the snake 
wasn't there. 

I couldn't sleep at all after that my heart was pounding so. I got up and sketched 

what became "Woman Dreaming on the Rocks. " 

"When a woman is attempting to avoid the facts of her own devastations," 

Clarissa Estes says, "her night dreams will shout warnings to her, warnings and 

exhortations to wake up! or get help! or flee! or go for the kill!" (54). The warning 

is for woman to attend to her instincts, to see with her own eyes. "Then comes the 

next step, even more difficult yet, and that is to be able to stand what one sees, all 

one's self-destruction and deadness" (55). What that vision requires, Estes contends, 

is asking the questions a woman must ask to avoid normalizing the abnormal, namely 

"What is not as it appears? What do I know deep in my ovaries that I wish I did not 

know? What of me has been killed or lays dying?" (56). My instincts knew to get 

me to my grandmother's even though the expensive and impractical trip from Arizona 

to Florida during the heat of summer made little sense to my then husband or to me. 

It does make sense, though, in terms of Murdock's notion of the cycle of a 

heroine'S journey which necessitates validation of feminine values. 

Many women call upon the image of Grandmother as a guide to the 
mysterious realms of the feminine ... [S]he embodies qualities of feminine 
insight, wisdom, strength, and nurturance which may be missing from a 
woman's daily life. We call upon this crone aspect of the feminine to help us 
through difficult transitions. (Murdock 141) 
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Planning my trip, I imagined myself reliving the familiar ritual: I lug the 

ponderous aluminum suitcase nIled with faded family photographs to the liv

ing/dining room of my grandmother's small apartment and heave it onto the 

table. I assume my coveted spot at Grandma's side, and spend the next four, 

five, six hours listening to her answers to my questions: "Who's this, Grandma? 

How old were you here? Was I born yet? Did my dad go out with that girl? 

Was he a bad boy? Did he get in trouble too? Ohh, Grandpa looks mad here. 

What did you do when he was mad? Did you ever think about divorce?" 

Of course, her answers are the core of the family lore: nOh no, your dad 

never did run around with girls much; he always was the type to keep to himself 

with a book in his room," she answers. Or "Well, let's see. I guess you were 

about five or so. I remember how you used to jump out of the car and run up to 

me with your arms wide open. That's how I remember you, arms open wanting 

to hug everybody." Or-my favorite because it's the prelude to her and my joy at 

discovering a fresh-because-neglected story-"Well forevennore. Will you just 

look at her [or him or me]. I'd forgotten all about that day." Her age-spotted, 

crepe-paper-thin skin folds and folds into the smile that launches a tale to 

quicken the photo's blurred images with detail, intention, consequence. The 

scores of personalities and circumstances that comprise my gigantic extended 

family I know through no source other than these stories, but know them I do. 

Other family members-especially my dad-often say to me "Now, how could you 
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always the answer. 
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But this year, the stories I heard at my grandma's were not ones I recog

nized. I lugged the aluminum suitcase, spread the photographs, asked the 

questions just as always. But her answers had changed: "Oh, JaneE, why do 

you want to look at those siIJy old pictures? That was all so long ago. I don't 

know who those people are. Maybe it's some neighbor kids or something." 

"Oh, come on, Grandma, you !lQ know; this is your girlfri~nd Sarah, remember? 

And you're wearing your black satin dress with the wide skirt that you loved to 

twirl and then your mother would tell you the devil would get you if you didn't 

stop acting so vain. Don't you remember?" 

But she didn't. Didn't even seem to want to. Spent her time instead 

walking back and forth to the kitchen, checking the shelves in the refrigerator to 

see what was on them. "What is in this bowl? Can't we throw this away? Why 

does someone keep moving these things around? They don't belong here." 

"Grandma, that's the chicken for dinner, remember? You said we should 

leave it there tiIJ dinner time, so I did." 

"Well shouldn't we get started? It's getting kind of late, you know." 

"Grandma, come on relax; it's only three o'clock. Don't worry; I'll make 

dinner. You don't have to worry about anything." 
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"I'm not worrying. What about your ride to the airport? You know 

Harold and I are old now and we can't drive you. We used to have a girl who 

could do those errands, but now-" 

"Grandma, I told you. I called a shuttle. They pick me up right at the 

door. I don't have to go Cor five more days anyway. It'll be okay. You don't 

have to do a thing. It's all taken care of." 

"Well, we just can't be worrying about how you'll get around, you know. 

We're too old Cor that. We used to be able to help you out, but now we can't. 

You're just going to have to learn to do some things yourselC, you know. You 

can't always expect us to think these things through." 

"I know, Grandma, I know." 

My Crustration was almost unbearable. I imagine Cor my grandma, it was 

even worse. I could see no way to avoid her nagging displeasure, no method to 

ease her dis-ease. I kept trying to talk myself out oC my resentment, reminding 

myself that the reason I couldn't find a way to appease or relax her was that her 

complaints were irrational, less about my behavior and more about her discom

fort with the change in routine manifested by my visit, her husband's recent and 

impending surgeries, her own powerlessness in the Cace oC her ever shrinking 

proficiency. 

But I could not let go oC my disappointment and sense oC abandonment. 

In particular I noticed how alone I Celt when I'd hear my grandmother describing 
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others oC her grandchildren and children-in-Iaw: "Oh, that Gwen [or Mary or 

Kathy], she's such a good girl. She's been a real blessing to us." These charac

terizations used to include me, but apparently no more. Now I'm JaneE who's so 

busy at the university she never has time to write to us anymore. 

"I'm a good girl too, you know," a petulant, puerile voice deep within me 

whines. "I'm a blessing too. Just because Gwen doesn't have to go to a job and 

so has time to help you doesn't mean she's better than me. And what do you 

mean about Kathy and Mary? All they do is apologize constantly and try to keep 

everybody pleased. Does that mean they're good? NO!!" 

"And, since we're on the topic oC goodness, Grandma, why are you so 

critical oC Rosaon [my Ceisty, at-the-time-Cour-year-old sister whose energy and 

spunk had literally and figuratively unsteadied my tottering grandma and her 

husband]. How come she's not a 'good girl' too. She's smart, and lively, 

independent and brave; she even has the nerve to say "No!" to Dad, at least 

sometimes. Why do you say she's got a 'dual nature' just because she's not quiet 

and compliant all the time? Why do you say 'Your dad needs to make her learn 

to mind just like he did you girls when you were little.' Sure, my dad made us 

mind, made us into obedient, submissive little girls so people like you would 

think we were well-behaved. But at what cost? It's taken a long time Cor me to 

regain that confidence that Rosann already has, that spirit that makes her a finer 
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girl than Gwen or Mary or maybe even her own mother Kathy for that matter. 

Don't rob her of that. " 

This fractious voice fuels my vague uncertain feeling. The debate persists 

in my head long after the moment appropriate to confront Grandma has passed, 

proving that it's not just my grandmother who needs convincing. And I can't 

seem to shake the mood. I feel unfocused, confused, unsure of myself-a painful 

gift indeed when what I expected, what I'd longed for was to run with my arms 

stretched wide into the lap of the woman who always kept me safe and sure that 

I was loved and good, the one I wanted to be just like when I grew up. 

This fear of abandonment recurs. Today I can read the anxiety I was having 

then not necessarily or only as a reaction to my grandmother's abandoning me but to 

me abandoning my female self. My petulant insistence that I'm a good girl too voices 

my yearning for that self. At the same time I admire Rosann for saying "No!" to my 

Dad and strive to be one of the "Strong women [who] can say 'No, '" that Murdock's 

describes as travelers on the heroine's path. Clarissa Estes characterizes this "dual 

nature" of women trying to be good, trying to accept the status quo: 

The problem with "being good" is that it does not resolve the underlying 
shadow issues, and again, it will rise like a tsunami, like a giant tidal wave, 
and rush down destroying everything in its path. In "being good," a woman 
closes her eyes to everything obdurate, distorted, or damaging around her, and 
just tries to "live with it. " ... Trying to be good, orderly, and compliant in the 
face of inner or outer peril or in order to hide a critical psychic or real-life 
situation de-souls a woman. It cuts her from her knowing; it cuts her from 
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her ability to act. . . . [This] normalizing the abnormal causes the spirit, which 
would normally leap to correct the situation, to instead sink into ennui, 
complacency. (243-4) 

The emphasis in the quote is mine and it also indicates where, in the margin, I wrote 

"misrecognition." Learning to normalize the abnormal--as well as accepting the ennui 

and complacency that accompany that lesson--might well be the process by which an 

academic develops the soul-state of the traditional intellectual. 

The plane is carrying me home. For distraction and security (I always 

know who I am when I'm doing my job, I tell myselO, I tum to my flight 

reading, an Alice Walker essay; its epigram, written by Bernice Reagon, stops me 

cold: 

I come out of a black community where it was all right to have hips 
and to be heavy. You didn't feel that people didn't like you. The 
values that [imply] you must be skinny come from another culture • 
• • Those are not the values that I was given by the women who 
served as my models. I refuse to be judged by the values of anoth
er culture. I am a black woman, and I will stand as best I can in 
that imagery. (2) 

Some clarity: I see that some of my inner commotion comes because I'm judging 

myself by the values of another culture, my grandmother's, a world to which I 

don't belong anymore: she lives in the rural South, I live in the urban South-

west; she never completed the eighth grade, I'm nearing completion of a Ph.D.; 

she's been married a total of nearly seventy years, raised nine children and 

helped raised literally scores of grandchildren, worked outside the home only as 
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rmances required; I've been married a total oC about five years, raised no 

children or grandchildren, and had some sort oC career-most oC which has been 

in a university-since I was sixteen. In Grandma's world, young children should 

be quiet not expressive; wives should take eCficient and uncomplaining care oC 

their husband's domestic needs, keep peace at all costs, deCer to the "superior" 

authority oC their husbands. It's a way oC liCe, a world where women complain 

and comfort each other in hushed tones, resign themselves to their Cates, and 

pray that God or Jesus or some other kind oC miracle will change things • 

. . . . . . 

During my visit to my grandmother's, I pitied women who had only each 

other to heal the pain of the rage over their positions of apparently powerlessness. 

But that self-righteousness came back to haunt me. 

One year later, while traveling with a boyfriend, Brad, I had a most haunting 

experience in a huge country kitchen on an isolated ranch in southeastern Montana. I 

was quite irritated and hurt because Brad was out visiting with friends and was 

already three hours late for a dinner I'd planned and prepared for all day--in between 

loads of laundry. The independent, self-reliant, wise, free-thinking yet very conserva

tive woman who owned and lived alone on the ranch (who'd also been a surrogate 

mother to Brad in his younger years) was consoling me by telling me stories about his 
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younger, wilder, even less reliable days and about other errant men she'd known: her 

former husband, her son, and the scores of other men that they'd brought to the 

ranch. Soothed by her talk and by the view over her shoulder and through the 

window of the sun setting on the vast Montana landscape, I suddenly felt the kitchen 

fill with the presence of a host of female voices and faces and hands of countless 

women--sunburnt and tired, but warm, generous, and exceedingly strong; I felt glad 

to be a part of that legacy in some odd sort of way, but I was still pissed at the 

boyfriend. When we made up a couple of days later, I tried to explain to him that 

strange moment in the kitchen. But not until two months later, when I read Heil-

brun's passage given below, was I able to find the words: "Hey, Brad, remember 

that day in Janet's kitchen and I said I had that weird feeling about being a part of all 

that long history of women? Now I have a name for that-- 'societies of consolation':" 

[W]hatever beauty we may find in recorded affection between women, we 
must call their affectionate relationships, without scorn, societies of consola
tion. Women nourished men as they went forth to a world of activity, and 
consoled one another as they waited, passively and with fear, for what life 
might force them to endure. (Heilbrun 100) 

In my world we call that resigned and passive attitude co-dependency, a 

disease from which one needs to recover or die. In my world, assertiveness and 

independence are what matters. No doormats allowed. I have the right to say 

no, get what I need, be my own woman. The only person I can change is me, 

but I'm not going to let anyone-least of all my husband-tell me how to live. I'm 
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a woman, not a maid. I do my laundry, he does his. I'm a good cook, but I 

don't have to do it if I don't feel like it; with the support of my women friends, I 

worked out a plan wherein he cooks at least one night a week. I have a very 

independent life wherein I take trips, do seminars, plan the future on my own. I 

go where I want to when I want to, and if he doesn't like that, well, that's his 

problem. 

I didn't see at the time I was visiting my grandmother during the final stages 

of my marriage that my scorn for those societies of consolation, my strategies for 

avoiding becoming a member of that sorority, were just as restrictive as those they 

meant to avoid. The ways that I had become strong were often in ways like men, not 

like women, ways that helped me win arguments but not friends. I was what 

Murdock calls "a father's daughter--a woman who has identified primarily with the 

father, often rejecting the mother, and who has sought attention and approval from the 

father and masculine values" (4). 

[She] felt flattered to be told that she thought like a man, and she experienced 
contempt for women who were satisfied living out traditional women's roles. 
She felt special; she was a favored daughter. 

She realized that this led to a betrayal of herself as a female. Modeling 
herself on the Father and male mentors did not give her a clue as to how to 
think like a woman with a female body, or how to identify with other women, 
in recognition of her positions as a woman in a patriarchal society .... [She 
thought] "That's a voice I've had to do battle with all my life, the governing 
voice that says 'You should do it this way; this is the truth.' That type of 
absolute authority has always rankled me. But I listened to it for a long time." 
(Murdock 78-9, 81) 
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This conflict between my grandma's world and mine (as well as of my 

jealousy) makes me very critical witnessing Grandma's "good girls": Gwen's taut 

face and strained smile that betray the price she's paid for being "good;" Mary's 

and Kathy's sighs over their work at the stove, their watching out the window 

over the sink as the rest of us go for a swim or a trip to the mall while they 

("Oh, no, I don't mind, really") stay behind making or cleaning up dinner. The 

obvious superiority of my values makes me righteous too: I prided myself on my 

careful detachment from my grandmother's scolding my sisters and me when we 

went out to play basketball with my dad ("Aren't you girls going to do something 

to help out your mother?"). I lent arrogant ears to Grandma's stories about 

Hazel Gay's misfortune: for years she hadn't been able to visit her mother 

because her husband wouldn't let her. I memorized these details so I could 

report them to my women friends and my therapist back home, offer them and 

myself this proof of how far I've progressed from my roots. 

In insisting on that reading of my stepmother as powerless and sacrificing, in 

accepting the governing voice that declares that assertiveness and independence are 

the only things that matter, I deny my body and some of my truth. 

[I]f her mother is powerless the daughter feels humiliated about being female. 
"Many daughters live in rage at their mother for having accepted, too readily 
and passively, 'whatever comes. '" Until she makes this unconscious reaction 
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conscious, the daughter will continue to function in reaction to her mother ... 
. She shuns the martyr archetype of the mother. (Murdock, 19) 

But now on the plane that's carrying me away from her world and back to 

my own, I don't feel so superior; in fact, I feel empty and confused. In the last 

week, I've seen photo after photo of smiling families with hordes of children; 

meanwhile, my husband hasn't returned any of my calls. I have spent lots of 

time with my four year old sister, taken a shower with her, felt joy and piercing 

sadness as we compared and made sense out of the differences between big girl 

and little girl bodies ("What are those things, JaneE? They look funny."). Even 

now I can hear her voice, "Come on, JaneE, let's do our make up," envision her 

rapt fascination in watching me apply eye shadow, ceremoniously closing her eye 

lids to receive her pats of the womanly mixtures she hadn't seen before (Good 

girls don't wear make up.) "Oh, is this your daughter?" a sales girl asked me at 

the maD; I teared up at the answer. 

Here now I remember hearing Toni Morrison explain to Bill Moyers how 

her children brought her great freedom. "Freedom?" queries Bill. "Oh yes, 

because what they want out of you is not what anyone else wants, and it's 

something you can give. I love who I am when I give my children what they 

want," she says. And I see that it's true: at my grandmother's house in rural 

southern Florida, my education, my style, my assertiveness seem almost useless. 

Even my creativity-a gift I jealously guard and nurture at home-seems worth-
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while only in that it makes Rosann laugh when she bears the myriad diseases I 

can invent when it's my turn to play the sick girl, hers to play the doctor. 

Here on the plane that's carrying me home, I try to remind myself that I 

live in a different culture from those women, that my values are not theirs. But 

I keep hearing the approving and respectful tones in my grandmother's voice: 

"She's a good girl, a real blessing to her family." I hate the insistent whining of 

that querulous voice deep within: "I want to be a good girl." Here and now 

when I remember the way those "good girls" acted-Mary's jumping up to bring 

her husband another iced tea, my stepmother Kathy's blithely ignoring my Dad's 

censures, my grandmother's careful cutting up the meat for her ailing, nearly 

blind husband, the fourth one she's nursed through illness-I think this: all of 

these women have celebrated silver wedding anniversaries. My grandmother just 

missed her golden anniversary. Her only regret, she says, is that my grandfather 

died before they could celebrate fifty years together; her greatest reward will be 

the day they'll meet again. Those stories of lives don't seem so hokey set beside 

mine: I have been married twice, the first time for one and a half years, this time 

for four years that seem like forty and that I fear will end any day now. Do 

these women know a secret I don't? 

Maybe they do. And maybe I'm just not meant to be like them. I don't 

know. I do know that Carolyn Heilbrun's depiction of Dorothy Sayers' marriage and 
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work shed new light on the divorce that began about one month after my visit to my 

grandmother's: 

... with highly gifted women, as with men, the failure to lead the convention
allife, to find the conventional way early, may signify more than having been 
dealt a poor hand of cards. It may well be the forming of a life in the service 
of a talent felt, but unrecognized and unnamed. This condition is marked by a 
profound sense of vocation, with no idea of what that vocation is, and by a 
strong sense of inadequacy and deprivation. . . . [Bly pouring out her love to a 
man. . . who was incapable of receiving it, Sayers assured herself her strange 
independence. (52-3) 

My own "strange independence" during my marriage to one of the most withdrawn 

men I've ever known had its advantages: I qUilted and painted and sold my art and 

wrote journals and gave journaling classes; I wrote and published academic work, 

traveled to many conferences; I earned an A.B.D.--all of this in four years. That 

kind of marriage allows for lots of "free" time. So did my six-month relationship to 

the withdrawn boyfriend who came after my husband. 

. . . . . . 
It is true that even my grandmother's sullen husband-the one who rarely 

spoke to me at all during this visit and then only to complain about the one meal 

I'd cooked-was proud to introduce me to a visitor, "This is my wife's grand-

daughter; she teaches at a university." But here on the plane that's carrying me 

home-with the skin-memory of Rosann's goodbye grip fresh on my legs and the 

tableau of the second-family-five (my dad, my step mom and my three half 
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sisters) holding hands as they walk away from me and into their own home-the 

pride is hollow. 

Hollow. Empty vessel, lonely lap. My body knows what I couldn't put to 

words but what Murdock can. 

Women have to start saying no to positions they really do not want to fill, 
even if it means a loss of acclaim from the outer world. And it usually does. 
It also leaves a gaping hole that needs to heal before the new way is clear. 
(83-4) 

At the time I wrote "Paradox," it was Alice Walker who had the words that helped. 

After the Bernice Reagon epigram, Alice Walker's essay continues with 

this excerpt from a 1889 letter from Van Gogh to his friend Gaugin. 

Society makes our existence wretchedly difficult at times, hence our 
impotence and the imperfection of our work. • • .1 myself am suffering 
under an absolute lack of models. 

But on the other hand, there are beautiful spots here. 1 have just 
done five size 30 canvasses, olive trees. And the reason 1 am staying on 
here is that my health is improving a great deal. (127) 

Walker makes meaning of the passage by telling a story about the despair and 

desperation that led to Van Gogh's suicide, his poverty and obscurity: 

He had sold one painting during his lifetime. Three times was his work 
noticed in the press. But these are just details. 

The ~ Vincent Van Gogh is the man who has "just done five size 
30 canvases, olive trees." To me, in context, one of the most moving and 
revealing descriptions of how a real artist thinks. And the knowledge that 
when he spoke of "suffering under an absolute lack of models" he spoke of 
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that lack in tenns of both the intensity of his commitment and the quality 
and singularity of his work. (127) 

I too am suffering from a lack of models, as an artist, as a woman. A 

woman who's nearing forty and wants to outgrow my culture's worship of youth; 

a well-educated, accomplished, childless woman who doesn't want to nil that 

space with the "obvious" substitute of work; a self-governing woman who depends 

on her connection with others and wants to celebrate a silver wedding anniversa-

rye It's pretty dirncult for me to believe that the quality and singularity of my 

work are the reasons I have few to call my mentor. I don't know what the 

reason is. People tell me-and I rehearse their judgments when I'm feeling low-

that I want too much. How will this impasse look in a hundred years, I often 

wonder. What will people say then about the dilemma of women my age, those 

post-revolution, pre-evolution "liberated" women caught on the borderlands 

between a traditional past and progressive future, those women who want it all: 

intensity, commitment, quality and singular work, and someone to lead the way 

to a place where no one has ever been? 

I didn't dare to voice then what I see now as the conflict: wanting desperately 

to be "normal," to be a part of a clan, and dedicating myself daily to achieving the 

extraordinary . 

. . .a phenomenon [is] evident in the lives of accomplished women who live 
in a storyless time and are either trapped in, or have wasted energy opposing, 
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the only narrative available to them: the conventional marriage or erotic plot. 
For women who wish to live a quest plot, as men's stories allow, indeed 
encourage, them to do, some event must be invented to transform their lives, 
all unconsciously, apparently "accidentally," from a conventional to an 
eccentric story. (Heilbrun 49) 

II. Reappropriating "Expertise": Talking Jokes and Doing Style 

The editors' request that I submit an essay on mentoring was based on 

some writing I'd done about my experiences with a group of African-American 

women. They'd taught me about quilting and "other things" during a sewing 

class given at a nearby neighborhood center that I began attending as part of an 

academic project. At that time, ground-breaking research into African American 

quiltmaking labeled that group's unique style "improvisational." Definitive of 

that style is its reliance on "broken" or "multiple" rhythms and on bricolaa:e, an 

aesthetic concentrated on the use of materials because they are available not 

necessarily because they coordinate in any preconceived way with other material 

in the quilt. In comparison to more conventional styles of quiltmaking (which 

usually consist of repetitive and carefully arranged patterns and rhythms), this 

particular African-American style often appears messy, chaotic, unskilled. Long 

before enrolling in the sewing class, I had seen a traveling exhibit of quilts in this 

style; the curator, Eli Leon, drew parallels between these variations on the 

symmetry and system of more traditional quilts and the improvisational nature of 

other African-American art forms such as jazz. 
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However, my explorations into the topic of quiltmaking revealed that 

many actual African-American quilters disagreed with Leon's hypothesis. Most 

notable of the objections are quilt historian Cuesta Benberry's claims that not all 

African-American quilters make improvisational quilts and that some are just as 

skilled with and partial to conventional quiltmaking patterns as any other type of 

quilter is (16). Intrigued by the controversy, I decided to join a group of 

African-American quiltmakers and draw my own conclusions. 

I spent over a year with a group of five African-American women, 

conducting an ethnographic study of sorts and in the meantime learning how to 

quilt. Or vice verse, as it turned out. Because it was an interracial class replete 

with the "communicative trouble" that linguists recognize as signal instances of a 

group's implicit rules for talk; because precious little linguistic or folkloristic 

work has focused on the intimate conversations and private verbal performances 

of women (especiaUy black women); because all attention to African-American 

quilting theretofore had been related to the material rather than verbal aspects of 

folklore-for all these reasons, the quilting class was a gold mine of sociolinguistic 

detail and possibility. I excavated well and was able to present my work at a 

national quilting conference and publish an article in a journal of quilting 

research, all the while keeping the women apprised of my intentions and sharing 

my work with them. And I am glad I did that work; it was interesting, fun, even 

useful I think. That I know of, it left no scars in the taking. 
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But what sticks as the benefit of that time spent with those women is how 

excited I felt to see them each week, what they helped me see about how I am 

and who I want to become. Surrounded as I am by "experts" when I work at the 

university and well on the way to becoming an expert myself, I revelled in the 

way I feel inexperienced, amateur, (dare I say it) dependent when I am around 

these quilters. Usually, I loathe such feelings, but there, with those women, I am 

relieved to be able to relax in the presence of wise elders. I hardly recognize 

myself in that quilting room: I listen more, and more closely. I talk less. I 

consider the merits of ideas and opinions that would otherwise appall me: "If 

that mother I saw on Donahue yesterday would've just smacked her smart aleck 

kids a few more times, she wouldn't have had all those problems!" 

This contrast between what I intended to write about this context and what 

actually was written instead--me--evidences that what these women taught me was 

how to be rather than what to do. I went to their class to do work; what I loved 

about the work was being with the women. The requirement that I really listen and 

watch disciplined me in ways that my usual work doesn't. It introduced me to forms 

of expression Leslie Silko describes so well: 

For those of you accustomed to a structure that moves from point A to point B 
to point C, this presentation may be somewhat difficult to follow because the 
structure of Pueblo expression resembles something like a spider's web--with 
many little threads radiating from a center, criss-crossing each other. As with 
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and trust, as the Pueblo people do, that meaning will be made. (54) 

Among the anglo people, the willingness to simply listen and trust may be gender 
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specific. Regardless, Murdock sees that willingness as requisite for she who would 

be a heroine: 

When a woman stops .d.Qing she must learn how to simple~. Being is not a 
luxury; it is a discipline. The heroine must listen carefully to her true inner 
voice. That means silencing the other voices anxious to tell her what to do. 
She must be willing to hold the tension until the new form emerges. Anything 
less than that aborts growth, denies change, and reverses transformations. 
Being takes courage and demands sacrifice. (83) 

That practice of being rather than doing, of listening rather than talking, may also 

serve an academic well, for it short-circuits misrecognition: I hardly recognized 

myself with these women because I continually misrecognize myself as autonomous, 

self-reliant, productive, a lie that I would not believe were I not so determined to 

deceive myself, had I not so much work to get done that listening and holding tension 

is a burden. 

Strangely enough, though this culture and generation oC women were 

Coreign to me, I knew how to act in their presence most oC the time and even 

Crom day one. I'd try to articulate to my friends, my dissertation advisor, how I 

Celt in the presence and power oC these women; inexplicable tears would well up. 

"It's like having five grandmothers," I blurted out one day, and it Celt true. 

Curiously true, though, since only one of the women was much older than my 
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mother, one of them has never even had children, another is only ten to rdleen 

years my senior. Curiously true also because my grandmother's not a quilter 

and because these women did not seem to enjoy the kinds of things my grand

mother had, namely talking about photographs or singing songs about Jesus. 

They did like to hear and tell stories about grandmothers though. 

The curious connection made, I realize only now how often I talked about 

my grandmother to them; how in their presence my childhood loomed close; how 

sending my nrst quilt to my grandmother had been their idea, not mine; how 

they had provided the impetus for my recent visit to see Grandma. I see that the 

reason I knew how to act when I entered the foreign world of those quilters is 

that it operates under some of the same rules as my grandma's world. I instinc

tively knew to be seen not heard; to say "Yes Ma'am" and "No Ma'am" even 

when the others didn't; to get up-on the day an older woman I'd never met 

entered the room-and give my chair away even before I'd noticed the way 

everyone else was treating her like the grand dame of the group. I knew to keep 

my eyes open for a chance to use my youthful strength and energy to carry 

someone's sewing machine or move a table, my able legs to run to their cars to 

fetch the sweet potato pie they'd brought along or down the hall for the coffee to 

go with. I knew I could count on stories of my grandmother and my Southern 

upbringing as a source of common ground for conversation, a contact zone 

wherein I and these quilters spoke the same language. 
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One particular quilting class day comes to mind: I'd been with the group 

for a few months, long enough to have earned a voice, though not a dominant 

one. The women were talking on one of their favored topics: today's youth 

(which to them means people under forty) and those kids' lack of respect for age, 

property, work, parental guidance. Though talking back is something a younger 

person (i.e., someone like me) is not supposed to do in this world, I ventured an 

opposing opinion: "Well, you know, I'm the same age of those people you say 

will do anything to avoid work, and I don't mind work; sometimes I even like it." 

"That's because you were raised right," they snapped back, a couple of 

them in unison. They said it like it was a given, something so obvious that I was 

a fool for not having seen it myself. "You might not like how strict your daddy 

was [I'd told them some tales of my girlhood], but he knew what he was doing. 

And so did your grandma." For the first time in too long to even recollect, I felt 

proud and glad about the way I was raised; I tried not to grin in the knowledge 

that they considered me a "good girl" who got raised right; I didn't tell my thera

pist or assertive women friends how happy it made me that these women ap

proved of my birthright. 

I did tell them about my success in earning the right to tell jokes in the 

circle, however. In fact, in my published writing, I described that very impor

tant rite of passage because it was essential to my securing respect and accep

tance from the group and I was proud I'd earned it. The initiation was all the 
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more meaningful for me because it was also the means by which I learned how to 

converse with the youngest woman of the group, the one who never spoke to me, 

Marion. 

It was by watching and listening to her that I got some insight into how to 

interpret and present jokes in this crowd. One of the women's favorite topics for 

jokes is "ripping out." These jokes help to ease the frustration of having to re-do 

the difficult task of sewing a seam correctly via the even more tedious task of 

ripping out an incorrectly sewn seam and reconstructing it; they also emphasize 

the fact that ripping out itself is often a chore essential to the "getting it right" 

aesthetic of quilting or sewing. I had already heard some such jokes on this topic 

before the day that I became aware of the possibility that Marion had cleverly 

incorporated me into one of hers. Some of the context of the joke began 

much earlier on the f"ll'St day I actually worked on my quilt. After cutting out 

the fabric from a stencil I had hand-made and sewing (awkwardly) my first two 

pieces, I made a self-ridiculing, ironic joke to another woman in the class just 

like the kind that I might make to academic friends whenever our first and 

clumsy attempt at a new task reveals our incompetence: "Okay, I've practiced 

enough. Now I want to be an expert. I'm ready." One of the quilters, Mrs. 

Summers either thought me simply a bad joker or she took me literally; either 

way, she seemed amazed that I would say such a silly thing. I heard her whis

pering what I'd said to Marion later that day and then laughing out loud about it 
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as she repeated it more openly to another woman the next week. Later that same 

class day, the group went through a series of jokes about ripping out. The 

following is a typical opening for such a sequence: 

Marion: Ruth, you awfully quiet over there. You're making me nervous. What 

you doing? (Laughter because people look and see that Ruth is ripping out a 

seam.) 

Ruth: I'm just doin' what I'm good at. (More laughter because Ruth's answer 

doesn't name the task that results from mistakes.) 

At this point, someone inevitably enters the conversation either to relate an event 

in which the teacher of the class had told her to rip something out or to assert 

that nobody could ever possibly rip out as much as she has so she gets to hold the 

honor in the ripping out category. 

During one particular exchange like this, Marion interjected, "Maybe I 

ought to get a Ph.D. in ripping out. Then I could be an expert in that!" Her 

emphasis on the last word "that," the fact that she, like all the women in the 

group, knew that I was working on a Ph.D., the additional fact that they had 

apparently found foolish my earlier comments about wanting to be an expert-all 

these lead me to believe that in the ever-so-subtle way that is probably the only 

way allowable in that context, Marion was having a laugh at my expense. I 

believe my response won me favor because I refused to take offense: "Well at 

least that degree would be a useful one," I said. 
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...... 
What binds me to the women here is our mutual distrust of expertise based on 

institutionally conferred authority, not on experience; on theory not practice; on 

order, not utility; process not product. This distrust and its effectiveness in subvert

ing sanctioned authority is theorized by Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Every

day Life and its celebration of the cleverness with which ordinary people undermine 

received authority on a daily basis. As that celebration relates to the specific topic 

culturally sanctioned expertise, de Certeau contends that when "Experts intervene 'in 

the name of' [their specialization]--but outside of--their particular experience. . 

.competence is exchanged for authority. Ultimately the more authority the Expert 

has, the less competence he has" (7). 

I was able to construct another joke, one also on the subject of being 

patient and becoming an "expert" and that earned a real laugh from Marion, as 

well as from the other women. Mrs. Jordan, the teacher, had been showing me 

how to finish the edges on my quilt: "You just pin along here like this, and sew 

along the pins here. But someday you won't need the pins; you'll just know 

where to sew." 

I ruefully said, "Huh, I'll be retirement age by then." 

Another woman laughed a little and said, "Yeah, you say to yourself I 

know I'll know it, but when?" 
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"When I'm wearing wings and playing a harp, that's when." 

This joke (which doesn't really seem funny to me but cracked them up) 

earned not just laughter but also some vigorous verbal response: "You got that 

right! Hey, [said to another quilter] she learns fast!" 

The paradox-of course-is that I went to these women to gain expertise 

and I learned that they scoff at experts; yet, I did earn their respect. I suspect 

the reason is that-in addition to being "raised right"-I also learned to quilt right 

(I f"mished two and half quilts during my time with them), but I also developed 

my own style, my own voice. Further, I was willing to be teased when I was 

impatient or superior and to learn from the teasing, but also capable of appreci

ating and imitating their joking routines, and contributing my·own unique 

performance to the group's repertoire. 

Skilled in circumventing the seductive power of specialization, of expertise, 

these women taught me how to practice--at least temporarily--what postmodem 

theory, Michel de Certeau, in particular, had helped me to understand. When the 

Expert tries to use common language, de Certeau says, "the problem is to treat it in 

such a way as not to state anything that exceeds the competence of this language and 

thus never to become an expert, or an interpreter, in another linguistic field ... never 
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to speak elsewhere 'in its name;'" rather, and to be like the ordinary [wolman, one 

"draws 'from the inside' of this language" (9) 

My hunch was verified by Marion and Summers during a conversation 

that happened after I had stayed up late sewing several nights in a row and thus 

had neared completion on my first quilt. Given the initial response Marion had 

had to me and the discomfort I had felt when I believed that she and others were 

laughing at my " Now I want to be an expertll remark, I was quite surprised and 

delighted by her response to my completed work: IIWell, I'm real proud of you 

and the work you did 'cause you sure was a novice when you came in here. But 

you stuck with it. II Summers added, "Yes, you didn't get frustrated like some 

people I won't mention." (I'm quite sure the latter remark is intended to signify 

Kim, who had started a quilt much earlier but-at least since I'd been coming to 

class-had abandoned her work.) "Well, I had good teachers," was my answer to 

their compliments. "But you were intimidated when you first came, weren't 

yoU?1I Marion asked me. "Weren't you intimidated?" I am still amazed that I 

told the truth and said "Yes." It just seemed right. 

These women's ways of knowing and being highlighted an omnipresent 

paradox for me: on the one hand, I long to be the "good girl," the kind my 

grandma speaks of with respect and considers a blessing; I feel pleased to have 

been "raised right." On the other, I try hard to undo that upbringing because I 
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don't want to be like those girls. I don't want to relinquish my hard-earned voice 

and autonomy, don't want to spend my life serving others at the expense of 

myself, do want to develop my own style and spunk. Wandering the no man's 

land between these two extremes, I feel confused, conflicted, contentious. True, 

my quilting "grandmothers" didn't seem to be troubled by the paradox inherent 

in their requirement that a quilter continue to rip out her work until she "gets it 

right" (which in their context means "like the teacher says") AND their insistence 

that she develop a personal and unique style as well. But their territory is not 

that of the university or even of the work place. Where are the guides and the 

maps to the landscape of that borderland, a contact zone wherein the natives 

speak a language and practice customs I can understand and take back to my 

home? 

In this writing, in this process, I see that I am learning to map that landscape 

myself, to be and to find my guides. During the time I was getting to know these 

quilting grandmothers, before I knew Tina or Tilly very well, I painted a landscape 

that my subconscious was to re-visit two years later. Initially, the landscape was 

barren; a lone girl disguised as a mountain is speaking her truth into the sky with no 

one but god to hear. But in April of 1994 during a woman's joumaling group, I 

sketched what I had seen in a guided meditation exercise; the image depicted a 
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woman encircling a girl of about ten or eleven and leading her on a specific pathway. 

A couple of days later, I realized that the landscape wherein the woman and the girl 

were traveling was the same as the one I'd painted years earlier, but this version had 

a road and a guide. And, most importantly, this guide is decidedly female--her hair 

is as long, as is her dress--unlike the more masculine, business woman with cropped 

hair and dressed in a padded shoulder suit that I'd sketched many years earlier when 

my therapist had asked me who could take care of that young girl inside me. I read 

these images as evidence of my movement in Murdock's cycle of connection with the 

feminine: 

When a woman has made the descent and severed her identity as a spiritual 
daughter of the patriarchy, there is an urgent yearning to reconnect with the 
feminine, whether that be the Goddess, the Mother, or her little girl within. 
There is a desire to develop those parts of herself that have gone underground 
while on the heroic quest: her body, her emotions, her spirit, her creative 
wisdom. (111) 

The question that I see myself grappling with is this: how can I reconcile my 

own dual nature. I can read this "dual nature" as the split or the tension between my 

male and female sides. The "good girl" syndrome that troubles me during the trip to 

my grandmother's and still today is not simply about getting approval for being 

sweet, agreeable, docile; it's about being good at being a girl, about liking that sort of 

being and perfecting it. 
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So often the university seems to be a place where I can't be or shouldn't be 

female. The kind of competitiveness and aggression required to thrive in the univer-

sity shows up in what I wear, how I teach, how I think, how I write. 

The woman who writes herself a life beyond convention [Heilbrun tells us] .. 
. has usually early recognized in herself a special gift without name or defini
tion. Its most characteristic indication is the dissatisfaction it causes her to 
feel with appropriate gender assignments ... As Sharon O'Brien, in her 
biography of Willa Cather, describes Cather's double bind: "either she could 
write as a woman, in which case she created a limited art, or she could write 
as man, in which case she created an inauthentic art" (174). (96) 

Needless to say, the "no win" situation of such a strict division is not helpful; it's 

silencing. Ten months after writing "Paradox" and during the first week of officially 

"starting my dissertation" in earnest, that double bind in my writing created an 

incredible tension, especially as I wrote the draft for the first chapter of this disserta-

tion, a chapter based on theory and abstraction for the most part. This journal entry 

epitomizes that agonizing, atomistic conflict. 

6/8/94 
goddammit, i just feel like shit. i hate this writing, hate it, hate it, hate it. i 

feel like crying, no i am crying because i am so afraid and so incredibly uncomfort
able. i can't control this, can't get it right, can't go forward and can't go back. i'm 
sick of hearing brad [my then boyfriend] tell me supportive shit about how i can do 
it, sick of avoiding it, sick of that sinking feeling that i have when i have to go to the 
library and sit in that tiny room where i am right now. 

and this is only a week (!) that i've been working on the diss. a week for 
chrissake. 

face to face with the first step. 

over coffee this morning, brad's asking me why are you so sad and i'm saying 
because i'm afraid that i just can't do it. i just can't. it's too hard and i can't. he 
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says some stuff about how in the 'brilliant writing' of mine he's read, it surely looks 
like i can [do it] ... 

i say, well, actually, i know i can do it. it's just that the price i have to pay is 
so expensive. my back hurts, my jaw hurts, i'm angry. i don't like life, i hate 
getting up in the morning, i get this sinking feeling in my stomach just imagining 
going to the library now. 

i don't tell him this, but i'm also afraid that i'lllose him like i've lost the 
others. i get so crabby that no one can stand me; i can't stand me. i do tell him that 
the adrenaline in my body makes me so edgy. i can't get my swimming thoughts 
under control. i can't sleep well and so i'm on edge and cranky. my back hurts and 
so nagging pain adds to my tiredness. i grind my teeth while i write, while i sleep, 
and while i read. more pain. and this is only a week! 

brad says, that's right; it's only a week. and you have to do this for a year. i 
think you ought to be grateful for that image of how this makes you feel and hold on 
to how you can't do that for a year. so you're working to find some other way. i 
know you don't like how some people in your profession give away their lives to 
work, but there must be somebody who's figured out how to do this, right? other 
people must go through this. what works for them? what has worked for you? 

i was staring at him and remembering that before when i had to write for 
school i could always have a concentrated time wherein i wrote one paper and just 
shut out the world and did it for a week or a night or whatever, but that approach 
wasn't going to work this time around or at least it didn't seem as if it could. 

i tell him how i made a switch in my writing during the last two projects i did 
and made them very personal so that i could stand to finish the task. i tell him about 
roger who did a little bit at a time and got it all done and that that's what i've been 
trying to do. 

(i want to be able to say that i'm afraid he's not going to like me anymore 
when i'm not relaxed and pleasant as i have been for the last two months because i 
haven't been doing this part of my job. i want to share what i learned in my 
women's journaling group on friday night: that since i've been going out with him, 
i've given up the pants-wearing, determined, aggressive, driven part of myself lately 
and that's why i hadn't been able to work on my diss, that's what was holding me 
back from that goal. but giving up that part of myself made me a sweet girlfriend 
and lover--or so i think. i've been able to get along well with him. i want to share 
this thinking, check out its validity, but i don't know how. i want to say "remember 
when i told you how victor said that it's next to impossible to do this [graduate] work 
and have a life, a family. 'just look around you,' is what he said and when i did 
there were only empty chairs nearby and other single lonely people on the fringes of 
the empty circle. "i've been divorced twice over this stuff," i want to say to brad. 
"twice." 

but i'm scared and so i don't say any of that.) 
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i can't even remember what else brad said. i went into a brownout from 
anxiety. i do remember his saying something like "couldn't you let yourself be in this 
process? couldn't you cut yourself a break? wouldn't that be okay?" 

and now i say to you, janee, "wouldn't it be okay? couldn't you let yourself 
off the hook?" 

NO GODDAMMIT, I COULDN'T. OKAY? I COULDN'T! HOW AM I 
GOING TO GET THIS THING DONE IF I JUST KEEP MOVING AND MOVING 
AND MOVING WHAT THE BOTTOM LINE IS? 4 HOURS A DAY WAS A 
BOTTOM LINE. AND NOW YOU WANT TO CHANGE THAT. LAST SUM
MER "HA VB THE FIRST CHAPTER DONE BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS" WAS 
A BOTTOM LINE, AND HERE IT IS A YEAR LATER AND YOU WANT TO 
CHANGE THAT. "SPEND THIS SUMMER NOT TEACHING--IF YOU GET THE 
SCHOLARSHIP--AND WRITING AND STUDYING FRENCH" WAS A BOTTOM 
LINE. AND YOU GOT THE SCHOLARSHIP AND YOU CHANGED THAT. 
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO JUST STOP CUTTING YOURSELF A BREAK 
AND DO WHAT YOU SAID YOU WOULD? 

you're right. i'm sorry. i just don't know how to do it. i should just sit here 
and do it and stop whining, huh? it's taking me so much time to whine. i could've 
written lots by now. i just keep looking at my watch and thinking well, 2 hours have 
passed now. couldn't i go? but i only really worked on the diss for about 112 hour 
of that and the rest i've been doing this writing. so i'm not really working anyway. 
if i'd just quit trying to find so many ways out, i'd get a way in and through and then 
i'd get out. 

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU SNIVELING WIMP. I GET SO TIRED OF YOU 
WASTING MY TIME WITH COMPLAINING. FOR GOD'S SAKE. JUST DO IT. 
JUST SIT DOWN AND DO IT AND STOP BELLY ACHING ABOUT IT. IT'S 
JUST WRITING FOR PETE'S SAKE. IT'S NOT THE FUCKING DECLARATION 
OF INDEPENDENCE OR ANYTHING. IF ALL THOSE PEOPLE WHO WENT 
BEFORE YOU CAN WRITE ONE OF THESE GODDAM THINGS, YOU SURELY 
CAN. I'M SICK OF YOU TRYING TO WEASEL OUT OF IT JUST BECAUSE 
YOU THINK YOU CAN'T DO IT. OF COURSE YOU CAN DO IT. SO JUST 
DO IT. 

but my back hurts. and my teeth hurt. and i can't seem to control 
myself to just sit so long. and things keep coming up to do that are important, like 
the AIDs test and the birth control script and the therapy session and exercise 
programs and going to clarissa [pinkola estes]'s talk and painting. i need all those 
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things or else i just can't stand my life. and what about brad? i don't want to lose 
him because i'm so crabby and cranky and talk in this mean, loud way just like you 
are. 

BRAD, SCHMAD. YOU'RE NOT GOING TO LOSE HIM. OKAY, DO 
YOU HEAR ME? YOU'RE NOT GOING TO LOSE HIM. HE'S NOT GOING 
ANYWHERE. AND THAT OTHER STUFF: WHAT ARE YOU COMPLAINING 
ABOUT? YOU ARE DOING THEM. WHO'S STOPPING YOU? AND YOUR 
BACK AND YOUR JAW: THEY HURT BECAUSE YOU ARE RESISTING. IF 
YOU'D JUST GIVE IN, THEY'D STOP HURTING. 

give in to what? i don't know what i'm supposed to give in to. 

GIVE IN TO THIS PROCESS, THIS TRANSFORMATION AND NEW 
STAGE IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH BRAD, IN YOUR WRITING AND 
SCHOOLING PROCESS, IN YOUR LIFE. REMEMBER THAT PHOENIX CARD 
THAT YOU GOT IN YOUR LAST [tarot card] READING? IT WAS REVERSED, 
MEANING YOU ARE RESISTING. 

I KNOW THAT YOU ARE AFRAID. I'M SORRY I TALK SO LOUD 
AND GET IMPATIENT. I'M SORRY. BUT I REALLY FEEL BAD WHEN I 
SEE YOU SABOTAGE YOURSELF WITH MANUFACTURED FEAR. REMEM
BER WHAT YOU SAID TO CYNTHIA YESTERDAY? "JUST BECAUSE YOU 
FEEL AFRAID DOESN'T MEAN YOU CAN'T DO IT." AND WHAT DID BRAD 
TELL YOU THIS MORNING? "IT'S OKAY TO BE AFRAID, ISN'T m" 

okay, i guess it is. i'm still scared that i have, for instance, just been sitting 
here for an hour and fifteen minutes and i haven't done anything but write these 
morning pages. but i'U try to give in to the process, try to keep putting one foot in 
front of the other even though i'm afraid, try to breathe and relax my jaw. maybe 
after my AIDs test, i can go somewhere pleasant, buy myself a meal, and work on 
the draft that i have so i make up for this time. or maybe not. does this count, this 
writing right here, as working on the diss? 

what in the world do other people do when they're writing? how do other 
people get through this? why don't we learn how to cope with this shit when we're 
in our graduate programs? 

This tension that I felt writing conventional academic discourse was tough to 

take. Three weeks ago--when I wrote the drafts of chapters two and three--it didn't 
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seem much easier. What's interesting to me now is that during that tense time it was 

my boyfriend who facilitated my female voice in this internal dialogue, it was his 

nurturing voice that helped me integrate my dueling voices that day. This debate 

takes a form that I read as a battle between an angry and aggressive but strong and 

action-oriented, get-the-job-done practical "masculine" voice and a fearful and passive 

but nourishing and accepting "feminine" voice. Re-reading that dialogue, I see that is 

the battle between voices, the separation of these selves that's painful and frightening. 

Clarissa Estes recognizes and names this distress: 

Understanding this dual nature in women sometimes causes men, and even 
women themselves, to close their eyes and hail heaven for help. The paradox 
of women's twin nature is that when one side is more cool in feeling tone, the 
other side is more hot. When one side is more lingering and rich relationally, 
the other may be somewhat glacial. Often one side is more happy and elastic, 
while the other has a longing for "I know not what." One may be sunny, 
while the other is bittersweet and wistful. The "two-women-who-are-one" are 
separate but conjoined elements which combine in thousands of ways. (119) 

Other events of my experience very near the time I wrote the journal entry 

above point to my trying to resolve that split. Four days after the above journal 

entry, I recorded the following dream: 

Somehow or another Michael Joplin [husband of my best friend and father of 
the baby whose birth I witnessed] caught me doing drugs--or at least he said 
he did. I don't remember actually doing them. He was worried that my doing 
drugs would jeopardize his kids. So he thought it his right to kill me and he 
was going to do that. 

He was preparing me for the execution. I got the sense that others had 
been killed before me, but I could not see or get a sense of their skeletons. 
He wanted me to put on a blindfold, so I did--my white silk scarf. I was 
trying to get it on so I could still see, but he checked it. Somehow it came off 
anyway. 



I kept wondering "How will he do it? Is he going to slice me, stab 
me? Will it hurt unbearably? How could I kill him first?" But I wasn't 
actually doing much about the latter idea. I couldn't seem to think straight 
enough to figure out a plan and I didn't have a weapon. 
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So I ended up backed against a wall and waiting--without a blindfold 
though. Michael had a mallet and a long nail. I was scared to death and 
thinking "My god, now is when I am going to die!" I dropped to my knees 
and hunched over my shoulders some and started to pray: "Please, god, 
please keep me with you. " 

Michael hurled the first nail (saying something about drug use being 
bad) and it hit me right in the lower abdomen. I was aware that it was 
supposed to be puncturing the walls of my lungs, but it was too low and 
missed my heart and lungs. He hurled another one that hit me up higher, but 
it didn't go in as far as it should have to really kill me. 

Still, they both hurt like hell. I couldn't breathe right and I was 
moaning. I lay down and moaned and rasped but I kept thinking "I'm not 
going to die, dammit; I'm not." I was vaguely thinking, "How could I get 
Michael over here and rush him when he thinks I'm almost dead?" But I 
couldn't find the strength. 

He came over and did this weird thing of rubbing his bare belly over 
my chest and upper beIIy--but not where the stakes were in my flesh. It was 
sexual in nature, but I couldn't see his cock anywhere and he wasn't touching 
me anywhere else. Meanwhile, I keep thinking "I'm not going to die, dam
mit!" even though I'm in pain. One of the stakes--the loose one--falls out. I 
don't think Michael notices and I'm glad. I wake up. 

Just as my friend Cynthia epitomizes the feminine in my dreams (you may recall my 

mentioning in the beginning of this chapter that I'd dreamed of slapping her in the 

face until she was red and crying), Michael represents the masculine. I read this 

dream as the masculine aspect of my psyche trying to outmuscIe the feminine but that 

female cunning winning out. I also think this dream portrays what Estes describes as 

the 'dark man' dreams in her chapter entitled "Stalking the Intruder: The Beginning 

Initiation" wherein she describes the process involved in becoming an instinctually 

focused woman. 
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If a woman does not look into these issues of her own deadness and murder, 
she remains obedient to the dictates of the predator. Once she opens the room 
in the psyche that shows how dead, how slaughtered she is, she sees how 
various parts of her feminine nature and her instinctual psyche have been 
killed off and died a lowly death behind a facade of wealth. Now that she sees 
this, now that she registers how captured she is and how much psychic life is 
at stake, now she can do something even more powerful. . • . The predator 
forbids consciousness. His maniacal message is, "For consciousness--you 
die." Her response is to trick him into thinking she is his willing victim while 
she plans his demise. (59-60) 

Often the creative life is slowed or stopped because something in the 
psyche has a very low opinion of us, and we are down there groveling at its 
feet instead of bopping it over the head and running free. In many cases, what 
is required to aright the situation is that we take ourselves, our ideas, our art, 
far more seriously than we have done before .... The threat of the dark man 
serves as a warning to all of us--if you don't pay attention to the treasures, 
they will be stolen from you. . .if a woman is outwardly surrounded by 
persons who are antagonistic to or careless about her deep life, her interior 
predator is fed by this and develops extra muscle with her psyche and more 
aggression toward her. (69-71) 

About one week after this "dark man" dream, I woke up one morning depressed and 

consumed with an image that I sketched. It depicts a woman against a desert land-

scape; where her heart would be and in her lower abdomen--where her womb would 

be--she has huge gaping holes; we can see the background landscape through these 

holes. 

Dare I say that that image appeared one week before my fortieth birthday and 

during the same times I began writing my dissertation? I called it "Where the Wind 

Blows Through." That hollow emptiness I felt when I drew it, the visitation to that 

same gaping hole that Murdock describes and that I cited earlier, was excruciating. I 

didn't tell anyone about it, longed for the days when I could tell Tina about my 
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disturbing image and hear her say "Well, for god's sake, go buy a canvas and get up 

here for a painting class right away. " 

But I was able to guide myself to that same message; it just took me longer 

than it would've taken for Tina to guide me. About five months later--during October 

of 1994 when I was writing the revisions of the Gorgias paper-- I began to paint 

"Where the Wind Blows Through." I'm still not finished with the canvas. But I will 

be. 

That month of October was a breakthrough in my life and in my writing. Not 

only did I discover Nancy Miller's book Getting Personal, but also I used her theory 

to validate the autobiographical project that informed my Gorgias paper and to answer 

the critiques of the Rhetoric Review and College English reviewers who'd objected to 

the first version's lack of "familiarity with a body of important scholarship" and its 

"flavor of a hero story (despite the disclaimers)." Very near the time when I finished 

that draft, I recorded this dream: 

I had a kid and she fell down the garbage disposal. Can't remember 
how or why, but she was shut down in there and slid right through the garbage 
and down the pipe. I looked under the sink and could see her slender body 
going down the pipe till the bend and narrowing of the pipe where she got 
stuck. It looked like those films of snakes digesting mice they've swallowed 
whole. 

I was frantic with worrying about how to get her out and thinking of 
how to make sure than no one would flip the switch [of the garbage disposal] 
that would grind her up. Then I realized that the dishwasher was running and 
that the hose from it was beginning to drain into the sink. I worried the baby 
girl would drown in there. So I and some female (but I don't know who) 
quickly got the kitchen window open and pulled up the hose and let it drain 
out the window and onto the plants outside. 
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When it was done, I started to pull big leaves of lettuce and radiccio 
from out of the sink drain, leaf after leaf until I could see the top of the baby's 
head; it was almost totally bald and wet like a newborn's. She pushed herself 
up through the pipe and the garbage and popped out safe. We hugged and 
laughed and cried and I was so happy that I had saved her. 

The feelings I had at the time of these dreams and images are excruciatingly 

uncomfortable, and my associations are therefore unpleasant. But when I read Nancy 

Miller's essay "Philoctetes' Sister: Feminist Literary Criticism and the New Misogy-

ny," I felt more hopeful about that conflict--internal and cultural, thanks to Miller's 

allegorical readings of otherwise negative traits. Her suggestion that feminist critics 

adopt what I call a "politics of oscillation" made sense. 

Philoctetes, you recall, had no way to leave Lemnos on his own. As feminist 
critics we have acquired the freedom to move between the island and the 
mainland: we can leave and return, and we do. Indeed, the definition of 
feminist difference historically has been bound up with the movement between 
identities and locations; with the negotiations between scenes of power. 
Nonetheless, for us, as for Philoctetes, the stakes of negotiation remain high 
and require vigilance since we do not yet set the terms of the discussion ... It 
is finally, I think . . .a stubbornness born of that doubled difference that we 
might most usefully retain for now. (117) 

When Miller describes, later in Getting Personal, Louise de Salvo's struggle to finish 

writing her dissertation, you can bet I read carefully. 

De Salvo, writing explicitly as a working-class Italian woman (and a mother of 
sons), writes at the same time as a scholar who can define herself outside 
those origins and categories; this doubleness offered a parable of possibility to 
women also doing something not foreseen for them, and liking it. (130, 
emphasis mine) 

This notion of parable of possibility, the respectful gestures to not just doubled but 

sometimes multiplied difference, helped me honor my natural stubbornness and be 
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willing to hold the tension of the paradox of yearning, a tension I'd held for well over 

two years and that many texts have spoken to. As I return now to my original essay, 

I discuss two other authors' versions of what I came to identify as the "parable of 

possibility" and the multiple gestures it permits. 

bell hooks' essay "Keeping Close to Home" and Richard Rodriguez's "The 

Achievement of Desire" both consider this dilemma, this paradox of yearning. 

After working hard to achieve the education that facilitated escape from the 

poverty and disenfranchisement of their families, each discovered that the 

achievement of their desire revealed the home slhe had escaped as the center of 

an inexplicable and haunting longing. Rodriguez lyrically describes the painful 

nostalgia of a "scholarship boy" who's exchanged the intimacy of the language 

and custom of his private home for a public voice. He makes clear the price that 

boy must pay in order to earn the approval of his teachers: "he ends up too 

much like them" (68-69), "unable to dare a passionate statement ••• drawn by 

professionalism to the edge of sterility" (71). The end of Rodriguez' education, 

he says, came when he "turned unafraid, to desire the past" (73). "Yearning 

became a preoccupation then. Boyhood memories beckoned •••• (Laughing 

intimate voices ••• A sudden embrace inside the door.)" (71). But Rodriguez 

offers few answers to the question of how one can reconcile the different worlds, 

speak in both voices, have it all. 
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Interesting how much Rodriguez' fear that his discourse will be safe but 

dispassionate, professional but sterile is the same fear that's motivated most of what 

I've written and argued here. Interesting how the end of my education--at least the 

culmination of this degree--echoes Rodriguez' yearning. In this essay, I am turning--

afraid or not--to desire the past; and though elsewhere, the past is not so attractive--

those dinner-table arguments with my dad, for instance--I nonetheless search for a 

way to make the multiple gestures, to reconcile the different worlds, to earn approval-

-author-ize--without sacrificing intimacy, to run up with arms open wide for the 

embrace inside the door. 

hooks' essay, on the other hand, not only describes that turning back to 

the past but offers a way to "keep close to home" and without sacrificing the 

authority to "talk back." 

Maintaining connections with family and community across class bound
aries demands more than just summary recall of where one's roots are, 
where one comes from. It requires knowing, naming, and being ever 
mindful of those aspects of one's past that have enabled and do enable 
one's self-development in the present, that sustain and support, that 
enrich. One must also honestly confront barriers that do exist, aspects of 
that past that do diminish •••• Empty romanticization of poor or working
class backgrounds undermines the possibility of true connection. Such 
connection is based on understanding difference in experience and perspec
tive and working to mediate and negotiate these terrains. (79) 
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It's also important, hooks says, to speak in a language accessible to our home 

girls ("combining personal with critical analysis and theoretical perspectives"), to 

use our education to get back not get away (77). 

Even in the face of powerful structures of domination, it remains possible 
for each of us ••• to define and determine alternative standards, to decide 
on the nature and extent of compromise. Standards by which one's 
success is measured, whether student or professional, are quite different 
for those of us who wish to resist reinforcing the domination of race, sex, 
and class. (81) 

But how to do that? How to define the alternatives, as women, as artists, as 

mentors? 

That's the question, all right. I also want to know how to answer objections 

like those of a male professor who once said to me--after I'd explained that my essay 

wasn't supposed to be analytical or clearly ordered because I was trying to write 

personal and accessible language in the style of bell hooks--"You're not her." I want 

to know how to find the alternatives and still get published, how to subvert conven-

tion and not be coopted. That search informs this excerpt from my journal, one I 

wrote as I was revising the Gorgias essay. 

9/11/94 
here in the library again. was falling asleep reading writing a woman's life, 

so i'm writing to wake up. am glad to be reading this book because it makes me 
think about being a woman, having a story, being angry, trying to resolve it, trying to 
deal with my life as a woman when my life doesn't match lithe only narrative 
available to them [women]: the conventional marriage or erotic plot" (48). that piece 
that i still don't have published but that i wrote this time last year for betsy and zita 
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seems to be about that, so does the gorgias one that i want to get done. i'm thinking 
of wnting two versions of it: a "fictional" story and a theoretical one. 

the fictional story could be about trying to get that paper done for miller's 
class. the conflict begins when i read the dialogue, heightens when i do the in-class 
presentation (the problem: socrates is an asshole, the solution: shoot him [down], 
the method: use ms. summers' style--open, self-revelatory, knowledge claims about 
self alone--to oppose plato's hidden agenda style--airtight, self concealing, knowledge 
claims about transcendent truths), reaches the climax when i can't write the fucking 
paper anymore, get scared, run into pat youngdahl and she says what could that anger 
be trying to tell you or teach you or what if you let that voice in your head just go 
and say fuck this shit? then, however, the real conflict begins because professor liked 
paper, women in class liked paper, but reviewers, well, that's a different story. their 
views of the essay as "gossipy" or "does not show familiarity with an important body 
of scholarship" etc. are the conflicts at this point of story, as are editor's comments of 
unusual split between reviewers. this part of story will be difficult to tell, because 
ego gets involved a lot. how it is resolved, i don't know. one way is by leaving the 
academic discourse alone entirely and just writing the story of the quest for publica
tion. (is that the master narrative story?) the other story is the story of just writing 
the paper the way the reviewers tell me and leaving out lots of the fiction stuff, but 
the geertz stuff too, and making that paper as conventional as possible so that it will 
get published. don't know what to do about that one. this paper is driving me nuts. 

an important thing to tell in either one of these stories is the thing i just said to 
phyllis the other day in the english office: 

"you know that pin you have 'subvert the dominant paradigm'? well, 
it's a farce. the State made that pin, or that force out there that's supporting 
the dominant hegemonic culture, whatever--that nebulous thing that gets to be 
in charge and we don't--that thing is what made that pin. and the THING did 
it because it knows that we will think we're so cool and hip and chic when we 
oppose dominance and get to think of ourselves as subversive and active even 
militant. but actually, it's to the dominant culture'S advantage for us to 
subvert the dominant paradigm. it's how they wear us out. it's exhausting to 
keep resisting, exhausting to try to tell the truth when you could just make the 
same stupid gestures that you've been doing all along anyway and get it over 
with. 

it's like sex with your husband--it's hard to actually show up and have 
your feelings and look your partner in the eye and be in your body and be 
sensitive and communicate your desire verbally and physically and do all that 
other stuff that you hear about in therapy. you know? like it's late at night, 
you've been working all damn day at the library, you've got to read some 
more before class tomorrow and now you're faced with the choice to have sex. 



why take all that time it takes to truly show up and tell the truth, when you 
could just fake it and he'll never know the difference anyway? 
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doing this damn revising of that gorgias piece is just like that. i don't 
know what to do or where to go, don't know how to make the connections 
between the ideas because 1) they aren't really connected anyway in clear cut 
ways that i want to delineate and that's the fucking point for chrissake and 2) i 
know i can knock myself out trying to revise according to the criteria, but i'll 
hate myself for cutting out the vitality and the paper won't be mine anymore 
and it stiJI might not get accepted because it'll be boring and 3) i don't know 
where i'm going because no body's been there. and i don't have time to 
figure all this out or sort it through carefully: i go on the job market this 
year, i need to flesh out my resume and besides i'm writing my diss and trying 
to pass the lang. exam and i don't have time for this. 

so they just wear you out in trying to subvert the dominant paradigm. 
it's a trick, like reeling in a trout or something--give her enough tip so she'll 
take the line out and get tired. and then reel that baby in and net her, watch 
her gills go in and out, feel some pity while she tries to make it out of her 
element, then coat her in bread crumbs and fry her up for dinner. " 

I was discovering then and now how much harder it is to write a woman's life 

when I've been trained and rewarding for writing a man's. Because I was only 

beginning to uncover the guides who've gone before me in this sort of academic 

writing, finding my own style challenged, frustrated, exhausted me. But, fortunately, 

I'd had guides in other arenas. 

m. Finding a Warrior and Watching Her Be 

It's one short week since my visit to my grandmother's. It's one in the 

morning and I can't sleep. I've been putting off and putting off writing this 

essay about mentoring, thinking and thinking about the topic, about how to 

adapt things I've already written so as to avoid as much work as possible, about 
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how and whether or not mentors have influenced me. Now it's down to the wire; 

the piece is due in a week. 

Strangely enough and due to circumstances that snapped into place only 

about four days ago, I'm house-sitting right now for a woman who could quite 

well be the most important mentor of my life; she's certainly one of the two most 

important in my life right now. But she and her husband are moving to New 

Mexico. Even though their Tucson house has not yet sold, they have taken off 

for Santa Fe anyway so their daughter can begin kindergarten in the city where 

she'll live shortly. They don't know when they'll be back. 

Oddly enough, this is not a problem but a blessing. My husband and I 

are glad for the chance to live separately. Odd too that this opportunity came 

along now. My friend and her husband have left town on many, many occasions 

in the two years we've all known each other, but she's never asked me to house

sit before. But now when I need to write about mentors, when I don't know 

where my home really is now or even next week, here I am. My first night alone 

in my mentor's house, sleeping in her bed, hoping to dream her dreams. Her 

presence is so strong that it's jolted me out of deep sleep and brought me to the 

writing room. 

Though I haven't stayed overnight before, I've visited often: devoutly 

every Thursday (when she's in town) for painting class; at Christmas when the 

enchanting gaJlery- and fire-light glows for our women's group's holiday get-
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together; a few occasions for afternoon swim times stolen from her duties of kids 

and teaching painting lessons and mine of writing and teaching composition; and

-most precious of all-twice to climb into her gigantic bed, curl up tight with her 

under the quilt I made, and cry and cry while she encircles me and keeps me 

from blowing away. 

I love this woman in whose home I'm living today. She's the only person 

I've ever known who has as many facets and contradictions as I do; she moves 

through all the contradictions with grace and polish, humor and style. It wasn't 

until I met her and tried to articulate how fascinating I found her that I could 

even begin to feel a bit of the truth and respect reflected in my friends' and 

former lovers' frequent and similar descriptions of me. 

Nonetheless, I can't tell you how many times I've felt jealous in the past 

two years. She's who I've wanted to be, got what I've wanted to have. She 

paints and writes, but she's no debutante: she's published a book and has sent 

the second to press, she's shown her work in galleries throughout the Southwest, 

she gives well-received and life-changing workshops to women who want to fmd 

and embrace their own nascent creative forces. She's got money-always has 

had-and so her house, her travels, her wardrobe, her art supplies are nothing 

but the best, class without ostentation. Her husband's evolved; her daughter, 

beautiful. And she herself is--to use another friend's tenninology-"drop dead 

gorgeous," dark and exotic, striking but soft. 
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Though I've envied all those details (to the point of obsession on occasion) 

about my friend, they do little to define what I most value about her. She's 

funny. She's irreverent. Though she's never been to college, she's the only 

woman I know who can mind travel at my speed and surprise me with her ability 

to weave in all detours. She's mercurial, creative, visual, strong physically and 

emotionalJy, extremely nurturing. She's fantastically brave. She's one of the few 

women I've ever met who has an energy, a presence so strong that after only 

about eight hours in her house, I wake up from a deep sleep and feel compelJed 

to write about her. She's the only woman I've ever met who has such strength 

but has never needed to compete with me. 

The jacket of her book, Warrior Woman, says this: 

Throughout her travels ••• life-wrenching changes, births, deaths, marriag
es, motherhood ••• there rises the portrait of an artist and a role model for 
modern day warriors •••• [T)ruly a free spirit ••• [she] has changed the 
lives of many of those who have travelled the path with her. Her honesty, 
insights, art, writing and zest for life are a road map for those seeking 
personal and artistic freedom. 

And even though I know she probably wrote that stuff herself, the awareness 

doesn't diminish the truth of the claims. She has changed my life and provided 

me with a road map. 

When I fIrSt met Tina, I was beginning my second year of doctoral work. 

I hadn't painted more than one piece per year in over four years, and I was 

writing academic papers so dry they seared my soul; the little bit of free time I 
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did have was f"llled with duties and obligations to further the growth of everyone 

around me but me. Simply by watching what she has done and by taking to 

heart the encouragement she has given me, during the past two years I have not 

only created recent work but also shown some of it in a local gallery; I've sold 

three paintings and two quilts. I have practiced bringing my own style into my 

pursuits as a writer and a writing instructor by infusing my academic writing 

with more of my spirit and personality and by beginning monthly spiritual 

journal writing workshops for women. I am becoming, and I am becoming more 

like her. But, since she too is always becoming, I seem always to be behind. I 

want things to stand still so I can catch up, step into her role more completely. 

So, in a way, right now, this minute, I'm living a dream come true: I can 

become her, or at least I can pretend to. I'm living in her spacious and secluded 

foothills home; her dogs are at my feet, my guardians now. I can put on her 

clothes, read her books, listen to her music, place my art work on her easels. I 

have the time to study minutely her paintings which vibrate on the walls. Now 

I'll rmally be able to get the shadows on my mountains to look just right like they 

do in her work. I can sit at the desk where she writes her books, use her 

computer and her library, stare out her window into her desert. 

My excitement at this rare chance is intense: when she's present, she 

doesn't like me to study her things so closely. She shares only sparsely and with 

supervision all these parts of herself because, she says, they're hers, and part of 
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an artist's creativity is collecting the books and music and writing that make her 

who she is. "If you want to trade books or tapes or recipes," she says, "I'll do 

that." When I'm in painting class at her house, she doesn't like me to study her 

work or-faux pas of the highest order-copy her stuff; "it's mine, not yours," she 

says. "You won't learn anything." This trait of hers bugs me, seems not very 

generous or sharing, I think. So now I'm glad to have the opportunity to absorb 

it all, to indulge in the careful study of what it is that makes her so unique. 

Tina knows to stick close to the margins and stay shifty so she doesn't get 

overtaken by wanna-bes or psychic vampires. She resisted my--or anyone else's-

copying her in any way, told me often about how she'd dumped girlfriends who'd 

tried to coopt her style in dressing, painting, being. Not wanting to lose her friend

ship, I complied. But my motive wasn't to find my own style but to hold on to her. 

Thus my delight at being able to study and copy her to me heart's delight and without 

her scrutiny or censorship. I hadn't learned at this point that trying to pin down the 

unpredictable, systematize someone else's improvisational practice, doesn't work. I 

wasn't ready to accept that responsibility to improvise on my own, not yet. When it 

came to painting or dressing or knowing how to be a woman, I wanted to be just like 

Tina, hear her music, wear her clothes, take her vitamins. I could practice individual 

style and theorize about its necessity with respect to schooling and to male-centered 

mentoring systems. As is so often true of my academic, intellectual life, my theory 
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misrecognized some aspects of my practice. Betsy's and my recorded conversation 

demonstrates that: 

JaneE: A lot of the smartest things I have done have been ignoring [the graduate 
advisor's] advice and doing what I thought was the right thing to do. 

Betsy: I think that's ... smart. I have consciously chosen to ignore pretty much 
everything that [the advisor] tells me to do Oaughs). Because I don't want to be 
[him], you know? ... And that's what he's doing when he gives you advice .. .is 
telling you how to be him. 

JaneE: Yeah. Yeah. It took me awhile to, like, put that together .... Because to 
tell you the truth I really don't think they [faculty] know shit about how to help you 
start out. Either they forgot--they just don't know ... .I hardly did anything the way 
that you're supposed to. That's, like, what is so ridiculous, I think, is that the people 
who are successful and respected in our programs [graduate students like Betsy and 
like me] are not the ones who did what you're supposed to. Like, when is someone 
gonna put that together? 

Betsy: Oaughs) 

JaneE: You know? [We should say to faculty] "The ones of us that you like and 
respect and tell us how great we are, we didn't do what you told us to do! So why 
don't you just shut up?!" 

Betsy: Oaughs) 

JaneE: Like, DUH. You know .. .I remember telling Tilly in another conversation 
where I was saying about how I really make my dad annoyed but I can tell that he 
really respects me because I'm just like him. But I didn't do anything that he told me 
to do, I just did what he did. So in his secret heart of hearts he respects me but it's 
hard for him to acknowledge that because Oaughing) I just ignore what he tells me to 
do. And it's the same thing, you know, the same dynamics in a lot of ways that 
happened here [at graduate school with male mentors]. 

I think I have a mentoring relationship that's great with Tilly that I really, 
really like. It's not formal, it just happened. It happened because I wanted it. It 
happened because I, she might have said, "Well, bring me your paper and I'll read 
it." And so I brought her one and then another one, and she just seemed interested in 
what I had to say. . . . 
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The thing she does as a mentor is ... the same thing that I like in my painting 
teacher [Tina]. It's someone who's, like, my "creative life" mentor, and also my 
really good friend. That person has nurtured ... probably what starts as a naive trust 
from me, because in general, at least with women, I kind of naively trust them until 
they show me that I shouldn't. And they [Tina and Tilly] have never showed me 
that. On the contrary. 

And so, I like this ingenuousness .. .it's pretty easy for me to have but it almost 
always gets squashed by everybody. But [Tina and Tilly] never squashed it. And 
because I have made these ventures and seen how much I can trust them, I very much 
lay myself bare. I almost--I never think about how to present myself to them, never. 
I just go in and say whatever I have to say and I don't worry about presentation. 
That right there is valuable--to just have anyplace where I don't have to figure out 
"How am I gonna sound when I say this?" 

The other thing both of them have done is encourage me to be who I am--in 
my art, in my writing, in the classroom. So mainly they've given me support to trust 
my own instincts. And that sounds really simple to say, and it's really hard to do. 
And it's the thing that I wanted the most. So I can go to them, because of this trust 
thing we've developed, I can go to them and say, "I don't know what to do. What do 
you think?" But instead of telling me what they think, they figure out a way for me 
to say to them what I think. But I didn't know what I think until I sat there [with 
them] and in whatever is the way they're doing it, they facilitate my discovering what 
I think. So even when I'm asking for advice, they don't give it to me ... in the sense 
of saying, "You should do this." They figure out--or help me figure out--what it is I 
want to do, and then they encourage me to do that. And that's what's great about how 
they act. That why I trust them. That's why I'm willing to go in--there's not that 
many people I'm willing to go and talk to when I don't know what I think about a 
topic. 

Most [advisors or professors] ... oh, my god, don't talk to them when you 
don't know what you think. Because they, you know, [are like] a bulldozer flattens 
you and tells you what you think. I feel really defensive in those situations because I 
have to keep holding on to what I think and so I tend to get rigid and not fluid and 
not open to more creative ideas because I'm rigidly holding on, protecting my 
territory when I'm around them because I see them as really invasive. 

But that's not true at all for me when I'm around Tilly. I never see her as 
invasive on my ideas or my thinking. . . . The other thing that she and Tina have in 
common is that, in the face of other people not thinking that I'm right, or even giving 
me a hard time about my choices, they [Tina and Tilly] keep reminding me "It 
doesn't matter what those people think; you should, you know, write the paper or do 
the work or do whatever you think is the thing to think, and don't worry about the 
outcomes. Just do the thing that you wanted to do." 
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Now I can read in these methods of academic mentoring an answer to my 

earlier questions about how to use my formal education to get back to not away from 

what I think, what I believe, what I value seem much more clear than it did at the 

time. When I wrote "Paradox" the only answer--as it appeared in hooks' "Keeping 

Close to Home"--seemed to be outside the university. That why I wrote then that ... 

For me, the group of quilting women provides a rudimentary answer. 

Two essential aspects of their practices-their quilt talk-make them models that 

persist for me, models that allow an artist, especially this feminist artist who also 

wants to keep close to home, both the intensity of her commitment and the 

quality and singularity of her work. One aspect is their teaching techniques, the 

other their aesthetic principle. I see these two creeds as the only ones reliable for 

getting at a definition of the kind of alternative to traditional notions of men

toring that I am yearning for. 

I describe their teaching technique as the "Well-I'm-not-an-expert-but-I 

can-show-you-what-I-do" method. As teachers, these quilting women were 

different from any I'd ever known. I went to them expecting to be taught their 

"improvisational" techniques, but I learned more about the "getting it right" 

attitude typical to other quilting conventions and other educational methods. 

Nonetheless, and unlike other teaching performances I have given or seen, the 

instructor, Miss Jordan's particular technique contains as much if not more 
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showing than telling. It demands more watching than listening from the leamer, 

more action than talk from the teacher. Most often a "lesson" sounds like this: 

"this goes here this way like this," followed by a long period of silence during 

which Miss Jordan executes the task being taught while the learner watches. 

Demonstration, rather than explanation, is privileged. 

Other quilters' brief teaching perfonnances verify the prevalence of this 

particular characteristic of the women's teaching. For instance, one quilter's 

lesson to me on using a thimble consisted of watching me work and saying at the 

appropriate moments, "Yes, honey, that's right; that's how I do" or "Oh, no, 

honey, I don't do like that." In more collective teaching sessions and whenever 

I'd say that I wasn't sure how to do something just right, the women would often 

tell me, "Don't you worry now; you'll get the feel of it after a while. You won't 

even need to look, you'll just feel right where the needle goes. Just keep on 

doing." 

This laissez-faire attitude toward teaching fosters the leamer's individual 

techniques and styles, a technique once directed at me by the most respected 

member of the group, Mrs. Bacon. Very casually glancing over at my struggles 

to stitch together pieces while I listened to her stories, Mrs. Bacon said to me 

"Now, honey, maybe that's how you want to use a thimble, but you ain't sewing 

with it." This comment was one that I could either ignore or capitalize on as an 

invitation for Mrs. Bacon to show me how to use the thimble properly. Similar-
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Iy, another quilter, Summers tells a story (repeatedly, so we won't miss the 

lesson) about Mrs. Bacon that demonstrates the patience and confidence with 

which the latter instructs apprentices; the point of the story is that, rather than 

asserting authority by telling the then-novice what she had to do, Mrs. Bacon's 

response to Summers' complaints about not liking thimbles and deciding not to 

use one was, "Oh, don't worry, honey, you will, you will." 

Miss Jordan's (and other quilt teachers') primary quilt talk perfonnance 

also reflects the style of teaching that Shirley Brice Heath categorized in her 

ethnographic study of two rural and poor communities-one black, one white-in 

North Carolina. Heath describes the black community's doing-rather-than

talking style as follows: "He [Darrett, who is teaching a group of young boys 

how to do a certain handshake] does not explain verbally how to do it. He says 

only 'Do it like dis,' as they repeat the interaction again and again •••• Watch

ing and feeling how to do something are more important than talking about how 

to do it." 

Perhaps, needless to say, the academy is not a place to value watching more 

than talking, process more than product, patient trust that meaning will emerge rather 

than hasty resolution to make meaning now. Nonetheless, I see ways that the model 

for mentoring and teaching that these quilting women offered me can be valuable and 
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possible at the university. In the interview with Betsy, I imply how "showing rather 

than telling how to do" can supply a metaphor for academic mentoring, even teach-

ing, that might make for more equal professor-student relationships and more 

effective instruction. 

JaneE: So the first question is the main one that I've thought about lately, which is 
"How do you define mentoring?" and "Can you think of a model or a metaphor to 
describe past mentoring relationships?" I've been trying for the past five days to 
come up with something incredibly clever that no one's thought up yet, but. .. 

Betsy: (Laughing) "Mentoring is like the ocean ... " 

JaneE: (Laughing) It's like a table fork. Full of prongs .... Well, a mentor is like an 
actor, not in the sense of a stage actor or somebody who plays a different part from a 
real personality, but more in the sense of someone who is doing things and I get to 
observe it. ... they're the actor--or the enactor, or the performer, "and I just watch. 
Someone facilitates my learning by letting me observe them in professional situations. 

Since a third or less of what an academician really does is teaching, that means 
that ... about two-thirds of what our professors do as professionals we don't ever see 
because we're not in the arena where we could see it. All's we see is their perfor
mance as a teacher, and even that performance is usually a small piece of what they 
do to get ready to give that performance. 

And I don't mean performance in the pejorative sense. I mean it like "verbal 
performance" sense. And so there's an awful lot of what goes on about being a 
professional academician that we don't get to see as graduate students--and I appreci
ate it a lot when someone, urn, facilitates enacting their preparation for those things 
for me so I can see how it goes . 

. . . . A good mentor is someone who sort of removes the wall, so, like I was 
saying earlier, Jays bare to you a lot of the "woman behind the curtain stufr' of what 
goes on that makes her professional. 

Betsy: That's a good metaphor (laughing). 

JaneE: Yeah. Dh, it is, isn't it? 

Betsy: "Mentoring is like ... " 
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JaneE: (laughing) Right. .. The Wizard of Qz .... 

I am even more appreciative now of this metaphor. I think of Bartholomae's 

description of the "God-like voice of authority" that infuses academic discourse and 

that basic writers have difficulty appropriating and I think of that scene in the Wizard 

when the curtain is pulled aside and the voice of the Great and Powerful Qz dwindles 

down to human size. We find out then that all those authoritative gestures and 

commands actually come from the body of a rather small and ordinary person who is 

authorizing himself. It was that regular person's experience that authorized the direc-

tive that she gave, directives that--when accomplished--served the good of everyone, 

not just the Wizard. And even when the Wizard has been exposed and thus can resist 

being "expert" or stating anything that exceeds the competence of his language, he 

still is able to grant the wishes of all who sought his wisdom and power. 

JaneE: ... it's not exactly a metaphor, but the other model for mentoring that I was 
thinking of is one that I know of .. .in an entirely other context. It's called being a 
sponsor for someone; that's in 12-step [programs]. So what you do is, you ask 
someone who "you want what they have" and ask that person to be your sponsor, 
your guide through the steps. You pick them based on whatever it means to you to 
say that they have what you want. . . . 

And the tacit rules about the relationships are that you don't get to tell that 
person who is your sponsoree what to do. And you don't give that person advice. 
Your job is to share your experience on any topic that the sponsoree says she's having 
difficulties with. So if she says, you know, "I can't get a respectable"--this isn't what 
she would say, Betsy, in that [12 step] context, but in this [academic] context--"! 
can't get a respectable journal to take my article. Has this ever happened to you?" 
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Betsy: (laughing [probably because she remembers when she said to me "I can't get 
any respectable journal to accept my article?" and I said to her, "Well, I can tell you 
my experience if it'll help. "]) ~ 

JaneE: (laughs) And instead of saying "Well, what you need to do with your writing 
is this and this and this and this," the person [sponsor] would say, "Actually, yes, it 
has happened to me," and [then] just talk about what she learned from that experi-
ence. 

And I really like that set-up because it is ill-advised on both ends, to give 
advice, or to act like the one who knows. So it promotes, urn, a more leveling 
relationships, and it promotes, urn, humility, and it promotes mutual learning 
experiences. Because for one--for [me if I'm] the person who's the sponsor, there's 
something that reminds me, "Oh yeah [I made it through that]," as I'm relating to 
somebody the story of when no journal would take my writing. Just in how I tell my 
story to myself and to you today, there's something to be learned, and there's 
something for the other person, maybe, to learn from hearing my experience on that 
topic. But there isn't this obligation kind of set-up. And that's a kind of model that I 
like a lot. 

Betsy: That's so funny, you know, because another person I interviewed talked about 
this as a model--you know, "sponsor"--in real similar terms. She was giving exam
ples from 12-step. And when you were doing that [giving examples from academic 
life], I was thinking about how [an advisor from our graduate program] would not 
just share his experience. [He] would say, "Okay, you have to rewrite it this way." 

JaneE: Yup. And that makes [a problem]--for one thing, [that advisor] doesn't know 
if he's right. For another thing--the person, I [as the sponsoree] don't learn as much 
if [the advisor] tells me what I need to do. And since we're [as graduate students] all 
supposedly highly intelligent people, who also have our share of ego, you know, 
we're quite capable of extrapolating information we need from someone else's 
experience. We are very capable of doing that. And egotistically, we're also--I know 
I'm very capable of being very stubborn and !!Qt doing something that might be good 
for me just because [the advisor] told me to. I'll just be like "Well, fuck you!" and 
not do it. 

Also [an advice giving teacher or mentor] doesn't learn much [in the giving 
advice or instruction model]. If [he's] telling me what I should do with my paper, 
[he] isn't learning very much about his writing, and so it's not useful for him either. 
It doesn't help our power relationships because I feel like the little kid and [he] gets 
to be the one in charge, you know. 

There's one way in the classroom too that I think that [having] this same 
relationship is important. I'm doing it a lot in technical writing class: I'm talking 
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about my own experience with technical writing, which fortunately I've had a lot of 
because I haven't always been at a university .... And man, they [the students] are 
really paying attention. Just sit up in their seats and looking right at my face when 
I'm telling them my experiences on the job with writing. They pay attention to that a 
lot more than [they do] when I keep haranguing them about their papers. 

And so, urn, I think that's the wisest use of expertise ... talking to you the 
mentee about my experience, and letting you, as they say [in 12-step programs] "take 
what you like and leave the rest." It's also way easier on me the mentor because I 
don't have to keep trying to persuade you to take stuff you don't want. (Laughing) 
You know? Just let you choose for yourself. 

Finding and capitalizing on opportunities to develop one's own style and thus 

to resist co-optation is a practice that de Certeau celebrates in his preface to the 

ordinary man which begins The Practice of Everyday Life. The process by which the 

ordinary person chooses what to use and what to discard, how to recontextualize the 

products of dominant culture, how to deconstruct and reconstruct the dominant 

discourse is extraordinary. Here's one way it appears. 

The other essential practice of my quilting grandmothers, their aesthetic 

principle, I call "Well-I-don't-know-how-pretty-it-is-but-it's-mine." This 

aesthetic offers even more shrewd insight into how I might find a contact zone 

between the paradoxical yearning for tradition and for individuality. These 

women use folk themes in natural conversations in order to convey culture-

specific meanings. 

Ftrst of all, it seems evident that, at least to some African-American 

quilters, "getting it right," is very important; at least some African-American 
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quilters are clearly not creating broken patterns or multiple rhythms, not relying 

solely on improvisational responses to time or money constraints. Miss Jordan's 

teaching performances demonstrate a commitment to this value. On the other 

hand, neither perfection nor claims to expertise seem particularly important to 

these women either: the group's plethora of jokes about ripping out seams and 

the women's rejection of my joking wish to be an expert indicate their tolerance 

of "mistakes" and inexperience. In fact, it seems that boasting about her qUilting 

skills undercuts a quilter's credibility with this group. Rather, the women 

appreciate modesty, as well as patience and a willingness to make and accept 

one's mistakes. These values probably explain their penchant for trial and error 

as a learning and teaching method: practicing and doing are much more impor

tant than explaining and being expert. 

This split between the traditional and individual here foreshadows the tension 

between the roles of the traditional/organic intellectual which informs this entire 

dissertation. Equally interesting is that Victor Villanueva's solution to that tension or 

split, a solution that I read before writing the first chapter of the diss but not before 

writing "Paradox," is not so different from the integrative convergence I saw in these 

quilters' methods. 
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According to Gramsci, all education should include the folkloristic: "Folklore . 
. . should be studied as a 'conception of the world and life.' . .in opposition .. 
. to 'official' conceptions of the world." Those who comprise the various 
cultures within the classroom would be encouraged to discover their own 
folklore ... but the critical aspects implicit in the folkloristic would make for a 
classroom, in Gramsci's words, 'in which everybody participates, to which 
everybody contributes, in which everybody is both master and disciple. (29-30) 

FmaUy, aU quilt talk presentations that I've noted point to the premium 

the group places on individual expression: individual style in verbal performanc-

es, as weU as in material production, are both highly treasured. The quilt 

teacher's willingness to let students learn how to accomplish techniques in their 

own way, a quilter's deliberate ambiguity in interpreting the meaning of her quilt 

so that "readers" may find their own meanings, the joker's use of others' talk 

recontextualized to the joker's own ends, the quilt-text reader's interpretations of 

another's art work in order to accomplish the reader's own rhetorical purpose, 

the quilt autobiographer's use of her own quilting history as a way to negotiate 

respect-aU of these fonns of quilt talk point to the group's reverence for and 

active demonstration of individual style in expression. Clearly, the members of 

this group honor the act of reappropriation, whether that recentering appears in 

a reported speech joke, in creative readings of someone else's quilt text, or in 

objects of beauty and utility created from otherwise "worthless" scraps. Like the 

art of quiltmaking itself, much of quilt talk-at least in this group-relies on 

recontextualization, on recycling someone else's speech or situation and infusing 
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it with one's own style. While style is not the sole component of the art form, it 

is nonetheless the criterion which determines effectiveness and beauty within the 

use of the form. H and when "getting it right" and individual style compete for 

prominence among the values of these African-American quilters, style seems to 

take precedence. Witness Mrs. Summers' comments on the places in my rll'St 

quilt where I got it wrong: "They're what makes it yours •••• Someday you'll 

look back at this block in your quilt and remember important things about those 

mistakes. " 

Again, de Certeau's theorizing about the practice of everyday life applies to 

these women's aesthetics: 

. . . a way of using imposed systems constitutes the resistance to the historical 
law or a state of affairs and its dogmatic legitimation. A practice of the order 
constructed by others redistributes its space. . . .Innumerable ways of playing 
and foiling the other's game (jouer/dejouer Ie jeu de l'autre) that is, the space 
instituted by others, characterize the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of 
groups which, since they lack their own space, have' to get along in a network 
of already established forces and representations. People have to make do 
with what they have. In these combatants' stratagems, there is a certain art of 
placing one's blows, a pleasure in getting around the rules of a constraining 
space. (18) 

Nancy Miller, when discussing the ethics of women's autobiography, also centers on 

the reappropriation of conventional structures and representations required of authors 

of that genre, a practice that demands awareness not just of convention but also of the 

context--the economic, social, political conditions--within which the text is produced. 
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The author needs to use a language that not only decenters dominant discourse but 

recenters it from the inside: 

In other words, rather than adopting a discourse of the monument that rigidly 
opposed an inside. . . to an outside. . ., we need precisely a revisionary 
"morality of the aesthetic" that would produce a reading capable of interpret
ing, for instance, the marks of race and gender in the text as intrinsic to 
literariness itself. This would be another way of understanding the ethical 
project of feminist aesthetics. 

The reading model according to which the critic radically divides litera
ture from culture--as though we could ever be sure where to draw the line-
seems condemned to the very insularity it seeks to locate outside its opera
tions: to reproducing the politics of its location. Geographically this means 
not noticing, for instance, that continents are only very large islands. (113-
114) 

This "revisionary 'morality of the aesthetic'" could also produce writing capable of 

marking gender in the text as intrinsic to writing itself, for a model of writing, of 

studying, of getting educated that radically divides the woman from the author seems 

condemned to reproduce the politics of ill location. This division requires not 

noticing, misrecognizing, a score of relevant contextual details and tensions: even 

when they are academics, women are different from men; Experts' authority is gained 

at the expense of competence and their language is inaccessible; success in [graduate] 

school or even in freshman composition class often depends on ignoring what you're 

told to do; all arguments are personal; the personal is political. 

But how can I bring these women home with me? How can I make 

their wisdom mine? 



Let me answer that question by returning to the scene wherein my morning 

pages practice originated as did my conscious search for my own style. 

IV. Letting the Mentor Go 

So, in away, right now, this minute, I'm living a dream come true: 
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I can become her, or at least I can pretend to. I'm living in her spacious and 

secluded foothills home; her dogs are at my feet, my guardians now. I can put 

on her clothes, read her books, listen to her music, place my art work on her 

easels. I have the time to study minutely her paintings which vibrate on the 

walls. Now I'll finally be able to get the shadows on my mountains to look just 

right like they do in her work. I can sit at the desk where she writes her books, 

use her computer and her library, stare out her window into her desert. 

My excitement at this rare chance is intense: when she's present, she 

doesn't like me to study her things so closely. She shares only sparsely and with 

supervision all these parts of herself because, she says, they're hers, and part of 

an artist's creativity is collecting the books and music and writing that make her 

who she is. "H you want to trade books or tapes or recipes," she says, "I'll do 

that. " When I'm in painting class at her house, she doesn't like me to study her 

work or-faux pas of the highest order-copy her stuff; "it's mine, not yours," she 

says. "You won't learn anything." This trait of hers bugs me, seems not very 
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generous or sharing, I think. So now I'm glad to have the opportunity to absorb 

it all, to indulge in the careful study of what it is that makes her so unique. 

And yet ••• I feel now in this house a strangely heightened awareness, 

notice significant metaphors emerging from my choices. 

Earlier today I lugged my own computer from my house to hers because 

her system's not compatible with mine, and it was too much work to have to 

translate all myoid fIles into hers. To my surprise, I ended up setting up shop 

down the hall from her office in her husband's office, even though that room is 

smaller, its window stares out into the sky not the desert, and it was farther to 

haul my computer. I don't even know why I did this. It could've been because 

her husband had cleared off a space for me and left me a friendly note about 

how many good words have been written in this room; but also I just felt too 

weird sitting at her desk. 

Just now, when I needed to run to the store to get milk, I threw on her 

purple lounging gown, its rich color and folds cascade pleasantly to the floor. 

But it confused the dogs: my smell inside the clothes and her smell outside. I saw 

my reflection in the supermarket window and thought "That's a Tina dress, 

JaneE. It doesn't look like you, you're a sportswear woman." I worry about 

whether or not she'll check up on me-she's crafty, that one-ask me if I wore 

any of her clothes or jewelry that's scattered all over the house. I hear myself 

telling her, "You know, I really wanted to. I even tried on some stuff to check 
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out the fit. But do you notice how I always wear solid colors and you always 

wear bright prints? Besides, me in your clothes confused the dogs. I sure do 

love housesitting though; the peace and freedom and space are terrific. I'm 

probably getting divorced, but then we knew that, right? I loved your card and 

your reminder that's "it's okay to grow and expand: god won't put you back in a 

box. God's for freedom, just look at me." Believe girlfriend, I do look at you, 

all the time and lovingly. And guess what? My writing's going well. I miss 

you, but I'm feeling okay, getting ready for when you're really gone. And oh 

yes, I actually had a dream like those ones you always have and I say 'Wow, how 

come I don't have dreams like that?' I finished a canvas of her; it's that square 

one, 'Woman Dreaming on the Rocks.'" 

This is where "Paradox" ended. I remember feeling uneasy about this almost 

tidy ending: I hadn't really let my mentor go, but my essay made it sound as if I 

had. I was still wearing at least some of Tina's clothes, mixing and matching them 

with mine, still carefully examining the rocks in some of her paintings so I could "get 

it right" when I negotiated the shapes and colors of the rocks in "Woman Dreaming." 

Still, I knew that I would soon have to practice what Murdock describes as the rejec-

tion of the mother-mentor. A woman moves down into the depth to reclaim 
the parts of herself that split off when she rejected 
the mother and shattered the mirror of the femi
nine. To make this journey a woman puts aside 
her fascination with the intellect and games of the 
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cultural mind, and acquaints herself, perhaps for 
the first time with her body, her emotions, her 
sexuality, her intuition, her images, her values, 
her mind. This is what she finds in the depths. . 
. .She may feel dried up, raw, and devoid of 
sexuality or experience the gut-wrenching pain of 
being turned inside-out. (90) 

I just didn't want to do it yet, especially not when I was going through a divorce. 

But, actually, a divorce is an excellent time to get reacquainted with one's self. 

Besides, I had little choice because Tina moved to another state and so I had to let her 

go because she was gone. 

But that doesn't mean the story's over. I've told you what Tilly said about 

"Paradox": "your mother isn't mentioned, neither is your stepmother." Perhaps 

because she's too polite, Tilly also didn't mention that 8 wasn't mentioned in the 

essay either. And so, regarding my mentor Tilly, my mother, my stepmother, I add 

with this last excerpt from Betsy's interview with me. 

Betsy: But your main experience, recently anyway, like with Tilly, has been posi
tive? 

JaneE: To have this older woman who lights the way for me. Yes, that's really a 
valuable thing. I can't tell you how much I treasure having that. I remember one 
sentence [I said to her]. It took me forever to get up the courage to say this one 
sentence to her ....... . 

I told her, "I never realized how much I missed my mom until I met you." 
(Starts to cry.) And she just stood there in front of me and looked at me. She didn't 
try to make me feel better, she didn't try to comfort me or tell me I didn't know what 
I was talking about. She just took it. . . . 
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[We yearn for this quality of the feminine that is compassionate and instruc
tive, that tells us how to take care of ourselves and warns us about getting 
caught up in petty fights and the desire to dominate. Spider Woman is 
concerned about the people; she is a preserver of life, a weaver of webs, a 
mentor and helper to those who struggle on the journey. She understands 
patience: how to not move into the light prematurely, holding the tension and 
letting things unfold in the appropriate time. (Murdock 123).] 

... And afterward I thought "Oh shit. She's going to think I'm clingy and .. 

. needy. n It's really scary to be needy, and I didn't want her to think I was weird or 
anything. Needing a woman is even scarier, I think, because I never really had a 
mom. My mom left when I was 8. And my stepmother wasn't exactly a mom, 
either. But that was the thing that attracted me to Tilly, the thing that I needed. I 
began to realize, "Man, this hole is really deep." 

I don't know about you, but I suspect this is true of you also: the way I got to 
be successful in what I'm doing now is by being "masculine, n you know, by being 
"competitive" and "assertive" and all that. But the thin"g I like about Tilly is that she 
isn't "masculine." She's feminine, but not stupid or dopey. She doesn't do that 
"let's be a girl" overcompensation like [another woman in department]. She helped 
put me in touch with a part of my womanself that I'd been poo-pooing all this time. I 
respected Tilly for having it and I could respect it in myself, too. 

It's funny: when I tell people about what a good mentor she's been for me, 
they automatically assume and say, "Oh, did she teach you to be assertive or competi
tive or how to succeed in a so-called man's world or any of that?", I say "No, I had 
male mentors who taught me all that and I'm already really good at it. What Tilly 
taught me was to be fluid and instinctual and to trust that method ... and most 
especially to value above everything my creative self. Above everything. Above 
whether I get a job or not. Above everything. " 

It's kind of funny: of the two most important people in my life right now 
[Tina and Tilly], one has a Ph.D. and the other never went to college. She just 
graduated from high school. It's funny--I get two perspectives. One that says 
academe is really important and one that says it's bullshit. (laughs). 

Betsy: (laughing) Those are the two perspectives I have, too--part of me thinks it's 
really important, because I'm here, and I have to take it at least semi-seriously, and 
part of ~ thinks it's bullshit! 

JaneE: (laughing) That's right. 
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And so ... 

I don't really know how to end except to stop writing because the story's not 

really over yet though finishing the dissertation--and writing my important body into 

its scholarship--certainly concludes a crucial chapter. But I have several loose ends 

regarding my struggles to complete the cycle of the heroine's journey, to heal the 

mother/daughter split as well as the conflict between my male and female selves, to 

attend to the ethics of the feminist project, to illuminate what's at stake in writing this 

particular circle of a woman's life. 

I can add more about my mothers here. I can say that my stepmother read 

"Paradox" a year ago Christmas. She wrote me a quite beautiful letter in reply. She 

told me stories of her mother, grandmother, great grandmother, her self, stories I'd 

never heard and that connected me to her matriarchal lineage; she also confessed to 

feeling alone and without models herself, gave me a preview of what challenges to 

expect in the next ten years of a woman's life, those years between her age and mine. 

Her response made it worth the risk to share my writing; my writing had mattered to 

her. It mattered very much to me that she wrote back, that she knew to tell me the 

stories that I so longed for, that she told me this: 

Finally, as you say, a model isn't who you want to be. You want to be 
yourself, an original, but since, ultimately, there really isn't anything new out 
there under the sun, what makes an original is how we appropriate and use the 
quilting blocks that are already there. And what finally constitutes self
assurance and self-satisfaction is when we are able to say, "I don't know how 
pretty it is, but it's mine." I'm glad you are there now, or nearly there. 
Maybe we're never completely there. 
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Facing my fear that my stepmother might not like my reading of her and her sighs 

over the kitchen sink but taking the risk to speak my truth anyway seems a reasonable 

price to pay for establishing dialogue and connection with a woman from whom I'd 

been uneasy at best. 

Another important piece in my emergent relationship with my stepmother is 

the fact that for the last few months, I've been dating a man who is a firefighter and 

who has two daughters. One's the age I was when my blood mother took off with 

two of my sisters, leaving my dad and my other sister and me to carry on our lives 

without the other half of our family; the other's the age I was when my dad married 

my current stepmother, the age I was when I made the decision that people couldn't 

be trusted and running with my arms open wide to hug everybody was an incredibly 

stupid way to greet anyone much less my second stepmother in three years. Interact

ing with these two girls, I realize that my judgment during the interview with Betsy 

(limy stepmother wasn't exactly a mom, either") is as much about me as about my 

stepmother. How is it possible to be a mom to someone who's angry about what she 

didn't get from her own mother and who refuses to accept mothering from anyone 

else? From time to time, I tell my stepmother about these realizations, we talk it 

over, our dialogue is a very healing thing. I'm not sure what it means, so I don't 

want to tell anymore about it. 

I do want to tell you a bit more about interacting with those two daughters, 

about what it's helped me see about being a "good girl. II Just as I loved playing 
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doctor with my sister Rosann during our visit to Grandma's, I love being with those 

girls. I could include any number of "morning pages" entries and show you the 

bittersweet they've brought me: sweet because every once in a while I get to enact a 

IInormal" life with them, collect stories and photographs to tuck away in an aluminum 

suitcase and recall someday when that gaping hole aches; bitter because we all know 

I'm leaving soon to become an Assistant Professor far, far away and thus our dreams 

of being truly normal together are only fantasy. Still, this time has helped to heal my 

good girl/bad girl split, that tension between thinking I have to be only one way or 

the other. Since I don't live with them or with their dad either, I don't really know 

what that life would be for me. But, even during the crunch of writing my disserta

tion, I'm realizing that I can ~ with them and still do my work. Sometimes we've 

done IImorning pages II together and talked about my work; they're thrilled to hear 

that I've written them into my dissertation. They are really proud of me; one of them 

beamed to her friend the other day "Yes, it's is sad that JaneE has to leave, but she 

knows so much stuff she has to move away to tell it to people somewhere else." 

I'm not the only one who benefits from this relationship though. One day 

when their dad was thanking me for the Thanksgiving dinner I'd made for all of 

them, he said lIyou know, JaneE, you are a really good woman. I don't mean you're 

good and you're a woman, I mean you're good at being a woman. I like how you do 

your life and be a woman while you're doing it. I really like it that my girls get to 

watch you being a woman so they see how somebody like you--somebody smart and 
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creative and female--does it." At first I think he's just invented a great line that he 

knows I'm dying to hear. But when I see the faces of those girls as they watch me 

get dressed to go out with their dad, when I see them imitate the way I hold a knife 

when I chop up peppers, when they shyly reach up to hold onto my hips so they can 

feel how I move on the dance floor, when they scrutinize my face from only a foot 

away as I cry or get mad or explain a theory or tell a story, when they ask me again 

and again "Will you show me how to do it like you?"--I know he's right: I am good 

at being a woman. 

His perceptiveness has helped me heal another split too. Only two weeks ago 

I was complaining bitterly to him about the state I'd had to get to in order to write 

those analytical chapters and about how the praise I got for that same ability that 

makes me feel insane and mean. "When you say you don't want this thing that 

people tell you is a talent because it's lonely and alienating and you don't want it," he 

told me, "I get angry. You think that people just say it's your talent because you're 

smart; you think that's why they admire you. But it's not just cause you're smart, 

although you are--that's a given. It's because you let your work touch you so deeply 

and you have so much sadness and anger and joy about it and you put all that feeling 

in there, in your writing. You tell me," he reminded me, "that you wish you could 

be painting or doing something else more creative, but actually writing is even harder 

than painting. What you are doing when you write is very creative, very great use of 

your artistic self because you're putting your self in. " 
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"Wow, you're right. I am doing that and that's why it's so hard. I'm making 

it hard because it's important to me to put myself in there. I refuse to let them make 

me into something I'm not, goddammit, no matter how they say I have to do it. I 

wrote that whole agonizing theoretical autobio chapter all on my own with not even 

course work or professors to help me out, just figuring out myself how to use their 

words to make my argument so I could prove to them in their own way that they have 

to let me in there, goddammit. And all the time I was doing it, I.sID.Q that I was 

doing it too just so they wouldn't think they fooled me into thinking their way was the 

only one. And it was murder, but still I wrote a great chapter with their kind of 

evidence. It's like the culmination of life-long logical argument with my dad that I 

finally get to win because I get to put myself into it and I'm in control and he doesn't 

get to talk because it's my voice. " 

"You know, Richard, talking to you this way reminds me of talking to Tilly. 

I realized yesterday when I was writing that I already miss her so much and I haven't 

even left yet. But, you know, something has changed already: I'm going to be 

grown up and the way that it was won't be the way it is anymore. I can't face that 

yet. Not in front of her, not when she's like you and someone I can't hide in front 

of. I've gotta wait." 

"It's cool that you just trust that part of yourself, JaneE," he says, "so just 

believe it. I know you maybe can't see it, but from where I'm sitting everything 

looks to be perfectly ordered." 
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Yes, I guess it does. 

And so, finally, I come to my mother. 

Three months ago or so, on the day I was leaving for my MLA interviews, my 

mother called me--an uncommon occurrence indeed since during the last fifteen years 

or so that she's been living in England, she's called me maybe five times. When I 

told her about all my upcoming interviews, about the wide variety of places where I 

might end up the next year (Hawaii, Alaska, Montana, Indiana, Georgia, New York, 

San Diego), about the diversity in the types of jobs I could be asked to do, she said, 

"What an adventure!. A huge world open before you and you can go off and make a 

new life. How exciting for you!" 

I heard myself saying "It sounds familiar, doesn't it?" as I realized that 

embarking on an adventure was exactly what she had done, once in leaving my father 

and my sister and me, once in dropping off her other two daughters to also live with 

my Dad from then on so she could go to England to be a foreign exchange teacher, 

once in leaving the States to move to England with her husband. Who knows how 

many other adventures she has had that I haven't even heard about? When I told her 

a little bit about the firefighter, she said "I dated a fireman right after I got divorced 

from your father. He had two kids too. We almost got married, but I called it off 

just two weeks beforehand. It just didn't feel right." 

"No kidding. You date a firefighter? I didn't know that." 
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It seems there's lots that I don't know. Maybe my mother gave/gives me 

more than I realize. During the time I was writing the revisions of the Gorgias paper 

and struggling to deal with the split in selves and writing styles, I recorded this dream 

in my journal on September 15th: 

My mother Esther gave me a coat, a denim blazer coat but it was 
equipped for ~thing in cold weather and rain. It had a pile lining, a 
flapped closure in front, a huge collar with openings for a scarf or muffler to 
be tied around my neck and to keep the collar up against the cold; it even had 
mosquito netting type stuff coming out of the hood/collar that I could velcro 
together so !lQ air or bugs could get into my coat at all. 

I also dreamed about Dad: I was cutting my nails and--though he 
didn't say anything--he was getting mad because I left the trimmings on the 
floor. 

A few weeks later, October 22nd, I recorded this: 

I dreamed of my dad and mom Esther: they were fighting about 
something and I was on my Dad's side and very glad to be there too. And he 
and I won and I was saying "Ha Ha Ha" to my mom, "My dad loves me 
better. So there!" I was sitting on his lap with my legs straddled over him and 
hugging him tight. 

Then I went somewhere to meet Esther mom. It was a ~ big 
swimming pool with lots and lots of people in it. The water was very refresh
ing, very blue, very cold. No one stole my wallet when I left it beside the 
pool unattended. 

When I first saw my mom in the water, I wasn't sure if it was her or 
not. Then she smiled at me--a beautiful, open, and friendly smile--and I knew 
it was her. We went to a smaller pool to shoot some water hoops. I woke 
up. 

As I said, there's a lot that I don't know. I don't know exactly what these 

dreams mean, but I can guess (and so can you, I bet). I certainly don't know how to 

gracefully or consistently integrate all these parts I have, don't think I ever will. I 
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haven't solved the contradiction that began this chapter or even this dissertation, don't 

think I'll ever do that either. But I have been willing to hold the tension for a long 

time now, and I'm glad about that. 

I'm glad too that I wrote at least one chapter the way I wanted to, glad 

because there's a lot at stake in doing it my way. What is it that drives my need to 

tum myself inside out even when I don't have to, even when it hurts, even when I get 

rejected, even when writing "their" way is easier (except for the backaches and the 

anger and the dissatisfaction and the bad dreams and the self-loathing)? I believe it's 

this: I want to be able to respect myself. I don't want to feel ashamed of being an 

academic, don't want to have to be anti-intellectual; neither do I want to be ashamed 

or embarrassed about being a woman, don't want to have to act, think, talk, walk, 

feel like a man. I want to establish a professional presence that I can live with, that I 

don't have to shrink to fit when I talk to my non-academic friends, that I don't have 

to puff up to fill when I talk to my academic colleagues. 

And if I am going to respect myself, I have to tell the truth. Telling the truth 

requires honoring the contradictions in my multiple selves, finding a way out of the 

anger I can feel about being a female in a traditionally male institution, making peace 

with my choices in lifestyle--my roles in the classroom, on the pages of academic 

journals, in the rooms of AA, in the sewing class, in my romantic relationships, at 

my Grandma's house, in my parents' living room, in my dreams, in my new job, 

wherever. Trying to authorize myself in all those arenas is complex, tedious, 
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infuriating, rewarding, fragmenting, constant. But it's a process, as is quilting. And 

if I keep practicing, I know I'll keep learning how to re-create the compliment my 

favorite quilting "grandmother," Mrs. Summers, gave my very first, very in-expert, 

very lovingly crafted quilt: "I tell you one thing: she learned how to make some

thing beautiful out of nothing but scraps. " 
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APPENDIX A 

Training Composition Students to Grade Freshman Placement Exams. 

I. Preparation of Materials 

Using a prompt that had been retired from actual FPE exam settings, I asked the 

instructors of two sections each of English 100 (basic writing first year composition 

course) 101 ("mainstream" first year composition course) and 103 (honors composi

tion course) to have their students write responses to the prompt. All students were 

given the same time period (30 minutes) and instructions that are give in an actual 

FPE exam. A group of four experienced FPE graders scored the approximately 150 

exams generated. Each exam was assigned at least two scores; I then read and scored 

all exams myself. Thus, I had access to at least three teacher evaluations for each of 

the sample FPE exams. 

II. Initial In-Class Preparation 

On the first day of English 100 class, students wrote a diagnostic essay in 

response to the same prompt and with the same instructions as those given to the 

students who wrote the materials described above. I told them that I would read their 

essays to make sure that they had been placed appropriately and that we would be 

referring to their essays later on during the semester. 
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ITI. In-Class Work with FPE Exams. 

During the last month of English 100, we spent about four weeks on a unit 

dedicated to examining "academic discourse." During this time, we read sections of 

Mike Rose's Lives on the Boundaries, in particular sections about the "academic 

club" and academic writing (Chapters 6 and 7). In addition, we enacted the graders' 

"calibration" process as follows: 

a. Students read and studied the rubric for grading FPEs. In addition, they 

read eight FPE essays, evaluated and assigned a holistic grade to each, and wrote 

their justifications for the scores they gave. 

b. During class, we all talked about the scores the students had assigned and 

compared the students' scores with the instructors'. We discussed at length any 

discrepancies between the students' evaluations and the instructors' and reviewed 

carefully the justifications each group gave for the scores. 

c. Each student read two other placement exams assigned only to her and then 

also read the one she herself had written on the first day of class. Students wrote 

about the similarities and differences in their exams and the others they scored and 

about the ways that their writing had improved since the beginning of the semester; 

we discussed their responses to these assignments. 

d. Students wrote a letter to someone they knew back at home who might be 

going to college soon. In the letter, students were to explain in their own language 
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what it is that they think English teachers are looking for when they score placement 

exams. 

e. Students wrote out answers to the questions on a handout I gave them. 

The questions require students to think about the language that teachers at the 

university use, to theorize about the nature of academic discourse, and to reflect on 

their experiences during the process of grading FPEs. 
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APPENDIX B 

Questionnaire for Students Grading FPE Grading Exams 

By reading the rubric for grading Freshman Placement Exams and by seeing 

what kinds of scores the teachers gave certain exams, you've had the opportunity to 

examine the language that teachers use. Mike Rose calls this group of teachers, as 

well as the students who write these ways these teachers respect, the "academic club." 

The teachers themselves call their language "academic discourse," which--they say--is 

the language that all people use at the university. What I want you to do is think and 

write about this language by answering the questions below. By doing this, you will 

be "theorizing" (creating a philosophy or hypothesis) about the nature of "academic 

discourse. " 

1. What kind of "rules" does this group (Le., teachers who grade these exams 

and students who do well on them) have about what students should or shouldn't say? 

Are there specific words or topics that the group considers forbidden? Does the 

group have any special words that only insiders understand? What words? What 

phrases? Do they ever use these special words as a "secret code" that's meant to 

keep outsiders out? How would you define these words/phrases for "outsiders"? 
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2. Who is most qualified to talk or have a say-so, according to this group's 

"rules" for using language? In other words, whose voice is respected the most? 

What will that voice sound like? Whose voice is not respected in the group? What 

kind of person or sounds will the group try to shut out? Why? How does a person 

get the authority to speak in this group? 

3. Based on the language that people in this group use, what other things can 

we notice that they also value? What sort of view of the world (a safe place, a hostile 

place, a dull place, a competitive place, etc.) does this group have? How does the 

group members' specialized language reflect their lifestyles and beliefs? Why do you 

think they use this language? What effect(s) does this language use have on more 

"mainstream" people? 

4. Do you think an teachers in the university prefer the kind of language that's 

valued in the placement exam grading sessions? Why or why not? What teachers in 

specific might think differently? What kind of language or writing would those 

teachers value? If all teachers at the university don't agree, then why would English 

teachers be the ones who are in charge of this exam and of shaping the way you 

write? 
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5. What was the most surprising thing that you heard, learned, realized, read 

while we were working with the freshman placement exam essays and materials? 

6. What was the most useful thing you learned while reading the placement 

exam rubric and the sample placement essays? Why is it useful? 

7. Are you glad we did this unit in our class? Why or why not? If you were 

teaching new English 100 students, would you do this exercise? Would you use more 

class time, less time, or about the same amount of time to discuss these placement 

exam essays? What would you add or leave out of the lesson? 
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